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HOLLAND. MIOH., SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 5. 1896.
Silver or Gold
taken in excliange for the nneqnailed Sunlight and
Daisy brands of flour. "
N. B.— No objection to U. S. paper currency.
Walsh-De Roo Hilling Co.
6old or silver.
We are not particular which, but we guarantee you
more and better goods for it than any Store in Town, just
v ask your neighbor who has traded with us if this is not so.
If you will try us we can prove what we say. Just notice
below onr Special Prices for this week:
A Good Wash boiler No. 7 .............................. 50c
“ “ “ “ »<- 8 .............................. 60c
“ “ “ 9 . .. . * 70c
A good boiler with copper bottom No. 7 ................ 75c
“ “• “ “ ‘‘ “ “ 8 85c
<< «* •« « <t <( u 9
A good boiler with copper bottom and rim No. 7 ........ 98c
“ “ “ “ “ “ “ 8 $1 15“ «• «« << i< u it 9 ’ 1 25
All copper wash boiler 14 ounce No. 7 ................. 1 59it u ii ii ii ii g 1 68
“ ** ^11 »i II II g ......... j gg
All copper nickle Plated Tea Kettle No. 7 .............. 85c
“ ‘I li li li II . ii g gg^,
“ “ “ “ “ “ “ io
May' sBazaar
Next door to Kleklnt-
veld’s Bookstore.
\-
IT COSTS YOU
NOTHING * :i: *
...... TO LOOK OVER
BOSMAN BROS.’
.LINE OF.
ONFALL SUITINGS.
No cheap linings, no poor workmanship and
above all things a good fit or no sale.
'darpir
will call at any
RESIDENCE OR HOTEL
for passengers to or from Boats
or Trains.
L. A. Stratton,
Livery, Sale, Boarding and Feed
Stables.
North west Corner Market and 7th 8ts.
Mm*e41. Ckue Phie 79
m
• Km Silver!
If you have any old sllTer laying
v around that you wish to dispose of,
^'take it toC. A. Stevenson, the Jeweler
aod be will pay you a big price for It.
Tie Mill tautt. ,
James L. Francis, , .Alderman, Ohl-
‘T regard Dr. King’s New
as an Ideal Panacea for
and Lung Complaints,
in my family for the
exclusion of
other pre*
-cage
Keokuk, Iowa,
a Minister of
forM
never found
that
as Dr.
... this Ideal
<4
On a Silver Platform.
The present agitation of the silver
question, will Inevitably cause a rise
In the price of that beautiful metal,
therefore now is the time to buy sil-
verware, aod if you want tine goods,
at cut rates, and a large assortment
to select from go to
STEVENSON’S Jewelry Store!
8th St., Holland. ,
Domestic Bakery.— If you are
In
in
Grand Haven and desire a lunch, step
In at J. Verkuyl’s Domestic Bakery,
next door to Van Loolfc. Good place.
TRY . .• .
Dr. A. C. V. R. Q i 1 more,
Dentist 1
     VAUPELL BLOCK.
<Dg>It
NEfiLECTw
EYitfi
See To It
That your eyes are properly cared for,1
The possible consequences of neglect
are too serious to be overlooked. If
spectacles will improve or aid. your
sight, you need them, and If you need
them you ought to know It. For this
purpose have your eyes examined. We
will examine your eyes FREE, and
correct any defect of vision- by proper
ly fitting the eyes with glasses, at the
lowest price.
W, R STEVENSON,
XX Optician, A) Ai
Office at Stevenson’s Jewelry Store.
The Michigan State Fair will exhi*
bit at Grand Ranlds next week.
A tar walk has been constructed
alongside the college campus on Col*
lege ave.
Prof. J. B. Nykerk is now occupy-
ing rooms in the old A. M. Kanters
residence on Twelfth street.
We acknowledge the receipt of a
"comp” to the annual fair to be held
at Cooperaville, Sept 22-25.
A severe electrical storm accompa-
nied with copious rains visited this
section Wednesday evening, and ter-
mers are jubilant.
Manager J. R. Watson of the Hol-
land City Telephone CoM contem-
plates the establishment of an ex-
change at Zeeland.
The resort season has about termin-
ated and guests and cottagers are
dally making their departure. The
hotels will close In a few days.
. The Holland cl&ssls of the Reform-
ed church couveued at Zeeland on
Wednesday. Rev. J. Van Houte,
Rev. G. H. Dubbink and Elder E.
Van der Veen attended from this city.
c T. Boge and family have moved to
Grand Rapids, where Mr. Boge is also
engaged In the shoe business. The
, tower block shoe store here will be
conducted by N. P. Harris and Will
Blom.
Holland City News.
PnblUkti $v*ry Saturday. Ttrmifl, toper year,
with a dUoount of 60 emit to thote
paying in advance. ,
MULDER BROS.. Publishers.
Batea of advertiaing made known on applJea-
non.
Hoiaakd Grrr Newr Printing Routt, Boot
* Kramer Bldg-. Eighth 8t.. Holland^ Mich.
CITY AND VICINITY.
The bicycle ordinance takes effect
next Tuesday.
Born to Mr. and Mrs: Jacob J. Van
Putten on Monday morning— a 1:
pound daughter.
It is estimated that half of the im-
mense plum crop of Monroe county
will be allowed to rot in the orchards.
Misses Kate Pfausttehl and Kate
Rooks have been re-engaged to teach
the school in district No. 9, Holland
township.
Rottschaefer Bros, have secured th<
contract for building the residence foi
M. G. Man ting on Fourteenth street
It will be a 92,000 structure.
Architect James Price is maxing
semi-weekly trips to Allegan, where
he Is superintending the work of put-
ting a new roof on the village high
school. _________
The first issue of De Volksstem ap-
peared Wednesday. It is a six-column
quarto and advocates the free-silver
cause. M. G. Manting is publisher
and H. Van der Pioeg is editor.
The steamer Bon Ami of the Sau-
gatuck-Chlcago line was obliged to
make this harbor yesterday morning
owing to high sea. Clerk Simon Bos
reports a good passenger and freight
traffic this season.
Bosman Bros., report a fair trade,
and have on their order book several
orders for suits from parties in this
city and abroad. This firm has an es-
tablished reputation for reliable goods
at lowest prices.
Pieter Beukema and Rika Alderink
ere married by Rev. J. Van Hogen
aCjreek Thursday, ^  A reception
was given at their future home in the
western portion of the city and the
bouse was filled with guests. A
number of fine presents were received.
Deputy sheriff Albert C. Keppel
brought complaint against Thomai
Jones last Saturday. He had in bis
possession a number of stolen articles
among which was a case of surgical
instruments belonging to Dr. A. Knoot-
huixen. The prisoner was brought be-
fore Justice Van Schelven, entered a
plea of guilty aod was sentenced to
thirty days in the county jail.
The Young Women’s Christian As-
sociation will resume their weekly
meetings next Monday evening at 8
o’clock sharp. The meeting will be in
charge of Hannah Te Roller aod will
be a praise service. All ladles are cor-
dially Invited to attend.
Rev. H. G. Blrchby will deliver a
series of sermons beginning next Sun-
day evening on "God’s Great Men.”
The subject for next Sunday evening
will be "John the Forerunner.” Com-
munion services will be held a week
from, next Sunday, in the morning.
Nick Weesman of Chicago aod Miss
race Brink of this city were married
,t Chicago last Saturday by Rev.
_obo Riemersm^ The couple came
toTUlS City HTfda reception was given
it the home of the bride’s mother
Mrs. R. Brink on Columbia Ave., only
relatives being present. They re-
turned to Chicago Wednesday even-
ing, where they will reside.
The twelfth annual fair of theS. O.
& W. A. Agricultural Society promises
to eclipse all previous ones, as can be
gleaned from the premium lists which
have already been issued. The main
feature depending upon Its success is
the hearty co-operation of ourcltlzens
and termers in putting forth their
best efforts. The dates for the com-
ing fair are Sept. 29 and 80 and Oct.
1 and 2.
Bert Homkes was arrested Tuesday
on a charge of reluctance in assisting
the fire companies at Sunday morn-
ing's fire. He was brought before
Justice Van Schelven,. plead guilty
and paid a fine and costs of #3.50. The
ordinance In this respect Is very strict
and compels any one when called up-
on by the chief engineer, mayor, chief
of police, and any alderman or officer
of the fire department to render as-
sistance.
Between two and three hundred peo
pie assembled at the Third Reformed
church last Friday eyen log to welcome
the return of Rev. and Mrs. G. H.
Dubbink. A pleasant social hour pre-
ceded the programme and a hearty
handshake formed many new acquain- would meet him at the dock, and con-
tances. The musical nrogramme con- sequentlv he did not secure the ad*
sistedof an organ voluntary by Miss dress of his son-in-law. When he ar-
Hannah Te Roller, an anthem by a rived in Chicago he wu unable' to find
chorus choir, and a solo bjFlorisFer- him, whereupon be became so con-
Orlando Duvall and John Martin,
two fishermen, started out from this
city for Montague m a small boat Sa-
turday morning on a fishing expedi-
tion. When about two miles south of
Grand Haven their boat capsized and
they were picked up by the life sav-
ing crew in an exhausted condition.
They had a number of fish nets aboard
In which they became entangled. A
heavy sea was rolling and but for the
timely assistance of the crew they
would have been drowned.
A meeting of the Classical Board of
^Benevolence was held In the First
Bef. church Tuesday. Ten students
were admitted for aid to the grammar
department of Hope College. The
officers elected for the ensuing year
are: President, Rev. A. Krlekaard of
Grand Rapids; vice president, Rev. J.
Van der Meulen of East Holland;
secretary, Rev. A. Stegemao of New
Holland; treasurer, Arend Vlsscher,
of this city.
/ Nathanael Stratton of Saug&tuck
recently made atrip to Chicago to visit
his son-in-law and his daughter. The
old gentleman thought his relatives
ScJrnl Mu
werda. Short addresses were then
made by Elder I. Cappoo, Dr. E. Win-
ter, Rev. G. H. Dubbink. and Prof. H.
E. Dosker, which were well received.
Tab!&t«^Notes and OompotlU onBook Retrchmenta were served md
and people felt, tb»t their relihi  ha
been atrengthened
fused that be eveo forgot the name of
the man who had married his daugh-
ter. He related bis troubles to a po-
liceman and after deliberating for
time be conjectured that the
or bia son-lo-law was either
Carlton or John Clanaeen.
Hope College opens for the fall term
on Wednesday, Sept. 16, at 9 a.m.
The Standard Roller Mills are run-
ning night and day to keep up with
orders.
This morning it was so cool that
Henry Dykbuls threatened to have
the ice man arrested.
/TSora, to Mr. and Mre. R. E. John-
ston at' their home op the Lake Shore
^oTuesday morning— a soq.
Rev. Dr. J. W. Beardslee will lead
at the Y. M. O. A. gospel meeting at
Bergen Hall next Sunday afternoon.
The 8th Michigan cavalry will hold
their 25th reunion at Holly on Sept.
16, with headquarters at the Hirst
Hotel
Charles Rouge, aged 67, has been
granted a license to wed Miss Martha
Moll, a young lady of twenty sum-
mers. Both are residents of Holland
township.
Mrs. P. Ver Schuro has in her gar-
den snow ball trees which are pro-
ducing the second yield this season.
This Is the first Instance on record
during her residence here.
The Western theological, seminary
opened for the fall term Tuesday
morning. Five applications -for ad-
mission from the college were re-
ceived, while two from outside were
rejected. The Dumber of students en-
rolled is eighteen.
John, the 15-year-old son of Martin
Witteveen, is slowly recovering from
the effects of a sunstroke sustained
some time ago. He formerly spoke
the Dutch language fluently, but since
his Illness has lost all understanding
of it and English is his only dialect.
Quarterly meeting at the M. E.
church next Sunday. Love feast at
9:30 a. m., sermon at 10:30 a. m. Rev.
D. M. Parsons of Grand Rapids will
preachat 7:80 p. in. and administer
the sacrament after the sermon.
Quarterly conference Friday at 7:30
p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. John Vandersluls, At-
torney and Mrs. Geo. E. Kollen, Mrs.
Geo. E. Hunt, Misses Nellie Ver
Scbure, Nellie Konlng and Mary Her-
old, and Albert Diekema formed a
party who left on Qie excursion to
Niagara Falls last night. They ex-
pect to return next Tuesday.
The large plaoiog and saw mill of
4!hrls De Jouge & Brothers at Zeeland
was entirely deatroyed by Are on
Tuesday morning. The origin of the
fire is unknown and the building fM
beyond rescue when the firemen ar-
rived. The loss is estimated at about
12,000, not insured. This is the second
disaster which has visited this thriv-
ing village within the space of a
week.
James Hasselman and Theodore F.
Koch are in the city for the purpose
of organizing acolonv for northern
Minnesota. They propose to populate
the two counties of Kanabac and Pine
with almost an exclusive Dutch popu-
lation The name of the new colony
will be called Friesland. They
predict that ere long many Holland
families will be induced to join them
in this new settlement.
Aid. Jacob Lokker has again ac-
quired a reputation as a detective.
Some time ago he sold a wheel to Dr.
B J. De Vries, which, however, was
soon afterwards stolen. The aider-
man through some indirect way traced
it to Grand Rapids and in company
with Geo. Ford started out for that
city last Friday, where he learned
that a Prince wheel was held at Ko-
n log’s seccnd band furniture store.
The wheel was identified as being the
one sold by him and was returned to
Us rightful owner the following morn-
Ing.
The contest for the state champion-
ship and the shooting and fishing tro-
phy between the Holland and Valley
City Gun clubs resulted in a tie. The
shoot was held at Graod Rapids last
Saturday and was considered to be the
closest contest ever held In the state.
Messrs. Karsten aod Van Eyck of the
local club made the best individual
records, with Mr. Walton of the Valley
City team a close second. Some of the
• marksmen on each team were out of
their usual form, but the deficiency
seemed to be evenly divided. In view
of the tie it was decided to hold a sec
ond contest on Saturday, Sept. 12
The score was as follows: Thirty
singles: Holland-Karsten 23, Fergu-
son 20, Van Eyck 26, DeRoo 17, Arleth
22-total 108. Valley City: Gould 18,
Wharton 20, Wlddlcomb94, Walton 22,
Coleman W-total 108. Doubles, ten
pair: Holland-Karsten 16, Ferguson
12, Van Eyck 13, De Roo 12, Arleth 10
---total 63. Valley City-^Gould 12,
Wharton 15, Wlddicomb 18, Wallen
16, Coleman 7-total 63.
m&mf.
Absolutely Pure;
 cream of UrUrbak lug ponder,
of all In leavening itrength.-LoiM
8kUm Government Food Report.
Botaii Bakino Powdsb Oo. , 106 Wall I
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gerard
on Tuesday moruing— a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Reldsema,
have moved to Grand Rapids.
The 0. &. W. M. depot at Jenl
was destroyed by fire Saturday ei
lDR. ' " ; "
Dr. E. Winter will occupy Rev. J. i
Van Zauteu’s pulpit at Muskegon nei
Sunday.
The Macatawa band boys aredt ___ T
id their new uniforms and present i
fine appearance.
Ex-mayor Geo. P. Hummer _
the silver question to a Graod
s audience Monday evening.
Rev. Dr. W. H. Van Antwerp
sturned from his eastern trip
 vices in Grace church will
sumed next Sunday.
Miller Brothers kindly re
the News office with a ___
choice fruit Tuesday. Peaches,,
plums, grapes and apples const!
the variety.
The teacher*’ Institute which is
session at Zeeland this wpek is
oounoed to be the most ___
ever conducted In this county,
ly one hundred attended. i
The steamer Music will make
last trip to the resorts next 1
evening, after which the st
Greyhound will take her
the remainder of the season.
/  1 -- -- , fil'rcsiHwH
On the 12:26 train from
Thursday, a vote was taken tor
dentlal candidates, resulting in 78
McKinley locludlog 6 gold
ll for Bryan, 10 gold democrata (
log the action of the lodi „ /'
vention, and 1 silver republican i
dded. _ ^ _ ig
Principal F. D. ffladdoft will
the high school buliding thti
evening from 7 to 8 o'clock and
morrow from 9 to 12 a. m., and 2 to
and 7 to 8 p. ra., to assign seats
arrange with pupils about studies for
this school year. All interested in
this matter are requested to call.
They^jlc schools open next
day. 'j^Wlitrlct lines will remain i
same as last year except the chi
made in the Fourth ward school,
pupils from the first to the sixth L
inclusive will attend there who
west of River street aod south of
on Eighth street and north of ai
Seventeenth street.
Yesterday morning the state hi
ere with their wives ai rived here
took passage on the steamer Music for
Ottawa Beach where they spent a few
hours in viewing the sceneries. Lun-
cheon was served at Hqtel ‘
immediately afterward the
turned to Grand Rapids. This
eluded the annual meeting of
Michigan Bankers’
was lo session there this^
party were delighted with
Early Sunday morning our*
were awakened from their
by an alarm of fire. The ferry
er Harvey Watson, which was 1]
the Bradshaw dock, was the ,
the conflagration and upon the
val of the fire department was
eped In flames, which soon spi
quantity of lumber piled upon
dock and owned by the Scott-]
LurnM? Oo. Engineer Baker
sleeping in the cabin, waa
by a sense of suffocation
dense volumes of smoke aod
Acuity forced his way out of
lug steamer. The firemen
in saving the hull aod
The damage to the steamer
ted at about $600, with no I
The Soott-Lugere
their loss at about $150
Baker mourus the loss of
clothes and a
will be:
mm
. v (
Rfi
W*y Zm 'P-'T
%-
Holland City News,
SATURDAY, Septembers, 1896.
SV;
Hollana, Mich.
THE TRIAL ENDED.
y.v
Vi
Er
d;-
m
m-
Alice M. Lawrence Found Guil-
ty of Murder In the Sec-
rSond Degree. O
The People did not rest their case
until Saturday afternoon. A brief
summary of the testimony Introduced
which was new In the case and had
not been used on the trial of Bay
Coates, Is as follows:
Allie Van Baalte, whose place of
business Is In the agricultural ware
rooms on Seventh street, directly op-
posite the house which was the scene
of the tragedy, testified that some
time in the latter part of last Feb-
uary he sat In his otBce. Saw Mrs. L.
In window; she was laughing; saw a
young fellow beside her. Again I
saw them sit side by side, this fellow
had his arm around her neck; saw him
on her lap that afternoon. A week
latersaw them again and he was on
her lap. Heard it was her brother,
and paid no further attention.
Agnes Houting: Live on Second
street, Holland; have known Alice for
four years; was doing dress making
for her for sometime. Bay Coates
done a little bit of everything but
not much of anything; wiped the
dishes. I was at the house of Alice 5
days a week for 5 months— to Decem-
ber, 1895. Bay and Alice acted very
strangely toward one another; very
familiar In a number of ways. They
waited on each other; were together
alone frequently. One afternoon I
came in and Bay ^ ad his arm around
her; he got up quickly. Another time
he was laying on the lounge and she
sat beside him holding his hand. Fi
worked up stairs; when it got col
came down stairs. At one tim
heard Enos and Alice talk; Enoe
t. sick; Bay was not working and eAos
said something should be done; th&t
Bay should leave. Alice said if he
left she would leave; she bad the
blues Asked her if she thought that
was right She said Bay could do
more for her than Enos.
On cross-examination the witness
stated that Alice was unable to work.
At about this stage of the trial it
became-evldent that the People were
• bolstering up their testimony along
the line of “Intimacy,” so as to show
“motive” for getting rid of Lawrence,
and that the defense was attempting
to off set this by showing “physical
incompatibility.” Agnes further
testified that Mrs. Lawrence was a
hard working woman, and that Law-
rence was sick in the fall and con-
tinued so right along, unable to work.
Friday morning’s session of court
opened with the usual large atten-
dance, and the same intense Interest
was manifest. The spectators, with
the prisoner, show anxiety as to what
new developments the day may bring
forth. The prisoner, Mrs. Lawrence,
wore a composed appearance, and
seemed to have nerved herself for the
ordeal,
In the afternoon the room was crow-
ded to suffocation, every available seat
being taken. The number of ladies
in attendance were legion, the chairs
Inside the railing being filled by mem-
bers of the fair sex. It was intima-
ted that this Intense anxiety was ow-
ing to the desire to hear Mrs. Gillet
tell her story, of what she had seen
and beard. Great therefore must have
v been the disappointment when Pros.
7 Att’y Visscher announced that owing
to illness the star witness could not
{ appear, and the court took a recess
until the next morning.
from Jackson the night before by
sheriff ffeppel, and coming down to
the night of the murder said: 1 went
to bed as usual about 9 o’clock, and
been in bed about 10 or 15 minutes
when I heard quarrelling; I beard
Lawrence say he’d kill every one in
the house; then it qulted down and 1
Went to sleep; about midnight I
wakened up and heard a scream; went
down, and Lawrence was there stand-
ing over Alice with a knife; as he saw
me he said I’ll give it to you then.
Then I caught up this hatchet, which
was in the other room, and gave Law-
rence a blow over the head. There
was a hanging lamp in the parlor,
burning low. I thought he was dead,
i;
way with me. We dumped the body
in the river, and I took the cart back.
When I came to the house to straigh-
ten things up, I saw blood on the floor
and cleaned it up; then 1 think I sat
down and thought of it, and after a
while went to bed. In the morning
got up, built a fire, and the children
came down and I told them their
father had skipped out; when I went
up stairs Alice was in bed.
The witness Coates was very coo
and as will be noticed, told bis story
substantially as he did at his own
trial, except that he now claims the
assistance of a third party indisposing
of the body, while heretofore he ad-
mitted to have done it alone. The
object of this Is evident, It having a
tendency to show that his sister had
nothing to do ^ ith the crime after it
was committed. As to its being true
or not, upon this sentiment was
strongly divided, the majority looking
upon the story as “fishy.”
The next witness was Mrs. Anna
Gillet, the lady who had roomed with
the Lawrence family during the win-
ter, and had witnessed the many
scenes of Intimacy and familiarity,
due and undue, between the murder-
ous couple. At this trial the witness
was more pointed than at the former,
evidently having braced herself for
the very undesirable ordeql. One of
the most telling passages in her evi-
dence is, where she overheard a con-
versation between the brother ant
sister, in which the latter said: “I
don’t want you to have any trouble
with him yet, but hold him down un-
til the $th of April.” Says Bay: “Law
recce is quarrelly, and we can put
him where the dogs won’t find him in
twenty-four hours. When he don’t
behave himself he wants to look out.”
The cross examination of this wit-
ness, by Mr. Farr, was severe ant
scorching, but failed to disturb her.
There is an air of frankness about
Mrs. Gillet as she answers the ques
tions, which leaves a peculiar im.
pression. Further on du ring the tria
the character and reputation of the
witness for truth and veracity was as-
sailed, and re-established, same as on
the former trial.
Bev. P. De Bruyn, who had per-
formed the marriage ceremony for the
Saturday morning Bay Coates took
the stand. He had been brought
mm
*
te
was frightened, and opened the north
door Into the woodshed, khen some
one grabbed me and said “keep still.”
It was a mao; he said “keep still, go
and hunt up some irons,” and I looked
around and found some irons across
the street. These are the irons I
found there, and this is the hatchet 1
used. We put the irons in the cart
and also the body, and went to the
river; we did not use the horse. This
stranger pulled the cart, and I went
ibehind. This looks like the cord, I
did nothing with it; don’t remember
strap; I did not tie any strap over
nee’s face and neck; did not
the Macintosh around his head
of; we wound the ropes
body; It was middle of the
strange man toll me not
I did, be would make
rw
ALICE M. LAWBENCE.
guilty couple, gave some of the con-
versation he subsequently had with
Alice, when in the county Jail. As
the witness took the stand, Alice
hung her bead very low. Says the
witness: 1 felt interested and de-
sired to have an Interview with the
parties. Went of my own free will;
not for- the purpose of obtaining a
confession. The sheriff was with me.
She asked my forgiveness for de-
ceiving me in the marriage, which I
granted, and hoped she would ask for-
giveness of her creator. She asked if
Coates bad confessed his misdeeds.
The sheriff told her that anything
she might say would be used against
her. She said she understood that, and
then referred to trouble she had had
with Lawrence, and she spoke of his
ugly temper. On that day-April 5-
lo the evening they bad a quarrel and
Lawrence had made a threat of kil-
ling her and Coates. She also said
that during the night she heard
Coates come down stairs and say “I
am going to kill him now.” He went
into the kitchen and struck a match.
After this she heard no more, but
covered up her head with the blan-
kets. After that Coates came back
and said he bad killed him and
thrown the body into the river.
I saw her some weeks later-alone
in her cell. She spoke in a general
way about her health and her chil-
dren and wished she might regain her
liberty for their sakes. She said Bay
had told her to cover up her head, aud
had also said that Lawrence would
kill them if he did not kill him. [It
will be seen later how she denied hav-
ing said this.l
The People rested their case with
Mr. Verdlne Glllett, their last wit-
ness. At three o’clock Mr. Farr opened
the defense by giving the Jury an
outline of the testimony to be in-
troduced. “Not one fact In this case,”
said counsel, “shall I attempt to dis-
prove. But, as I understand It, there
Is another side to this case, which the
respondent will explain. Through her
I shall attempt to lay bare after life.
When 16 year* of age, she 'married
(Continued on Fifth Pag*.)
- Ottawa County.
John B. Perham of Spring Ltke Is
quite sick. Ills. many friends here
hope for bis speedy recovery.
The average yie’d of what in the
state is 10J bushels per acre, but
Spring Lake is on deck with a yield
from 20 to 28 bushels per acre. Peter
Cbrisloffer from the town linn reporL
Ing28 bushels of niceS. L. wheat to
the acre. •
Ottawa County has furnished 10
state senators: H. S. Cluhb 1878, Ja
cob Den Herder 1889, Geo A. Farr
1879, T. W. Ferry 1858, Israel V. Har-
rls 1853, Mordecai L. Hopkins 1855,
Henry Penoyer 1859, Geo. F. Porter
1891, John Roost 1883, Wales F. Stores
1871. .
Grand Haven.
A fine McKinley and Hobart ban-
ner has been stretched across the
street in front of the Cutler House.
The other day Mr. Perkins of the
firm of Perkins & Richmond came
down from Grand Rapids in his little
gasoline yacht with hiswifeand a par-
ty of friends. Not k« owing the lake
was rough they started at once for
Ottawa Beach. The lake was very
rough however, and they were not far
from the piers when the engine broke
down All but two of the party were
dreadfully sick. Thesea was washing
overboard, and there might have been
a fatality had not the life savers seen
them and went to their assistance
bringing them in.
Bay Flint of Saugatuck was in the
city, patrolling the beach between
here and Muskegon in the hope of
finding the body of his brother, who
was drowned from off the tug Pup
about two weeks ago. The report
that the body was found near Holland
was wholly untrue. This is the third
of the brothers to meet a violent
death. One was killed in the bridge
horror at Chicago a few years ago.
The Grand Haven end of the Grand
Haven- Grand Rapids cycle path has
been started. Several workmen are
at work on the cycle way and pushing
it. It starts from Judge Pagelson’s
residence and a route is being survey-
ed to the park. It runs close to the
sidewalk on the right hand side going
out, and is six feet wide. The earth
on the line of the path is first careful-
ly leveled; on top of this is put a layer
of marl and over this a dressing of
gravel, rolled as hard as possible, and
making an ideal path. The telephones
poles that stand . on the line of the
route are being put to one side.
Orlando Duvall and John Martin,
rowing from Holland to Montague in
a little boat were fishing about two
miles south of piers Monday after-
noon when their boat capsized. Mr.
Duvall managed to cling to the boat,
but was tangled in the nets and near-
ly drowned when rescued by the life
savers. He is 72 years old. The crew
did great work in rescuing them.
A prominent dry goods merchant
says that he has sold 60 McKinley caps
and 2 Bryan caps. If this is a crite-
rion of public sentiment then Grand
Haven must be strongly Republican
this fall.— Tribune.
Rev. H. Juistema conducted the
Y. M. C. A. meeting last Sunday.
Rev. Humfreys preached his fare-
well sermou in the Congregational
church last Sunday evening.
Go«d Friends.
KEEP THE HEART OF HUMANITYWARM. t
The following extract from a letter
may be published without a breach of
courtesy, as It refers to a matter
which will interest some readers who
lave been considering the dismissal
of coffee In their families and the a*
duption of Postum, the health coffee:
Grand Rapids, Mich., ..........
Postum Cereal Co.. Lim., Battle
Creek, Mich. Gentlemen: I am
ileased with the sale and the satisfacC
lion given to our customers in the use
of Postum Cereal. I did not wish to
venture onion this article, as I had
no faith in it when first shown me.
To my surprise the flrtot case sold rea-
dily, and as a little estimate shows a
sale of 462 packages in 67 days. I am
using it in my own home with perfect
satisfaction. Since the use of Pos-
tural n place of coffee, neither wife
nor myself have the:old heart burn.
Please find enclosed, etc , etc.
MARTIN C. GOOSEN.
Absolutely Pure Crape fiiee. 'O
Speer’s Unferm»*nied Grape Juice is
<o perfectly divested nf all fermenting
principle by electricity and fumiga-
tion, that if uncorked, and half a bot-
tle used and well corked up again Im-
mediately and placed upside down in
a cool place, it will keep lor months;
but if allowed to come in contact with
the air in u warm temperature it will
absorb the fermenting germ from the
air and will not keep good, but wll
ferment and become slightly alcoholic.
For snle by druggists. '
 %: ----- -«•»- -i i'SM
The misery of years has Steen cured
in a single night by the use of Doan’s
Ointment, a positive, never-falling
remedy for Itching Plies jind all simi
lar diseases. Your dealer keeps it or
can get it lor you.
SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES
FOR
J*ABOR DAY
at Grand Rapids. On account of the
great attractions at Grand Rapids,
September 7th, the C. & W. M. R’y
will sell for regular morning tr*
leaving Holland, at 8:05 excursi
tickets at 75c for round trip, good re-
turning on trains leaving Grand Rap-
ids at 6:30 and 11 :30 p. m. The Grand
parade of labor organizations and let
ter carriers during the day will be
well worth seeing.
Geo. DeHaven, G. P. A.
32 — 2w
Hew Use for (tapes.
It has been discovered that grapes
used with Elecampane Root and the
Herb Horehound in proper proportion
made into a cordial is performing won-
derful cures in stubborn cases of colds,
sore throat and hoarseness.
Public speakers claim it far superior
for the throat to any confection. It
is coming in general use among phvsi
clans. Ask for Aunt Rachael’s Hore
hound Cordial. For sale by druggists.
Thin or gray hair and bald heads, so
displeasing to many people as marks
of age, may be averted for a long time
by the use of Hall’s Hair Reuewer.
Masons and builders are requested
to examine the stock of lath, and pri-
ces, at Scott’s lumber yard, River str.,
opposite the Standard Roller Mills. tT
A Few Pieces of
WHITE . .
GRANITE
^C^^LEFT.
What in Left te Cheap.
Replace Broken Articles.
Here’s a Chance Insecure
A reliable grocer will never offer a
cheap or weak imltatatlon of a gen-
uine original article because be hap-
tens to make a little extra profit.
Jut it is well to observe that when
genuine Postum Cereal coffee border-
ed, that you get Postum and not a
spurious imitation offered as “lust as
good.”
Does your head feel as though some
one was hammering it: as though a
million sparks were flying out of the
eves? Have you horrible sickness of
the stomach? Burdock Blood Bitters
will cure you.
PEACHES AND CREAM.
Sunday excursion September 6th.
Vunt to visit the fruit regions of
Oceana County. The C. & W. M. R’y
will run a special train on Sunday
September fich to Pentwater. via
Muskegon and Hart. Train willleave
Holland at 9:00 a. m. Returning, leave
Pentwater at 6:30 p. m., Muskegon at
9:00 p. m . Round trip rate to Muske-
gon 50c, Shelby 75c, Pent water 81.00.
32-2 w Geo. DeHaven, G. P. A.
Travelers are frequently troubled
with dysentery, diarrhea* or other
bowel complaints brought on by
change of water and diet. One dose
of Dr. Fowler’s Ext. of Wild Straw-
berry will bring relief.
STATE FAIR-SPECIAL RATES
AND SERVICE.
To accommodate the expected
crowds wbu wish to attend the State
Fair, the C. & W. M. R’y will run a
special excursion on September 9th,
leaving Holland at 8:05 a. m., and ar-
riving at Grand Rapids at 9:15 a. m.
Returning, train will leave a» 6:30 and
11:30 p. m. Round trip rate will be
II 25 which' includes admission to thT
Fair. Children between five and
twelve years— half fare. Don’t mb
tbl* opportunity Xr see the best exhl
billon in Michigan. 32- 2w.
B. Steketee.
Grand Haven &
Milwaukee line.
CROSBY TRANSPORTATION
COMPANY-
Stmrs. Nyaok and Wisconsiu.
Leave Grand Haven every night,
except Sunday, at 11:15 p. m., and ar-
rive every morning, except Sunday at
5:00 a.m.
Leave Milwaukee every night, ex-
cept Saturday, at 9:00 p. m..and ar-
rive every morning except Monday at
6:00 a. m.
Connections from Holland via the
C. & W. M., at Grand Haven.
firs.
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SEE
THAT THE
rAC-SlMlLE
SIGNATURE
MW IS ( llll.DKI N
Ctrl
ProfliotesDigestion,Cheerful-
nessandRest.Contains neither
Opium, Morphine nor Mineral
MOT NABO OTIC.
Mmia^oua-swEamaa j
m-.-
A perfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion, Sour Stomach, Dianboea,
Worms .Convulsions, Feverish-
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP*
Tac Simile Signature of
NTEWYOHK. -I
A lb moil I It-* «> 1 il
35 Dosi s - ])L| ms
IS ON THE
WRAPPER
OF EVERY
BOTTIxE OF
Outori* i* pvt «p In obmIm bottle* only. It
111 not told in balk. Don’t allow anyone to Mil
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPEB. lien
emt
w»i»pe».
li Half it lie’s Story.
Grebnvillagb, Pa., Jan. 23, ’96.
Dear Sir:— Thank God there is a
medicine-that will cure catarrh. Mr.
Pretzlnger I used your sample box of
catarrh which you sent me. The first
night I used it it helped me. May God
bless you for your kindness. I used
the little box you sent me and about
half of a 50 cent Jar. They keep it in
Chambersbug. I have told a great
many people about your medicine.
Hon. Squire Britton, brother-in-law
to me, is using it; he says it is helping
him very much; he has catarrh very
bad. Mrs. C. D. Ludwig, daughter of
me is using your medicine. I use it in
the evening before retiring to bed and
am feeling lietter now than I have
for the last fl*e years. My head is
clear and 1 have more energy for work
and mV business. Before I used
your medicine I felt many a time that
I did not care whether 1 was living or
dead: I had §o energy: I didn’t care for
anything. I had cattarrh over sixty-
seven years; mother had catarrh aod
it turned into consumption; she died
In her sixty- fourthyear. I havea farm
up at Strasburg. seven miles from
Greenvillage. On nice days I drive
upthe farm and work.Mr. Pretzlnger I
think It would pay you to have itput
in all Franklin County papers as I am
a reliable, honest man, so the people
say, middling well acquainted over theCounty. Yours truly.
Geo. K. Zolunokr.
A small sample con b? obtained by
sending a 2c. stamn to Pretzlnger
Bros.', Chemists, Dayton, O.
Attend the Grand Rapids
Business college
Snortband, Typewriting and Practlca
Training School,
GRAND EAPIDS, MICH.
And prepare yourself to fill more re-
sponsible and better paying positions.
Send for Catalogue.
Address: A. S. Parish,
72 Pearl Str., Grand Rapids, Mich.
White Seal Saloon
John Skrbar, Prop.
C. Blom, Sr., Clerk.
Fine Wines,
Liquors,
Cigars.
Finley Toledo aod Holland Beer al-
ways on tap.
No. 17 River St., HOLLAND.
One Minute Cough Cure touches
the right spot. It alsd touches it at
the right lime If ifou take it when you
lave a cough or cold. See tie point?
Then don’t cough.
Lawrence Kramer.
f
LIFE,
Is the gifted artist of
Grand Rapids, Mich.,
who paints your por
trait and fills it full of
HEALTH
and BEAUTY.
THE OLDEST
AND THE BEST
Cough-cure, the most prompt and
effective remedy for diseases of the
throat and lungs, is Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral As an emergency medi-
cine, for the cure of
Croup, Sore Throat,
Lung Fever and
Whooping Cough,
AYER’S
Cherry Pectoral
cannot be eqmi„w.
L. M. B R A W L K Y,
m mil! ^ r>M IJi8, Sec- °*
'W the American Bap-
tist Publishing Society, Petersburg,
Va.> endorses it, as a cure for violent
colds, l/rohchltis, etc. Dr. Brawley
also adds: To all ministers suffering
from throat troubles, I recommend
AYER’S
Cherry Pectoral
Awarded Medal at World's Fair.
K
rani raw!
Dr. WflUame' Indian PU Ointment will m
PUes ind itohlng ontbe|rtTa£5SJt!d and^oft?
Umm IITsOo.. Propr’s. Cleveland, O.
Bold on a gnanntee by J. O. Doeiborg, Hoi-
aoq*
Eli HEARTY!
At the new
Central
Restaurant*
Good and Substantia] meals
always. Also lunches at
reasonable prices.
VuderHur Bldg., Eighth Street .
NOVELTY BARREL
Spray Pumps.
AVER'S (HUS Cun Uw wl Stomach TmMn
If You Need
Thf services of a first-class
— DENTIST —
MR. I. W. HARROUN
Will be in Holland again Sept. 12 to 15
anyone wishing one of MRS.
H ARROUN'S Lovely Portraits,
so true ln-likeness and expression, !
please drop a card in etie Post!
Office aud MR. HARROUN wlll n^^
call aod see you with samples on S?!
S." MONROE STREET,^' A'
Grand Rapids, Mioh. Cu/stotoBa^k^ St8Mabove Hol,antl
T. Van Landegend.
Holland, Mibh.
icfiiA! him
illp imt
SAULT STE. MARIE BURNS.
m
Ifr
\y..-
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* We are making the dull season lively
by selling
Dry Goods, Notions
and Groceries.
«
So cheap that people cannot afford to do without item. We
are closing out our stock of Parasols, and made special prices in
Dress Goods. Remember our special sale on Ladies’ White Mus-
lin Underwear every Monday. '
M. NO TIER
BITS OF INFORMATI
iBtorettinf N«w* from Kanjr LocalltlM DUaitrooa Fire VUlt* DoelneM Portion of
In Michigan- the Clljr-Loce About •400.000.
Three prisoners escaped from th« Sault Ste. Marie, Aug. 28.— A gasoline
Saginaw county jail Thursday night. stove exploded in a reataurant on Wa-
Seventy-five members attended the re* ter street Thursday afternoon and
union of the Fifi h Michigan infantry atarted the most extensive conflagration
at VassiJ!pf'p^t^|||j|p^
A. L. Wilder, a highly (espected citi* Prevailed at the time and it was but  * # #
zen of Belding, died recently of par* few minutes until a long row of wooden flAAC tnA VACf Y All A ^ATl
alysis, nged 72 years. buildings were licked up by the flames. UvJCo IIIC X UU IlvIC IJgllL^Ull}
It is estimated that half of the im*
mense plum crop of Monroe county will
be allowed to rot in the orchards.
Mrs. Lawrence, sister of Hay Coates,
who was sentenced for life for the mur* "*“w*
der of her husband, I. on trial at Grand ®ffl“ “d ““ 'u,'0“ 1»u«:Th«
Haven.
The new Battle Creek military com-
pany has been taken into the state serv-
ice, and it has been designated as com-
pany D, Second infantry.
It is said that the ordinary honey bee
and Chippewa hotels and other smaller
buildings are total losses, together
with nearly everything they contained.
Tie “Soo’s” new building, Smith block
and "Soo" Savings Bank block were also
considerably damaged by fire and water.t 4 j - Everything movable from these build-
a canslug great destruction of grapes ,C?B was taken oa,
in some parts of the state by breaking
open the skin and sucking the juice.
Mrs. Charles B. Westren, of Jackson,
has been chosen superintendent of the
art needle works department at the tri
: . . . . ierry, uoiei; jars. n. r. enmn,
a^ate fair iu Toledo, 0., September »1- hotel. Eo,a Brotherti liquor,. 3- B
Sutton, McDonald & Chapman, J. W.
G.VAN PUTTEN
calls the attention of the public to his summer line of dry
goods. The following are only a few of the bargains
which he offers:
Fine line of Ladies Shirt Waists from ............................. £>0c to M-00
Shirt Waist Sets from. ........ . .................... ........... ..... 10c to 35c
Belt Pins and Belt Buckles from .................................... 5c to 25c
Latest Styles in Ladies Neck Wear.
Ladies Hose from ............................... ............ 5c to 50c a pair
Gents’ Half Hose from ........................................ 5c to 50c a pair.
Children’s Hose a Specially.
Ladies Vests with and without Sleeves, from ....................... 5c to 75c
Gents’ Colored Merino and Fine Gauze Underwear at .............. ........ 25c
Boys’ Silver Gray Ribbed Underwear at ................ ............ .. ...... 25c
Chirdren’s Gauze Underwear at all prices.
Besides these bargains we can show you prints, cottons,
outing flannels, ginghams, percales, laces and embroider-
ies at prices that can compete with any firm in this city.
- reUablo Female FtL!
ever offered to Ladieo
especially recommend-
___ od to married Ladle:
PILLS and taka no other
 box, 0 boxes lor A
___ ____ , - Cleveland, OMc
For Sale by J. 0. DOESBURG.* Also a full line of Patent Medicines,
Trusses, Shoulder Br«.ces, Spectacles, Paints and Oils. Brushes, Fine Clgart
and choice lot of Perfumeries.
PENNYROYAL PILLS.
mmzm tmm* mmm®
Giosino om sale
FOR CASH.
Entire stock of^
Clothing
Hats, Caps and Furnishing Hoods, regardless of
cost, Come for Bargains.
Jonkman & Dykema.VJJ l£d
GO TO
S. R6l0seiIia,iH“““ ElQhlli SI
FOR CHEAP BEDROOM SUITS.
Handsome patterns, new styles $10.00 and up. Very heavy carved,
24x30 plate, solid oak for only $15.00.
THE FINEST SELECTIONS OF
Ingrain, Tapestry, Brussels and Moquettes
EVER EXHIBITED IN THE CITY.
Bicycles sold cheaper than any other place.
WALL PAPER, LACE CURTAINS, WINDOW SHADES. ETC
IN GREAT QUANTITIES. EXAMINE MY STOCK BEFORE*
BUYING ELSEWHERE.
27.
In keeping with its policy of reduc-
ing production the Calumet & Hecla
Copper company is now running but
17 to 25 stamp heads at Us Lake Lin-
den mills.
A little daughter of John Spencer, of
Swan Creek, found a dynamite cart-
ridge and began to dig out the contents
with a etick. It exploded and blew off
two fingers and a thumb of each hand.
Eli Boehen, a 12-year-old boy of Bay
City, waa recently pricked in the sole
of the foot by a bullhead fish. The boy
is now suffering from a severe case of
lockjaw, and is unable to walk or sit
down.
The Kalamazoo council passed a bell
and lamp ordinance that does not suit
the wheelmen, who expressed their feel-
ings by parading the stn-xts nearly all
night, parrying cow bells, sleigh bells,
horns and whistles.
Mrs. Ella J. Lyon, of Adrian, has
commenced suit for $5,000 against the
Genesee County Fair asso nation. Dur-
ing the races at the association’s fair a
horse jumped over a fence and landed
on Mrs. Lyon’s foot, crushing it badly.
SUFFERING AT ONTONAGON.
Gov. Rich Order* the State Militia to the
Fire-Swept City.
Calumet, Sept. 2. — So distressing has
become the condition of the fire suf
ferers in Ontonagon that they have
nearly returned to a condition of bar
barism. The food contributed is away
below the demand, and the strong and
able-bodied fight back the weak and
take sustenance for themselves, leaving
the weaker to starve. The authoritieE
there have been unable to meet the con-
dition, and Tuesday morning a squad of
Company D, Fifth regiment, left for the
fire district to protect the supplies
against the raids of the half-crazed suf-
ferers. Gov. Bich was appealed to, and
will send the entire state militia in the
upper peninsula to guard the food II
necessary. Every soldier is supplied
with 20 rounds of ball cartridges, and
goes equipped for active war. Thieves
and pillagers will be shot down if neces-
sary to protect the weak.
Sacoeas of X Raya.
Niles, Sept. 2.— The Boentgen X rays
on Tuesday located a needle which had
•been imbedded7 in the right hand of
Mrs. Maggie Johnson for five years and
which has caused her great annoyance.
August Muntz, a young man who shot
himself several weeks ago, the bullet
lodging in the right leg, was photo-
graphed by the rays and the bullet lo
cated. The physicians had been unable
to find the juissile. Both sufferers will
now undergo operations.
Will Erect a Monument.
Stnrgis, Aug. 27.— The thirty-first
annual reunion of fhe gallant Eleventh
Michigan, Gen. Stoughton’s regiment,
was held here Tuesday. It was decided
to erect a monument in this city to the
memory of Gen. Stoughton in the form
of a large gun, and a committee was ap-
pointed to raise funds. The next re-
union will be held at Constantine.
Now H« Only Talks English.
Holland, Aug. 31.— The 15-year-old
non of Maatin Witteveen, who some
weeks ago was sunstruck, has lost all
use of the Holland language, which he
used to understand and speak fluently.
Only when addressed in English does
he seem to understand and answer.
"Piueir $i.oo
You get the puncture and Plugine
does the rest. You ride ri ht Jon J
oertjTad thJtS you never know that you have had
a puncture. Thorns, Nails and4Tacks
are no longer the dread of your
life.
PLUGINE only adds six oun
to the weight of the Machine.
FOR SALE BY
KANTERS BROS.
Among the heaviest losers are the
••Soo’ national bank, Prenzlauer Broth-
ers, general merchants; Hynea St Me-
Kenuafl, tailors; J. F. Maloney, liquors;
B. D. P h t l Mrs. H P  Smith,
Piue, lawyers; the Bell Telephone com
pany; James Strachnn, machine shop,
and the Minnesota Steamship company
supply store. The loss is estimated at
about $400,000. Insurance will reach
about half that amount.
The fire department of the Canadian
Soo and troops from Fort Brady ren-
dered efficient service. The city firemen
and citizens worked like Trojans and it
was by a very narrow margin that the
balance of the business section escaped
destruction. A falling wall injured
two soldiers, but it is thought not
eriously.
CORPORATIONS MUST PAY.
Attorney-General Get* After Them for
Failure to File Reports.
Lansing, Aug. 31.— The last legisla-
ture made it the duty of the attorney-
general to proceed against the directors
of all corporations failing to moke an-
nual reports to the secretary of state,
and to collect a fine of five dollars per
day for each secular day*after March
1 during the pendency of such neglect.
Attorney-General Maynaid, in accord-
ance with this requirement, is sending
out bills to each delinquent corpora-
tion, the amount assessed to each being
$605, and the aggregate amount due be-
ing between $800,000 and $900,000. This
is an entirely new thing in Michigan,
and ns the attorney-general declares
that he proposes to collect every dollar
of the penalties the directors of the
delinquent concerns are greatly agi-
tated.
LIGHTNING KILLS A TEACHER.
Cat HU Throat.
““"“ft0' A"*; £7~?Td,ay nl?h.' convicted in the f.derai coVrt'of' to
.bout 0:30 o c ock Frank Heeler, a reel- crirae o{ embeMle«!ment 0,
tri irr, - >? <>« with rr
831, the amount of hla defalcation.
When Meads waa receiver he converted
cutting his throat with a razor. He had
been drinking heavily for more than
week. He leaves a wife from whom he ” ne
had Wn apnnr.t*,! hiS 0W D U“ fUm8 of ™Ceived
in payment of homestead entry fees.
had been separated.
Hkoli Fractured.
Niles, Sept. 2.— Thomas Carroll and Married While on Their Bikes.
St. Joseph, Sept. 1. — W. E. Sweet and
DR. HOTTS
mrarai
PILLS
Jesae Herrin, well-known citiaena of r.rfrnd'. r u Yit ,
Dowagiac, qnirreM over Carroll', con- ij,0'
.owJl hi. „ Fnrmll aC' r°de 10 thiS '“X 011 tl'e,rduct t ward his w fe. Carroll struck
Mervin over the head with a crowbar,
fracturing his skull. Mervin probably
will die.
Free-Silver Man Nominated.
Saginaw, Sept. 2.— The Eighth dis-
trict democratic convention nominated____ „ „  „ ---- - ----- --- ix b u uiucruu t>jiYeiu.iuu uuumiuica
For Sale bv J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines, Trus- Ferdinand Brucker for congress Tues-
ses, Shoulder Braces, Spectacles, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Fine Cigars, and
choice lot otKpumerieH.
day to run against W. S. Linton. He
will challenge Linton to joint debate.
V'..
Bert Slash.
Paper Hanging, , {
Calciming,
, House Painting,
Inside Finishing^
I also sell wall paper at a remarkable
Don't Invite disappointment
experimenting. Depend upon One
Minute Cough C
procured a marriage license and were
married while astride their wheels.
They started on the return trip im-
mediately, and were off their wheels
but ten minutes durtog the entire per-
formance.
Little Boy Commits Suicide.
Saginaw, Sept. 2v— Eddie Lee, the 12 •
year-old son of William Lee, of this
city, committed suicide Tuesday After-
noon by hanging himself. The unfor-Eaftsfejfev'. Damage tar Froet. ----- v -- D._p ------ - --- -----
_____ _ ^ SL Joseph, Aug. 28.— A heavy frost tunate lad was a victim of the cigarette
f  te O u re and you have Tm- did considerable damage Thursday habit and the act was performed while
mediate relief. It cures croup. The night The foliage of melons, tomatoes he was laboring under a fit of despon-
coly harmless remedy that produces end peach trees is black, especially dency
mmediate results.
Lawrence Kramer
jL W. Pierce. Republic, la., says:
“I have used One Minute Cough Cure
in my family and for myself, with re-
sults so entirely satisfactory thatl
can hart ly find words to express my-
self, as to its merit. I will never fail
to recommend it to others, on every
occasion that presents Itself.” , ^
Lawrence Kramer.
it#?;
es
on lew ground. _ Franklin W«U« ScrlooMy Hurt.
Died in a Doctor * omcc. Constantine, Sept 1. — Franklin
Benton Harbor, Aug. 31.— Mason Van- Wells, president of the Michigan state
derburg, a well-known owner of fast board of agriculture, received danger-
homes, dropped dead in hia physician’* ous hurts in a runaway Accident Mon-
office Saturday afternoon. He was 60 day. His recovery is doubtful,
years old.
WUl Resume Operations.
Light a log Kills Two CbUdren.
Cadillac, Sept. 1.— The farmhouse of
4* 4 4
SHSBSdSB'
____ Dealers In ... .
FDRNITDRE3=CARPETSl
Bargains in LA CE and CHENILLE CUR-
TAINS) Window Shades, Baby Cabs Wall Paper
Easy Chalre, Writing Desks, Upholstered Rockers,
Parlor Suits, Hanging Lamps, water Colors, Land-
scapes, Easels, Etc., Etc. v <
RINCK&CO., HOLLAND.
52SESasBS2S3.qpcrpc;saSa5H5aa5a5as2SHaa5«
TUB
Hancock Visited by a Death-Dealing
Thunderstorm.
Houghton, Aug. 29.— During a ter-
rific thunderstorm Friday afternoou
lightning struck the steeple of the Fin-
nish Lutheran church at Hancock.
Joseph Biipa, teacher of the school con
nected with the church, was standing in
the auditorium directly under a heavy
iron chandelier and was struck and
instantly killed. Two little girls, stand-
ing in front of him, were unharmevY
Biipa was 27 years of age, and leaves a
wife and child. The steeple and belfry
of the church were destroyed, and the
interior wood-work and plastering bad-
ly injured. Mrs. Weber was also struck
by lightning, but will recover.
THRESHING BOILER EXPLODES.
Three Men Are Killed Outright and Two
Others Injured.
Sanilac Center, Sept. 2.— While
crew were threshing Tuesday after-
noon on the farm of Herbert Lossing,
the l>oiler exploded, killing three men
and severely injuring two others. The
deatl men are George Castertion, Darius
Lossing and Lanson Leasing. James
Davis and George Tollman were in-
jured.
Catholics Meet
Detroit, Sept. 2.— Ten dioceaes of the
Catholic church, including the arch-
diocese which composes the province of
Cincinnati, were represented here
Tuesday in a meeting of the provincial
synod by Archbishop Eider, of Cincin-
nati, and the bishops of Michigan, Ohio,
Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana dio-
cese. Two sessions were held at ths
residence of Bishop Foley and were de-
voted chiefly to discussions of rules.
Light Sentence for Meads.
Marquette, Sept. 2. — Ex-Beceiver
Thomas D. Meads, of the United State*
land office here, was Tuesday afternoon
PLOWS
made byithe
Oliver Chilled Plow Works,
* SOUTH BEND, 1ND.
Are The Best On Earth.
Among them are the Nos. 98 and 99,
Wood and Steel Beam Plows, fitted with
non-breakable steel standards. Also
the celebrated No. 40 and similar patterns.
Look out for imitations and
Buy Only Of The Regular OLIVER Ageata,
For Right Prices
On Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Sash.
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings, call
upon
Evart Takken,
N. RIVER ST. - —-“=7
Also Paints, Oils, Brushes, Var-
nishes, Lime, Cement. Hair, Stuc-
co and Builders Hardware.
Contractor and Builder.
Plans and Estimates given.
East Tawas, Aug. 28.— The Holland St Richard Tunney was struck by light-
Emery mill, which has been abut down ning Sunday night. His two children,
since the failure, will start up again, a boy and a girl, aged seven and
nploying about 150 men. ...... *
- '* ’r">
years, were killed instantly.
SEEDS!
I have constantly on hand
at my store and elevator on
8th Street a full stock of
Medium Clover,
Mammothy Clover,
Alsyke Clover,
Alfalfa Clover,
White Clover,
Timothy Seed, at Wholesale
and Retail.
Also Flour Feed and Grain of
all kinds.
Choice Timothy Hay 65c a 100
Mixed Hay 55c.
Prairie hay 50c.
Goods delivered to any
part of the city.
W. H. Bali
Established
CHASE’S
BARLEY
WHISKY.
Absolutely Pui
RECOMMENDED AND
DOMED BY THE
Physicians a
AS THE FINEST
LANT AND TONIC
MEDICINAL A Pi _
USE.
For MALARIA,-
PEPSIA AND
LUNGS IT ISf For Sale By
Blom & Nichols, Holland!
m
I'm
— GALLON-
Paul A. Steketee.
REVIVO
RESTORES
VITALITY.
“Give me a liver regulator and I
can mulale the world,” said a gen-
ius. The druggist handed him a bot-
tle of De Wltt.s Little Early Risers,
the famous little pills
Lawrence Kramer.
It not only i« so, it must be so, One
Minute Gough Cure acts quickly, and
that’s what makes it go.v Lawrence Kramer. For
Made a
Man
MthDay.^^ of Me#
THE GREAT
FRENCH REMEDY,
Produces the above results in 30 LAYS. It 1
powerfully and quickly. Cures when all ot
tail Young men and old men will recover l
youthful vigor by using REVIVO. It
and suydy restores from effects of self-
excess and indiscretions Lost Manhood, Lost
Vitality, Impotency, Nightly Emissions/
Power of either sex, Failing Memory, Ws
Diseases, Insomnia, Nervousness, which
one lor study, business or marriage. It not only
cures by starting at the seat of diverse, but!
Great Nerve Tonic and Blood-BuHdei
and restores both vitality and strength
muscular and nervous system, bringing 1
the pink glow to pale checks and rest
fire of youth. It words off Insanity
sumption. Accept no substitute, ti
ing REVIVO, no other. It can be 1
pocket. By mail, $1.00 per f *
wrapper, or fix lor Ig.oo,
ten guarantee to euro or I
every package. Fori
ROYAL 1
m
M
m
M
Holland City News,
SATURDAY, September 6.
Q. VAN SCHELVEN, Editor.
Republican Nominations
For President
WILLIAM McKINLEY,
of Ohio.
For Vice President
GARRET A. HOBART,
of New Jer»ey.
mi State Ticket.
A.
For Governor— II A ZEN S. PING REE
of Wayne.
For Lieutenant Governor— THOMAS
B. DUNSTAN, of Marquette.
ForSeeretarv of State— WASHING-
TON GARDNER, of Calhoun.
For State Treasurer— GEORGE
STEEL, of Clinton.
For Auditor General— ROSCOE
DIX, of Berrien.
For Attorney General— FRED
MAYNARD, of Kent.
For Commissioner of State Land Of-
flee— WILLIAM A. FRENCH,
of Presque Isle.
For Supt. of Public Instruction— J.
E. HAMMOND, of Hillsdale.
For Member State Board of Education
—J. W. SIMMONS, of Shiawassee.
A.
Congressional Ticket.
For Member of CoDgms, Fifth District—
WILLIAM A. SMITH,
of Grand Rapids.
Legislative Ticket.
For State Senator, Twenty-third Distrlct-
WILLIAM SAYIDGE.
Sr
Tor Representative, First District—
ISAAC MARSILJE.
Tor Representative, Second District—
ROBERT ALWARD.
County Ticket.
m Tor Judge of Probate— J. V. B. GOODRICH.For Sheriff— F. VAN BY.
Tor Clerk— C. K. HOYT.
Tor Register- P. BBUBSE.
Tor Treasurer— E. LYNN.
For Proseeating Attorney- A. YI88CHER.
Tor Olr. Cl. Coms.-G. E. KOLLEN.L.P.ERNBT.
Tor Coroners-J. HASTE NBROEE. 0. E.
States. '
Tor Surveyor— E. H. PECK.
•'Long may our Land
bright!”
m
m
X crow for VermontI
With its 39,000 majority for the
McKinley honest-money ticket.
In November Ml crow for the en-
tire Nation.
The doom of Bryan ism is already
ihadowed.
0
m
K-
m
Club Meeting.
A regular meeting of the McKinley
& Hobabt Honest Money Club will
be held on Weinerday evening next,
In the Grondwet building.
One of the questions to be brought
before the meeting will he the organi-
sation of a marching club.
down under that experiment until it
reached figure's appallingly low in the
spring of 1893, when Congress repealed
the Sherman law. In spite of these
facts the Bryan -Altgeld frpe-sllverites
denounce the gold-standard people as
cowards for insisting that this govern-
ment should invite the co-operation
of Europe In re-establishing the par-
ity between gold and sliver, and pro-
claim that Uncle Sam should go it
alone. Now, if one government alone
can impart value, why did not this
immense augmentation of the coinage
of silver tend to raise or at least main-
tain the vakie of silver? No free sil-
ver man has as yet attempted to ans-
wer this, for as a matter of fact silver
has been going down, down, every year
the government was engaged In coin-
ing It. Under this decline we stood
on the verge of a convulsion. We re-
peat, if the Government use of silver
can impart to it that value for which
Bryan and Altgeld contend, why was
that silver, under these two very
liberal measures, instead of going up,
actually went down so fearfully? It
seems as though our own experience
as a nation ought to satisfy every one,
except the silver mine owner and the
speculator, that the wild scheme of
Uncle Sam coining all the silver of
the world, free and unlimited, with-
out the co-operation of the rest of the
commercial world with which we do
business, will simply lead to a finan-
cial convulsion the like of which this
generation has not witnessed.
THE GOLD DOLLAR AND
THE SILVER DOLLAR.
Important Information by Questions
and Answers.
m
:: / Citizenship.
‘Judge Padgham will hold court In
Holland, on Thurutay, Sevt. 17, for the
btneflfc of those who wish to obtain
their citizen’s papers.
mi
The Friend of Silver.
Now and then an effort is made by
•ome of our over- zealous free -silver
Trlends to place the Republican party
-orJtog McKinley party-before the
public as the enemy of silver. No
•Utement can be made during this
campaign which Is farther from the
troth than this. During the entire
existence of the government down to
1878 only 8,000,000 ofsllver dollars were
coined. Let us see now what has been
done since, under Republican rule
largely: Under the law of 1878, known
as the Bland-Allison Act, entered on a
scheme by which we were to coin not
ku than 12,000,000 worth of fcilver
aor more than 14,000,000 worth' per
month. Under the operation of thfs
act, the very first year we coined over
•20,000,000. After that It ran up from
•24,000,000 to nearly 130,000,000 per an-
num, until we had got somewhere In
the neighborhood of wmooo, ooo. Then
with a view of floating as much silver
as possible, and stimulating the pro-
*"Ct of American sliver mines, wo
ied another experiment, and in 1890
passed the so-called Sherman act,
‘sb was so framed as to provide for
purchase and the use, In some
of 64,000,000 ounces of silver per
i. This was even more than the
output of the American mines,
did that experiment operate?
of the Jaw increasing or even
L value ofsllver, it went
Q. What is the value of a silver dol-
lar at present In gold?
A. The commercial value in gold of
the American silver dollar is to-day
fifty- three cents. That is all the peo-
ple of any nation will pay for that
number of grains of silver. But when
our government takes the amount of
silver which constitutes this silver
dollar (871 grains), for which it has
paid on the average about, sixty cents,
and coins it into a dollar, it creates a
coin whose purchasing power is double
its intrinsic or barter power, because
it backs it up with a gold dollar. This
is what we call a gold standard.
Q. What establishes the value of a
silver dollar?
A. The commercial value of the 371
grains of silver is fixed by the common
agreement of the commercial world
dealing in silver bullion. This value
is governed by the cost of production
of silver bullion and the increased or
diminished demand. The value of the
silver dollar tor purchasing purposes 6e-
lends on the policy of the government,
f the government continues to re-
deem those coins in gold, directly or
Indirectly, their purchasing power will
remain at 100 cents. If not they are
apt to drop to their commercial value
as bullion.
Q. What establishes the value of a
gold dollar?
A. The gold dollar is required by
law to contain 231 grains of pure gold.
When this is so Its legal purchasing
power remains unaltered, no matter
what the government may do or fail to
do. The value of the 231 grains of gold
depends in the first place on the cost
of production. That cost of produc-
tion is less variable now than it has
been in the past generations. When
the rich surface mines of California
and Australia were discovered, gold
was produced for a time at a much low
er cost of labor than before or since.
Since their exhaustion the cost of pro-
duction has been very nearly constant.
In the second place, the value depends
also on the supply and demand. Gold
is employed in the arts and manufac-
tures and also as the universal barter
metal. It has been used tor these pur-
poses since the beginning of history.
Gold does not rust or tarnish, and its
value fluctuates less than that of any
other metal or commodity. These are
the chief reasons why It occupies the
exceptional position it does in the es-
timate of mankind, the world over.
While an Immenseand sudden increase
in the supply of gold, exceeding the
present demand for that metal, for
barter and other purposes might tend
to lower Its value, there are no Indica-
tions either of an over-supply nor of
an under-supply. The yearly prodirt
for the last quarter of a century seems
to have kept even pace with the year-
ly demands of commerce for use as a
basic money.
, Q. As I understand if now, geld
has no absolutely fixed value, ^ hat.
then, is the standard of vatye?
A. There can be no absolutely fixed
standard of value in a world where
everything is continually changing.
But some things are better suited for
standards, and gold is the best one;
and this fact Is recognized all over the
world. Wheat, corn, cotton and other
agricultural products would not ans-
wer at all. They are produced to ex^
cess In some years, and in other years
there is a great scarcity. Besides, the
cost of production in these different
crops and of other commodities, such
as iron, wooden ware and clothing, has
also been affected profoundly by hu-
man ingenuity. Agricultural Imple-
ments and cheaper railroad transpor-
tation have made wheat and grain
cheaper. Human ingenuity has low-
ered the cost of production of steel,
Iron, cloth, furniture, implements and
other manufactured articles. Silver
has been produced more cheaply be-
cause men have found out how to bet-
ter handle ores. Hence It Is easy to
see why 231 grains of gold buy more
wheat, cotton, iron, cloth, etc., now,
than they did a few years ago. But
that ingenuity has not had the same
Influence on the cost of the production
of gold. The deposits of gold also are
limited. All this makes gold the best
suited as a standard, and for these rea-
sons the United States, in common
with the rest of the civilized and com-
mercial world, have adopted gold as
their standard. A fluctuating stand-
ard, such as silver, Is no standard, and
nothing is so disastrous to a people
and especially to the laboring class as
an uncertain standard.
Q. Is a silver dollar guaranteed by
this government so as to make it worth
a dollar in gold?
A . Y es. Congress has declared that
“It is the established policy of the
United States to maintain the two
metals (gold and silver) on a parity
with each other.” That is, the policy
of the government Is to keep its silver
371-graln dollars as good as its gold
ones— that is, the purchasing power of
the former shall be maintained at a
level with that of gold dollars. That
pledge has been kept thus far. . And
as long as the government can redeem
silver In gold, so long will the silver
dollar stay at par with gold. But as
soon as the government undertakes
the free and unlimited coinage of all
the silver of the whole world, that soon
will the silver dollar become a debased
coin, Just as it is in Mexico to-day,
worth only fifty cents on the dollar.
The folio wit g bills wrre preseated sad al-
lowed:
E. H. Peck, adjusting oltv transit ....... „A8 00
James Huntley, 140 grade stakts . . ..... .. 1 40
O. Prias, team work and 10 extra yards
.......... .. .............. ......... . «»
3. 0. Dyke, salary as city marshal ....... 48 74
A. Klaverlnga. salary as street oommr. ... 85 41
B. Van den Berg salary as nlghtwatoh ... 18 75
Ota H. Blpp, salary sselty clerk... . ..... 45 00
G. VanSchelven, salary at city clerk ...... 80 00
H. Van der Ploeg, salary ae oily treasurer. 89 17
A. B. Black, snow plow ................... 60 00
8. Reldama. one table ................... .. 1 50
W. Wlebenga, labor on parke ........... ... 8 60
M. Notier. 4 poor orders .................... boo
City of Holland, light In Tower dock ....... 8 80
C. L. Strong A Son, past board boxes ...... ; *
Lyceum Opera House,rent of Optra Honae. 10 00
J. A H. De Young, 8 poor orders and wood
order ................... ...i., ........ 81 41
R. De Yonng, 1 day labor on street* ....... i 85
A. W. Baker, hauling earls to three Area.. 3 50
J. De Feyter, hauling cart to Looard flit. . 1 00
G. Van Haaften, drawpig hose from fire.. . SO
F. Ter Vree. SfMt days team work ...... . 54 M
J. Van der Ploee. labor oo streets ......... ifl as
O. Meertens. labor on streets .............. 82 25
EvartTakken, lumber etc .......... ....... 28 16
John Names, rout of b’se to Mrs. O. Pearl. 7 50
D. De Vries. 8 poor ordcra .................. 14 00
THE
Has .opened in earnest at the
New DryQGoods Store
Genuine Democracy.
To my Fellow Democrats in this City and
Vicinity:
I know that many and perhaps all
of you take no stock In the ‘Tew gos
pel” democracy.
Of late I have often bet' n questioned
by many of you regarding my attitude
in this presidential campaign, and I
feel that 1 owe you an open reply.
As many of you know, I have been a
life-long democrat and voted the dem-
ocratic ticket, but this fall I intend to
vote the republican ticket for the first
time in my life.
You may ask. perhaps, why I intend
to vote the republican ticket? My
answer is simply this:
My own party has deserted me. The
lemociatic party has been captured by
the populists and other dangerous fac-
tions combined.
The Chicago convention adopted as
milsits standard the free-liver populi tic
platform.
I claim that from the moment this
platform was adopted, that convention
ceased to be democratic in principle
and faith.
It Is not frue that the “new gospel”
party represents the genuine democ-
racy, even if it does Inscribe the word
“democratic” on its banners.
The platform, I think, is a disgrace
to genuine democrats, and should be
refuted and condemned without quali-
fication, and whoever consents to
stand on such a platform for any office
ought to be defeated.
With eve y sound-money democrat
the main consideration should be to
defeat the candidate for president
nominated by the Chicago convention.
The “new gospel” democracy, I be-
lieve, is of a “revolutionary” spirit,
and proposes to overthrow the founda-
tions of society and the honesty of our
government.
I believe it is impossible for a genu-
ine, real democrat— who is always a
loyal, law-abiding citizeo-to be able
to support a candidate for the highest
office In the gift of the people, who In
a speech defended the most revolu-
tionary action of the Chicago conven-
tion, to-wit: The populistic program
of overthrowing the integrity of the
supreme court. Y-!
No, never ought a genuine democrat
allow himaelf to be prevailed upon to
vote for Mr. Bryan as president, v
Do you ask me: Should we not vote
for the so-called third ticket of the
sound-money democrats? I say em-
phatically, no! because by so doing It
will make us vote in the air, especially
so In our own state There Is no pros
pect for this thiid t icket in Michigan,
I think. ^ .
If we do not desire to vote In the
air, there yet remains for us au oppor-
tunity of voting for the republican
candidates, McKinley and Hobart.
In voting for tbem we will help beat
back the waves of repudiation and an-
archy.
Let It be McKinley and Hobart !
K. Sciiaddelee.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 31, 1896.
------ ........
REPORTS OP STAJiDXSIO COMMITTEES.
The Committee on poor reported presenting
the Bemi monthly report of the director of the
uoor and said committee recommending 820.50
for the snpport of the poor for the two weeks
ending S ‘pt. 16, 1808, and having rendered tem-
porary aid to the amount of }26.50.
Approved and warrants ordered Issued.
To the Honorable the Mayor and Common Coyn-
cil of the City of Holland:
Gentlemen :—Yonr committee on Fire Depart-
ment would beg leave to report that the -Ity of
Holland is in need of hose for the Fire Depart-
ment ; and whoreei the Common Council has
received bids and referred the same to a special
committee oonslstidg of the mayor and two
members of the council, and where* a, said coni-
mittee has carefully investigated and considered
the same and made their recommendation, be
It therefore
Ectolved, that the contract be awarded to the
Revere Rubber Co., as per bid; provided
however, that the hose be of the same
quality as the sample which accompanied
the bid. -
All of which is respectfully submitted.
?• 5/ Harermann. I Committee on
J W. Put KAN. f Fire Dept.
On motion i f Aid. Habermann,
Retoloed. that the report be adopted.
Which resolution was not adopted, a majority
of all the aldermen-eloot not voting therefore
by yeas and nays as follows:
Yeas: Aids. Sohouten. Lokker. Flleman,
Habermann. Kooyers-V
Nays : Dalman. Takken— 2.
COMMUNICATIONS PROM CITY OFnCEHS.
The city marthal reported having collected
light rents for the month of July 1B99. the sum
of $4M.23 and transmitted receipt of the city
Treasurer for same.
Adopted and city Treasurer ordered charged
*lth the amount.
From the Board of Public Works :
To the Honorable, the Mayor and Common
Council of the City of Holland.
Gentlemen At a meeting of the Board of
Public Works, held Sept. J, the following resol-
ution was adopted :
Wtereae, Fred Gllsley desires to be relieved
of the duties of acting Chief Engineer, therefore
Resolved, That he be glvan the relief asked for
and be returned to bis former position as Assis-
tant Engineer.
1 Bftolved, That W. S Knlaeiy It hereby ap-
pointed to the Dosltlon of Chief Engineer at a
salary of $66.00 per month.
Resolved, That G. Winter be transferred to
the Nineteenth street pun ptng station, to
operate same during season, and to be reinstal-
led in his old position at the main station when
the Nineteenth street station Is closed for the
season.
Resolved, That bis hours of duty while at the*
Nineteenth street shsll be: 5: 0 a. m. to 12 m;
2 p. m. to 8 p. m. No duty will be rrqnired of
him Sundays, unless shortage of water makes it
necetsary. He is to go on doty immediately at
any hour of the day or night If a fire alarm is
sounded.
JOHN VANDERSLUIS.
The mostcomplete line of DRY GOODS ever shown in
Holland. Our store just sparkles with new Fall Fables.
Dress Goods
There is no end to the choice variety and beautiful new
fSiteFn The rough effect8 are the Predominating styles
this rail, -*i,‘ -. *v
1 N ^
Black Dress Goods.
Figured Black Dress Goods will be extensively worn this
Fall, and we are showing as fine a line as you will find in -
Grand Rapids, the styles are simply beautiful. We have
them from loc to $1.75 per yd. (In the better grades we
show only one pattern of a kind). In plain black Hen- ’
rietta we never take a back seat. Our 50c Black Henrietta
can not be beat for the money In the State.
Yours for NEW Goods at reasonable prices.
John Vandersluis.
Another stock of Feather Boas just received.
Monday and Tuesday,
SEPTEMBER 7th and 8th.
Resolved, That John Eletibaas be appointed
to the position of acting Assistant Engineer, at
a salary of $')0 per month dnring»snch time ae
the Board can make ubo of his service.
Resolved, That the clerk transmit a copy of
these resolutions to the common conncil and
roqued Its approval of the appointments.
Respectfully Submitted,
G. Van Schelvkn, Clerk. *
Adopted and action approved.
The street commissioner reported bis doings
for the mouth ending Aug. 31, 1828,-Filed.
The clerk pr s-nted two bonds of Alva L.
Holmes as principal and Gerard Ranters as
surety, for the constrnctlon of the Nineteenth
street pumping stations.— Approved.
Also presented oaths of office of G. Van Bchel-
ven, city clerk and J. F. Zalsman, deputy olty
marshal.— Filed.
Also bond of J. F. Zalsman as depnty city
marshal with Matthew Notler and John Al-
berti as sureties,— Approved.
The oonnell proceeded to el»ot by ballot a City
Surveyor, which election resulted as follows :
Homer Van Landegend— 7.
Homer Van Landegend having received a ma-
jority of the votes of all the Aldermen-elect
was declared elected to the office of City Survey
or, vice Geo. H. Slpp deceased.
By Aid. Lokkar.
Resolved, That the Board of Assessors be in-
structed to make special assessment roll for
Fifteenth Street Special Street Assessment Dis-
trict in accordance with the resolutions of the
common connoil adopted July W, 1806. -Carried.
By Atd.Haberman.
Resolved, That the committee on Ways and
M*ans is taet^hy directed to present iho annual
astlmelea p$ • ditnres which will be reqnlr
ert to b- mu ; • turis. : tlin fiscal year.— Carried.
Adjourned until Tuesday, Sept. 8, 1806, at
7 JOp. m.
G. Van Bchilvsn, City Clerk.
We will place on sale another lot of '‘Cristy” Bread, Cake
and Paring Knives at
21c per Set.
Come early if you want one-
J. fl.van Her veen. Hardware.
v Harvest Excursion.
In order to give everyone an oppor-
tunity to see the* grand crops In tbe
Western states and enable the inten-
ding settler to secure a home, the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R’y
has arranged to run a s cries of his
west excursions to South and North
Dakota, and to other states in the
West, Northwest and Southwest on
the following dates: July 21, August 4
and 18, September 1, 15, 29 and Octo-
ber 6 and ‘JO, at the low rate of two
dollars more than one fare for the
round trip. Tickets will be good for
return on any Tuesday or Friday
within twenty-one days from date of
sale. For rates, time of trains and
further details apply to any coupon
ticket agent in the East or South, or
address Harry Mercer, Michigan Pas-
senger agent, Detroit, Mich.
We aim to dispense the finest Soda
in the city. Bangs sells Drugs. Next
door to Bosnian Bros. 26-tf
Tbe finest line of Pocket Books ever
brpught to this city, to be seen at Ste-
venson’s Jewelry store.
Stat« Fair Excursion Rates.
[PlVMAtr)
Common Council.
HOIAANO, 8«pt. 1,1896.
The common council mat to regular He«rton
find wa« called to order by tho maoor.
Present: kf ay oc.De Young, Aide. Sohouten.
Flleman, Dalman, Tafcken, Habbermann and
Kooyert and thealaek. ' f ,< .
Minatra of the thraa previous txoatioga wars
raad and approved . ; v
Aid. Lokkar bars appeared and took bit aaat.
prrrrioNB and aooounti.
Petition of J. H. VHek and aeven others ask-
ing for postponement in building sidewalk
was presented and granted .
A Valuable Proscription.
Editor Morrison of Washing, Ind..
“Sun” writes: “You have a valuable
prescription in Electric Bitters, aod
lean cheerfully recommend it for
Constipation and Sick Headache, and
as a general system tonic it has no
equal.” Mrs. Annie Snehle, 2625
Cottage Frovo Ave., Chicago, was all
rundown, could not eat nor digest
food, had a backache which never left
her and felt tired and weary, but six
bottles of Electric Bitters restored
C. & W. M., and D. L. & N. Rail-
way Agents will sell tickets to Grand
Rapids and return, at one wav fare
for the round trip, with 50 cents ad-
ded for admission to the Fair.
Dates of Sale September 7fcb to lltb,
inclusive. Return limit 12th. Chil-
dren between 5 and 12 years of age,
half fare.
32-2w. Geo. DeHavbn, G. P. A.
School Books.
A complete line of School Books,
Tablets, Note and composition Booksat M. Kiekintveld.
Quick In effect, heals and leaves no
scar. Burning, scaly skin eruption
quickly cured by De Witt’s Witch Ha-
zel Salve. Applied to burns, scalds,
old sores, It Is magical in effect.
Always cures piles.
Lawrence Kramer
Half Ratos for Labor Day.
Celebrations will be held at Detroit.
I pan /I T? a nl/in T "\w ___ _ ___ _Grand Rapids, Lansing Muskegon^
ber 7th.
Excursion tickets will be sold at all
C. & W. M., and D. L. & N. stations
within one hundred miles of either
place. Rate one way fare for the
round trip. Return limit September
8th. A special attraction at Grand
Rapids will be the Letter Carriers’
Parade during the afternoon. 2,500
uniformed carriers, with several
bands, from various large cities, will
participate.
32-2w Geo. DeHaven, G. P. A.
School Books-
A complete line of School Books,
Tablets, Note and Composition Booksat M. Kiekintveld.
Notice of Commissioners
on Claims.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, I .. Probata Court for
county on Ottawa, f laid Count?.
^ Buy your School Books and School
Supplies of
32— tf M. Kiekintveld.
her health and renewed her strength.
Prices 50 cents aud •1.00. Get a Bo
Get nt* tie Prices.
41bs Beefsteak ..................... 25c
4 lbs Porkateak .................... 25c
tie at
H. Walsh, Holland,
A. De Kruif, Zeeland.
Roasts, per pound ........ 3 and 5 cts
..... mi * *eat. per pound.. 8 and Sets
“ “ ......... 8c
lifa' 4 11 'Sfi 6c
A high liver with a torpid liver will
not be a long liver. Correct the liver
with De Witt’s Little. Early Rise
little pills that cure dyspepsia an
constipation.
' , Xawrknce Kramer.
d
Bolling
Steaks
LardHam “ v ........ 64c
Salt Pork “ “ 44c
Boneless Ham “ “ ....9e
Dried Beef “ “  i0c
We are the people that will save you
money.
F. J. Kuite, River street.
EaUU of Derk AnIJs. deowMd. /
Tha undersigned having been Appointed bj
the Judge of Probate of said County Oommii-
•ioners ou Claims In tbe matter cf said estate,
and six montha from the first day of Jnly, A.
D.1S9S. having been eUotrod by said Judge of
Probate lo ell persons holding claims against
said estate, In which to present their claims to
us for examination and adjustment :
Notice it Hereby Given, that we will meet on
Wednesday, the Seventh day of October, A. D.
INS, end on Saturday, the Second day of Jan-
uary, A- D. 1807atteno’eloeka. m. of each day.
at the offiee of Isaac Marsllje in the city of
Holland In said County, to receive and examine
such claims. ' .-f
Dated HoUand, Sept. 2nd. A . D. 1891.
$
55 IW
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The Only Eli Tells the Hollow
Tale of Free
Silver.
A
HE SIZES UP THE SITUATION,
Good Reasons Advanced
on the Side of
Gold.
for Being
“Are yon in favor of both silver and
pold?” asked a Populist of Eli PJTrkins.
"Certainly," said Eli, "every civilized
nation uses the two metals— gold and
silver— but the United States is the only
nation that has coined as much silver
as gold. We have been rank bimetal-
lists. We have stood by silver too long.
We have coined S(J25.!M)0,000 worth of
silver and $020,000, 00U worth of gold."
"What have* the other great nations
coined V” asked the Populist.
“Why, they have coined less than half
ns much as we have. England (the
United Kingdom) has coined and has on
hand $112,000,000 worth of silver and
$r>T(0.000,000 in gold; France has $493,-
200,000 in silver and $H2r>.000.000 in
gold; Germany has only $215,000,000 in
silver ami $025,000,000 in gold; Russia
has only $48,000,000 in silver and $455
000,000 in gold."
"Then we have coined about ns much
silver ns all of them together?”
“Not quite. These four great nations,
with a population of 240.000,000 people,
have on hand $87«5.000.000 in silver,
while we, with 09,000,000 people, have
$025,000,000 in silver.”
"Where is our silver now?" asked the
Populist.
"Why. $508,000,000 lies piled up in
the treasury. It is rusting in the vaults,
paving no interest, and dropping in
value. Carlisle '
VC
cSV Survivors of the Twenty-third
Ohio Regiment Journey in a
Body to Canton,
M’KINLEY AND HIS COMRADES.
thkiff cf
The Major Makes a Speech Which
Rouses the Old Soldiers to
Enthusiasm.
remember in 1804, after his
wound, we did not auppoae 
have him with na again— we bail
uh today that brave soldier cor
Russell B. Hastings. (Applai
I was glad to note in th» eKflBI loquent fl
of my comrade, Copt. Ellen, tha
old Twenty-third Onio stands in
VXD LABOR WILL AGREE WITH HIM.
“I believe it is a good deal better to open up the mills of the United States to the labor of America than to open
up the mints of the United States to the silver of the world.”— /Fw. AfeKittlry.
[Chicago Intcr Occan.]
is begging the people to
take it. freight free, but he can ouly get
$56,000,000 in circulation. The people
won’t have it. They sling it hack to
the hanks, and then the free silver men
Jump up and cry, ‘We want more silver!'
T!’hey say, ‘The poor people are dying
for silver. Coin more!’
"And how much of our gold is in cir-
culation?”
"Why, every solitary dollar— $626,000.-
000 worth of it. The banks ouly hold
$128,000,000."
"You don't say the nation has no gold
at ail?"
“No gold of our own. We borrowed
$200,000,000 from a few Americans at
3 per cent, and spent that running the
government— and we've got to pay it
back. Then Cleveland borrowed $00,-
000.(100 more from the Rothschilds and
the English at 4 per cent., while our own
people were crying for it at 3 per cent.,
and that we’ve got to return in gold.
To tell you the honest truth, this nation
has got just $90,000,000 worth of bor-
rowed gold in the treasury. It isn’t
ours. It is borrowed to prevent a run
on the treasury, with $100,000,000 in
gold due the people besides. Oh, if we
had bought gold when we coined that
$508,000,000 worth of silver now lying
Idle in the treasury, as England, France,
Germany and Russia did. we would he
on top today. We wouldn’t be the
laughing stock of Europe then."
“Did England ft nd the other nations
stop coining silver?” asked the Popu-
list.
"Of course they did. They rang the
bell and put out the rod light against
silver years ago. Since 1890 England
has coined $146,000,000 in gold and only
$14,000,000 in silver; France has coined
$13,000,000 in gold and not a cent of sil-
ver. and Germany has coined $49,000,-
000 in gold and only $4,500,000 in silver.
They have been hugging the shore, while
our miners and Populists have piloted us
into deep water."
"How much silver Is there for each
person in the big nations?"
"We have $9 in silver for each person
guara'ntee it legal tender with gold un-
der it. It would take $400,000,000 to
do this— 16 to 1. Can we do it?"
"How about Mexican and India sil-
ver?" asked the Populist.
“Ah. that would come to us like a
deluge! We have no tariff against sil-
ver. It would pour in upon us; 1,200,-
000,000 people wi Id unload on 70,000.-
(XX). There has been mined during the
last 400 years $10,000,000,000 worth of
silver. The world mined $209.1G5.(XH)
worth of 50-eent silver last year. This
would come rushing in upon us. Wo
would be the dumping ground of the
world. We could not coin it. and when
we stopped our guarantee all our coined
silver would fall back from 16 to 1 to
32 to 1. We would have the 50-oent
dollars of China and Japan, with no gold
in our treasury, and be the laughing
stock of the world."
"Well, who would be benefited by free
coinage?” asked the Populist.
"Well, no one but the mine owners.
There are 8(XX) of them. Their work-
men are paid in silver, paper or gold
dollars worth 100 cents in gold. The
mine owner is working for silver
worth 53 cents. The farmer is getting
money as good as gold for his wheat
and cotton now. With free silver he
could get no more for his produce nor
no better money than he is getting.
And. by anil by, if we went on coining
silver ad libitum, silver would go down
like the old greenbacks in 1863. That
went down to .‘15 cents on a dollar,
while gold stood still. You could buy
wheat then for $2.50 in greenbacks or
85 cents in gold. Yon could buy a farm
in 1863 for $60 an acre in greenbacks or
$20 in gold. Do you want that to occur
again?’
The Populist was silent.
dollar, he says, that has brought down
nil this alleged calamity upon us.
Nobody but the mine owner would be
benefited if silver should go up from
68 to 129 cents per, ounce, and we can
His Sole Aim is to Reduce the
Value of the Monetary
Standard.
hardly supj>ose that Mr. Bryan is run-
ning this silver crusade for tm
BASES HIS ARGUMENTS ON IT
in this country, but the people only take
70 cents. They kick $8 back into the
treasury. England has $2.88 per person,
Germany has $4.35 and France $12, but
$9 of it lies idle and all silver coinage is
stopped, and their red lantern hangs
out.
“Poor Man’s Money."
Among the transparencies carried by
the shunters for Bryan at Dea Moines
Friday evening were some bearing the
words, "Silver is the poor man’s money,"
f lw» tui/it* vnilli’u T1Wi?U»VM nflfl 41 A
Claptrap by Which the Orator Seeks
to Capture Foolish
Voters.
“Some nations have free coinage," sug-
gested the Populist.
"Certainly— and look at their condi-
tion! They are hanknmt. Our silver
dollar is still worth 100 cents in gold
anywhere on earth. But in the free coin-
age nations. like Mexico. Japan. China
and India, where free coinage has bank-
rupted those nations their dollars are
worth 50 cents. They have no gold.
Gold fled with free coinage. It will do
so again."
"Chinn has no gold at all you snv?"
“None at all. Chinn has $750,000,000
worth of 50-oent silver, hut no gold;
India has $150,000,000 ip silver, and no
gold; Spain, wrecked by too free coin-
age of silver, has $106, 000, (XX) in silver
and $40,000,000 in gold, and Mexico has
$50,000,000 in silver and $5,000,000 in
gold."
"How much money to the person cir-
culates in those free coinage countries?"
asked the Populist.
"China has $3.26, while the United
States has $25; Mexico has $5; India
$d.33? and Japan $4. This is poverty for
"Who suffers from free coinage
there ?”
"Everyone. Every man has lost half
his wealth. A man in Japan, Mexico,
China or India who was worth $1000
thirty years ago is worth $500 today.
The pay of the laborer has not been
changed, but a man who gets 10 cents a
day in China, Japan or India really
gets 5.
"When I went to China,” eontijued
Mr. Perkins, “my letter of credit railed
for $50v/0 in American dollars. When I
got there I found $10,300 to my credit
in Mexican or Japanese dollars. Now
who has ever lost anything by the Amer-
ican dollar? Not a man. It is ns good
ai gold. Onr good government has put
gold under it. But free coinage would
break the camel’s back. It would bring
ns to the level of Mexico and India."
“What would be the first result of
free coinage?”
"AH gold would hide away. Then we
are now exporting annually $10,000,000
worth of commercial silver and selling
enough to make a dollar for 50 cents.
That Is 32 to 1. The free silverites
want their silver coined like our coined
silver, 16 to 1. and hauded back to them.
With the government paying a double
value for silver exportation would ceaae,
and the government would pay the min-
ers $80,000,000 for what they are
now selling for $40, (XX), 000. Then
the output wonld increase. We
•mined $82,000,000 worth of silver
in 1892. In 1896 we would mine
$200,000,000, with the price dou-
bled. We would have to take It and
‘Vote for the poor man’s money” and "
200-eent dollar is a dishonest dollar.”
Such sentences show the drift of the
public mind anil reveal only too plainly
that with many people the silver ques-
tion is one of prejudice rather than one
of reason. What is- the meaning of the
phrase. "Silver is the poor man’s mon-
ey?’’ We doubt very much if the man
who carried that transparency could
have given an intelligent answer. Under
present conditions a silver dollar of the
United States will buy just as much at
home or abroad as a gold dollar. It
makes no difference to the workingman
whether he receives his weekly wages
in gold or silver coin. The amount of
goods he can purchase is the same. Un-
til the agitation of the silverites drove
the gold of the country into hiding places
workmen were often paid in gold and
when this silver craze is squelched they
will again receive gold as u part of their
wages.
There is one way, however, in which
silver can be said to be the poor man’s
money. In those countries where the
coinage of silver is unrestricted the wage-
earners are emphatically poor. A list
of those countries is printed in another
column this morning and the wages paid
to skilled and unskilled laborers given. As
was shown by the well-authenticated let-
ters from Mexico published in the Re-
publican on Friday and Saturday the
price of the necessaries of life in these
countries is double the price paid in the
United States. Is this "the poor man’s
money” that the wage-earners of the
United States are to vote for? Are they
willing to sink to the level of the Mexi-
can peon or the coolie of India? If so
the way to do it is to vote for the free
and unlimited coinage of silver. If a
free coinage law such as is contemplated
by the silverites lie passed, one of two
things must happen. Either the silver
of the entire world must lie lifted to a
parity with gold or the silver dollar of
the United States must sink to the level
of Mexico and other silver countries.
In that case the wages of the working-
man will lie cut in two and he will in-
deed have cause to talk of “poor man’s
money.”
Why should not the laborer continue
to be paid in good money?— Cedar Rap-
ids Republican.
Who Control Sliver Mines?
"Does Wall street own or control anr of
all the silver mines of this country? If so,
what Is her object In being so still about
It?"— U. J.. Dreaden. Kun.
You seem to think Wall afreet is a
woman. We doubt if the majority of
the Populists who talk so glibly about
"Wall street" know what it is. The
United States subtreasnry in New York
is on Wall street; so are a number of-
banks and brokers’ offices. When prop-
erly used “Wall street" is simnly a gen-
eral name for the dealers in New York
in stocks, bonds and other securities.
The silver mines are owned by cor-
Mr. Bryan’s "informal” speech accept-
ing the nomination for the presidency
was carefully written beforehand, and it
took about two hours' time to deliver it.
It can hardly be necessary, therefore, to
wait for his "formal letter” in order to
learn bis views on the issues of the cam-
paign.
The most of his long and prosy speech
is devoted to what he 'culls ‘‘the para-
mount question of the campaign— the
money question.” And as this is in fact
the real issue other parts of his speech
may be disregarded, or at least comment
on them may be postponed.
In discussing the money question Mr.
Bryan assumes at every step that the
standard dollar we now have is too valu-
able. That assumption lies at the bot-
tom of the whole argument. He com-
plains that the dollar is too dear, and
that it is growing dearer; and to this he
attributes all our economic woes, real or
imaginary.
As a remedy ho proposes something
which he calls bimetallism, but which,
so far from that, is silver monometal-
lism.
He lias much to say about bimetallism,
declaring that no party opposes it, but
what he really proposes is, in his own
words, "the immediate restoration of
the free and unlimited coinage of silver
and gold at the present legal ratio of 16
to 1 without waiting for the aid or con- j
sent of any other nation."
Thus is to say, ho proposes to permit
anyone who has sixteen ounces of sil-
ver to take it to the mint and have it
made into ns many dollars as are made 
from one ounce of gold, or $20.67.
He proposes this when he knows, or
may know by referring to the published
quotations, that sixteen ounces of sil-
ver are worth only $11 in gold. He 1
must know that an ounce of gold is
worth in the market nearly twice six-
teen ounces of silver.
What he really proposes, therefore, is
to substitute the silver dollar for the
gold dollar as our standard, and to make
the substitution because the silver dol-
lar is cheaper.
Indeed, he virtually admits this at al-
most every step in his labored arguin-uit.
All his arguments addressed to farm-rs.
to men who work for wages, to holders
of insurance policies and so on virtually
admit that ho proposes to substitute a
cheaper dollar as ttie standard.
He tries to conceal the admission hr
talking nl>out a "rising standard," and
talking about "influences which are now
operating to destroy silver in the United
States.” But while the attempt is adroit
it will not succeed.
We have no "rising standard." We
have the same standard that we have
had in all coin payments for sixty-two
years. An ounce of gmld may exchange
for more of commodities in general than
it would twenty or thirty years ago. It
may, and probably does, go farther in
paying the necessary cost of living. But
It will not go further in paying for labor.
Its value measured by the labor stand-
ard is less than it was years ago. A
man can earn more of it by working the
same number of hours. If, then, he can
buy more with the ounce of gold he is
better off in two ways: He gets more
gold for his labor and he gets more of
the necessaries and comforts of life for
his gold.
There are no “influences operating to
destroy silver <in the United States."
We now have at least ten times as much
silver serving as money, including actual
coin, its representative certificates and
Sherman notes, as we ever bad when
the coinage of silver was free.
There are no influences operating to
ie sole and
exclusive benefit of a handful of million-
aire mine owners.
His whole argument Is for cheaper
dollars if it has any sense or point at all.
He entices farmers to join in the cru-
sade by suggesting that they can pay
their debts easier with cheap ' dollars.
He is like the unjust steward who said
to the debtor who owed his lord a hun-
dred measures of oil, "take thy bill and
sit down quickly and write fifty."
He tells the wnge-earnenj that it would
be n good thing for them to get their
pay in cheaper dollars and that in some
roundabout way cheaper dollars would
give them steadier employment.
He tells the holders of insurance poli-
cies that it would be a blessed thing for
them to have their losses paid in cheaper
dollars, because the companies would
lose more than they (the policyholders)
would, the aggregate of premiums ex-
ceeding the aggregate of losses, and the
premiums being paid in cheaper dollars.
He tells the depositors In savings
banks that it would be a nice thing for
them to draw out cheaper dollars than
they put in because if they don’t they
may not he aide to draw out anything,
or they may find it necessary to draw
out all their money to meet living ex-
penses. -
By such puerilities he seeks to induce
people to swallow the free silver pill.
But we observe one strange oversight.
Mr. Bryan did not explain how cheaper
dollars would benefit pensioners. lie
might have told them (hat they could
more than make up their loss by dead-
heating their landlords and butchers and
grocers. But he lost his opportunity.
Perhaps he will attend to that in his
“formal letter."
When it comes to that he may think
it best to make it a little clearer, if ho
can. how workingmen, policy holders, de-
positors in savings banks and investors
in building and loan associations would
be benefited by getting their pay in dol-
lars worth anywhere from 10 to 50 per
cent, loss than the dollars they are now
getting, or the dollars they deposited, in-
vested or pair! in premiums.
There is ground remaining to bo cov-
ered in that “formal letter." though the
“informal" speech was two hours long.—
Chicago Chronicle (Dem.).
Two hundred of Mnj. McKinley's old
comrades in war called at his home on
August 12. They came from Cleveland
principally, but many of them from dis-
tant points. They were survivors of the
Twenty-third Ohio Volunteer Infantry.
The regiment was famed for Its war
record, the number of its hard-fought
battles, including South Mountain, An-
tietam and Gen. Sheridan's many bat-
tles in the Shenandoah valley in ’64; for
the number of its killed and wounded,
and also for its great men noted In
war and civil life.
Of the field officers only two survive—
Gen. William S. Rosecrnns of San Fran-
cisco and Gen. Russell Hastings of the
Bermuda islands.
The scene today was a touching one.
Mrs. McKinley sat in the hallway near
the porch, from which the major re-
sponded to the eloquent greeting given
him by Capt. John S. Ellen, mayor of
Willoughby. The old soldiers cheered
and the old flag waved with every burst
of applause. Capt. Ellen told of Wil-
liam McKinley as a private soldier, say-
ing in part;
Comrade: We have assembled here
today from all parts of the union and
from many vocations in life to congratu-
late you, our comrade In arms, on your
nomination as a candidate for the Presi-
dent of the United States. I remember
that Co. E had one member, very youth-
ful in appearance, so much so that Capt.
Robinson of the Fifth infantry made
some inquiry as to age and cousent of
parents.
Kagor for the Fray.
The answers of the recruit were so
prompt and so decisive and his desire
so very modest, and asking to be en-
rolled as a private, that the officer with-
out further hesitation administered the
oath and William McKinley, Jr., at the
of 17, was made a fall-fledged pri-
vate soldier in the Union army. (Great
applause nud three cheers for McKiu-
ley.)
Then away to the hills and mountains
of West Virginia, where we fought and
skirmished the summer away, meeting
and defeating Confederate Gen. Floyd
at Cnrinfnx Ferry. September 10, 1861.
In recognition of your bravery, ef-
ficiency and fidelity to duty, you were,
in April, 1862, appointed to the commis-
sioned staff commissary sergeant. Those
of us present whom you then served are
ready to bear testimony to the very
marked improvement and regularity of
service in this one branch of military
life. If from any cause the coming of
the supply trains wore delayed and ra-
tlorfs were short, "Mack'
best thing and made a requisition on the
country round about. At n Inter day
your gallantry and fidelity secured your
promotion and assignment to duty on
the general staff. But whatever the dis-
tinction or disparity in rank you always
retained close touch with the boys who
were your first associates in army life.
In conclusion let me say that the spirit
of 1861 is not dormant; that, us we went
shoulder to shoulder In the defense of
our country, so now with willing hands
and united voices we stand for our conn
try’s honor and for our country’s flag.
Thirty-five years ago you stood with your
comrades
as it stood in 1861, for the country,
the country's flag, (Great apt
cries "For McKinley, too.”]
could have doubted that, knowinf ;
metal from which tbia old regiment
made.
My comrades, you are just aa loyaU
country now as yon were loyal to coatrij
then, and as you stood from 1861
for the preservation of tho gorer
of the United States, you stand
just na unitedly for the honor of .
government and the preservation of(
credit and currency. (Cheers.] Y
Protection nud Hound Money.
I do not know what you think
it, but I believe that it is a goal
better to open up the mills of the
ed States to tho labor of AmericiV
to open up the mints of the
States to the silver of the world,
cheering and cries of "You are
Whshington told ns over and over
that there was nothing ao _
to preserve as the nation's honor*-
said that the most important
strength was the public credit,
the best method of preserving it
use it as sparingly as possible. 1
ernmont can get on withont it
serve its honor. No government
enough to get on withont it.
darkest days of the revolution.
Morris, its financier, went to oni
friends in Philadelphia after he
volved himself as a debtor for tt„
sum of money on account of tho
eminent and said to him: “I must
$1,500,000 for the continental ai
His friend said: "What
you give, Robert?" He answc
name and my honor.” Qniek cani$
reply: “Robert, thon snalt have
[Applause.] And from that hour
now the country’s honor has beefifl
sheet anchor in every storm.
Lincoln pledged it, when, ii
war, we issued paper money,
"Every dollar of that money
made as good as gold.” And it W|
Rutherford B. Hayes, yonr old
ns President of the United States^
ccute the promise in the
s|>ecie payments in 1879. [(
applause.) When Robert
that they had nothing to give
honor there was behind his
000 of struggling patriots,
the nation’s honor are 70,000, (
men, who mean to beep this _
and its honor and integrity and
unquestioned. [Great applause.]
I thank von, my comrades, fogj
call. Nothing has given me
pleasure. Nothing gives me
been a ppride than to have rivat
with you in that great Civil war.
nlnuse.) I hid you welcome to my.
Yon already have my heart; you
1 .-jM
cheering.] It will give Mrt,
and myself much pleasure, I assure
to have you come into our home. .
plause and three cheers for McKinley*;
THE WISE KANSANS.
How They Sought to Increase'
Wealth by Legislative
Enactment.
F. A. Stillwell has prepared a
purporting to give a history of
events occuring near the dose of
Nineteenth century. It was
1h? a period of depression, di
It occurred to the wise men
that they could legislate theraselvea
affluence. The governor
wise men and Mid:
 A Kansas policy for Kansas is ]
need of the hour. Wheat is hard
Rich and tho Poor.
Here now comes up this thoroughly
un-American question of the rich against
the |>oor. Some criticism is already lev-
eled at this movement !>ocnuiw* those en-
gaged in it are representatives of proper-
ty in their respective localities. It is
characterized as the rich man’s move-
ment. Property is handing together to
carry its ends, and those ends are inimi-
cal to the wage-earner and the farmer.
This simply is criminal nonsense. There
is not the slightest warrant in reason for
any such statement. The paramount is-
sue of the campaign is a business issue.
It relates to tho very life blood of busi-
ness— whether that Mood shall he puri-
tied and kept pure, or vitiated and im-
poverished. Surely that proposition
reaches and interests everybody. And
another point. What authority is there
for the assumption that in moving in his
own interests the business man is mov-
ing against the interests of other men?
Under a free government nil interests
are allied. The business man cannot
prosper if the wage-earner and the farm-
er (lo not. It is impossible. If the crops
fail and tho mines and factories are idle,
so that the farmer and the wage-earner
have no money, how can the merchant,
or the banker, or the manufacturer
thrive? Where is business to come
from? On the other hand, if times arc
good and confidence prevails, all feel the
Ixuiefits alike. Not all in equal degree
of /uiirse. That could not )>e. That
never has been. That never will be. But
to the extent of their stake in the game,
when the winnings are large, the farmer
and the wage-earner get their share along
with the business man.— Washington
, Star.
cs ns a private soldier in the great
army which was contending for national
life and national union. Today you are
the chosen leader, not of a mere party,
but of the | >eo pie. contending for law
and order, national honor and the In
violability of the public faith. Y’our
old comrades arc with you now ns then.
We stand shoulder to shoulder now ns
then. We rally about you and the glori-
ous banner you now carry with our old
love and loyalty, and declare with you
that "the money of our country must be
us sound ns the Union and us untar-
nished ns its ting." With an abiding
faith in tho virtue, Intelligence, honor
and discriminating judgment of the
American people, we again congratulate
you and hid you Godspeed. (Great ap-
plause and cheering.)
Happy Reply of Mr. McKinley.
When n storm of applause hud sub-
sided Mnj. McKinley responded:
Capt. Ellen and Mv Comrades of the
Twenty-third Ohio: This cull of the sur-
viving members of the old regiment with
which 1 served for more than four years
at mv home is a most gracious ict on
their part, and brings to me peculiar and
special gratification. As I look upon
this little iwdy of men assembled about
me, and remember (bat this is but the
remnant of the old Twenty-third that,
thirty-five years ago, had 1010 •rurdy
young men on its roll ready for duty,
and that it was twice recruited to the
total number of nearly 2200, that here
is gathered possibly less than 1(H>, and
that is one-fourth of the surviving mem-
bers of our glorious old regiment, I am
vividly reminded how rapidly the years
are passing, and with them are nassing
our old associates of the war. The sur-
vivors are scattered through twenty-
four stales of the union. Home of our
members are in the territories. One of
them resides on the other side jf the
water. But wherever they are, and in
whatever vocation they may be engaged,
they all love the old regimental organiza-
tion which is the proudest thing to them
on earth. [Applause.]
We had a great regiment; great in its
field officers; great in the character of
the rank nnu file that constituted it.
Our hearts go out with tenderness and
love, I am sure, to the first colonel of our
regiment, Gen. William 8. Hosecrans,
to his distant home in California. (Great
raise, and the yield is light and
tain; but we ore great on
ye, therefore, a law in a
which sovereign and august statute
•hall be nut upon a jmr with”
They shall bo ii
price of corn shall be
price of wheat.
The wise men passed the law
governor had advised and all the
nterclmngeable,
the same ai
of the state rejoiced, for their
full of corn. They could hardly
themselves till the governor had
the bill which raised the price of
corn from 15 cents to 45 cents a
All the people now felt rich,
bought many luxuries and the
them went in debt. Then the fa
from other states began hauling
corn to Kansas. It seemed as if the
try was all corn and it wna all
for Kansas. The people of Kansas i
their medicine— that is, they took
corn and gave np their wheat
The farmers from the other
thought Kansas people were queer,
they kept bringing thwn their conjl
came in and wheat wiicat ent out.
When the other states saw
accumulation, the price of corn
decline till it could be pnreba
where except in Kansas for It
bushel. In Kansas the price wii
45 cents, which was the price of.
but there were no buyers. When
autumn came the Kansas people did
have any wheat for seed. Then
Japan and Mexico.
"If silver Is such an abominable enrse.
why are Japan and Mexico looming with
prosperity?”— J. K.. Amber. Mich.
No one says that silver is an
“abominable curse." The project of go-
ing to the silver standard is one which
would bring on an era of panic and
financial disaster: but
destroy one dollar of this mass of silver, ! project is had is not to say silver is n
amounting to about $550,000,000, or “curse.” Try to apply reason to the
about $50,000,000 more than gold esti-
norations. and their stock is dealt in by
New York brokers, the same as other
stocks. “Wall street" is not keeping
still about it. The fellows who are
keeping still are the great silver barons,
who are pushing free coinage, and spend-
ing money like water to make it win.
They don’t want the voters to know
that free coinage at 16 to 1 would, by
putting the country on a silver basis,
make the value of the dollar depend
on the market price of silver bullion,
which theyi by speculation, could run
up or down, and really put the entire
money of the country at their mercy.—
Toledo Blade.
mated to be in circulation.
The simple truth is. and there is no
use in trying to disguise or hide it, that
Bryan and the men behind him are en-
gaged in a desperate attempt to lower
the value of the dollar. If that is not
what they are after there is not a gleam
of sense in Mr. Bryan’s speech.
It Is true that be sars, “We believe
that a silver dollar will be worth as
much as a gold dollar.” It is true that
he says, “I am firmly convinced that by
opening our mints to free and nnlimited
coinage at the nresent ratio we can
create a demand for silver that will keep
the price of silver bullion at $U20 per
ounce measured by gold."
But If Mr. Bryan is firmly convinced
of that, what is he making all this ado
about? The dollar wonld still be as
dear as It is now, and it is the dear
subject, not prejndlce and emotion. The
question is a plain one of bntiness and
only common sense is needed to settle it
applause.]
We all remember his splendid disci-
pline and gentle qualities, and we remem-
ber with what pride we marched under
his command in West Virginia in 1861.
Tribute to Hcuramon.
And we remember, too, that ether
regular army officer, that splendid sol-
dier, Gen. E. P. scammon— (cheers}-^
not the most popular man in the leci-
mght
I You say Japan and Mexico are “boom-
ing with prosperity." How do yon
know this? Prosperity is an extremely
relative term. In both countries the
wages of the working clan are so low
that an American workingman would
deem them starvation wages. He could
not live. Mexico is far more prosjierous
than she has been for many years, but
it is because, under President Diaa,
there has been peace. The country has
not been the scene of chronie revolution,
as it was up to a few years ago. Wages
are very low, and raannfactnriug is
profits ble. Japan is just adopting the
use oPmacbinery in manufactures, and
is yet far behind ns in everything.—
Toledo Blade. V ' %
ment in its earlier days, for we thon
his discipline very severe and his drill
very hard, but after the battle of South
Mountain, Gen. Scammon was the most
popular man in the regiment. [Great ap-
plause.] We knew then for the first
time what his discipline meant and what
strength it gave to ns on the battlefield.
Nor can we assemble here as we hare
sent to the neighboring states and
plorod farmers to exchange wheat
parity with corn. But the farmers
"We will exchange one bushel of
for four and one-half bushels of
"Our law," replied the Kansas
"puts corn and wheat at a parity."
are equal, for our wise men said
should be." And the farmers repi
"Your wise men are asses; let them
your corn." Ho the Kansans went
homo and all their people were In
spair.
Then the governor again ai
the wise men and said to thet
consummate, picturesqne and
goll darned fools. There la
bigger fool than yourselves. It
who addresses you.
“We thought we could bluff the
lasting law of supply and demand
our statute. We thought we could
islntc value into n thing and u
people rich by n law. We ti
were patriotic. We were Mwe
I^et us honestly acknowledge our
siniuity, repeal our fool law, get
Into line with the other states and It
ine no more that we are wiser than
whole world. Do this, and may v
long enough to know that the
Kates have ceased laughing at our
ceasedand that our own state has
ing ns for it."
Then the wise men repealed the
but it was many years before thea
pie recovered from the effects of the >
scare. V
Questions fbr Wage-Banters. j
History teaches that in all
the cost 'of living has suddenly in
depredated money
today without recalling the third colonel
of the Twenty-third Ohio, who was long-
est with ns^Rutherford B. Hayes. [Great
cheering.] He was beloved by every man
uf the regiment, and no braver colonel
ever led his soldiers to battle. Nor Stan-
ley Matthews, the first lieutenant-colonel
of the Regiment— the great soldier and
lawyer. [Applause.] Nor can we forget
Comley, glorious old Comley. [Cheers
........... '*]and cries of “Nor Mrs.
Mrs. Hayes, the faithful
regiment; and we have with ns today,
land we are all glad to see him, for I
Hayes."] Nor
friend of the
aa a result of
have invariably been the last to
to such conditions. Does nu.
Here that with 53-cent dollars
sole money of redemption th
the 850,000 railway employes
doubled? Would the salaries
750.000 school teachers
Would the wages of the
en and children who wi
be doubled? Certainly
Newa. 'Y
To William J.
Yon shall not prod th<
with goads of silveM
pale the laborer’s wife upon
of high cost a ad low ---
American.
____ _ — _ __ _  : _ _
4)pen Letter to the Popocratio
Candidate for the Presi-
?' « dency.
ME PERTINENT QUESTIONS.
ehension Excited by Campaign
Utterances Refuses to bo
Allayed.
York World, In an open let-
to Candidate Bryan on Tuesday
ing, puts some grave and important
‘ions to him, and urges him to
r them if he wants to be elected,
the people are pondering those very
nts, and their votes will turn on how
are answered and explained by
The readers of the Tribune should
this editorial, which is reprinted
in connection with Bryan’s speech
»dison Square garden last nignt.
: World says, under the caption
Jib Bryan:”
To Mr. Bryan: On the 10th of July,
very day of your nomiuation for
Jdent, you addressed a commuurea-
to the World in the following words:
Bo the World: The restoration of silver to
ancient place by the side of gold will, In
/ Judgment, restore the parity between
~y and property and thus penult n re-
of general prosperity. The World,
did such effective work In behalf of
^ tax, will find a still larger Held of
was In supporting the gold and silver
of the constitution.
WILLIAM J. BRYAN,
ae World has conscientiously consid-
1 your courteous request. It has
ly studied your speeches made
and aince the Chicago conven-
It has studiously examined your
in Congress. It has impartially
yonr career as n politician, a
er, an orator and editor, in order to
n an understanding of your real
ctei^-the hardest thing in the
to ascertain concerning any man.
“ iiblished every word that could
- ----- ied from your eulogists and as-
‘tes, with the same end in view. It
done all this in the sincere hope that
knowledge gained or impressions re-
woulu relieve the fear and nppre-
excited by some of your utter-
* particularly by some parts of
' platform, on which you
this connection it is only jnst to
ind you that the plank in the Chica-
tform seeming to reflect upon the
ty of the Supreme court and in-
a purpose to pack that tribunal
“ to secure a desired decision,
the other resolution denouncing
ment by injunction,” have been
criticised by conservative and
_ citizens. The people have a
and abiding respect for their
court, even when they are dis-
inted in their decisions. They
be glad to hear your interpreta-
of the resolution, which is generally
^Ced as a stupid and intemperate
^ck upon the Supreme court and the
rfW»l of the purpose to reconstruct it
accordance with the beliefs of the
"orm makers should your election
the opportunity. Is this your
"nition fs also called for of the
denouncing "arbitrary inter-
by federal authorities in local
‘ts. This is generally believed to
“free riot with free silver,” as
ithy with lawlessness and
i of President Cleveland’s
|ime of the Chicago strike.
elieve in law and order
le and root-basis of civil-
- ftt regard this as one of
highly creditable acts of his
ition. What is your view of
3. You point us to "• larger field of
usefulness in supporting the gold or sil-
ver coinage of the Constitution.” But
what is "the gold aud silver coinage of
the Constitution ?” In what clause of
the Constitution, or in which of the fif-
teen amendments, does the fundamental
law prescribe a gold and silver coinage
or any other coinage? In which does it
mention any coinage further than to au-
thorize the general government to "coin
money and “regulate the value there-
of/ Acting under that authority Con-
gress at first authorized coinage at 15 to
1. »» as that the "gold and silver coin-
age of the Constitution?” If so, how
has 10 to 1 come to be the coinage of
the Constitution? Under the first ratio
silver was undervalued and refused to
wi j6 eXcePt >n the form of worn and
abraded foreign coins. Our own silver
coins even the subsidiary pieces, were
melted down for bullion becanse they
worth about 3 per cent, more than
gold dollars. In all the period up to the
time of the great silver discoveries Con-
gress sought to make the coinage ratio
tne same as the commercial ratio. It
never authorized coinage at any other.
*! w the "coinage of the Constitu-
tion. If so, will it lie a return to it for
us now to establish free coinage at the
ratio of 1(5 to 1 when the commercial
ratio is about 31 to 1?
4. W ill not free coinage at 1(5 to 1 re-
duce the value of the dollar unit by about
one-half?
5. Will it not be in fact a repudiation
would be relieved to have its apprehen-
allayed aud its misconceptions, if
tney are misconceptions, corrected.
Tu«mocra.tls . *n va8t numbers who
snare this curiosity and these apprehen-
?lonl.8ian,d what they believe to be
policy of their party in re-
to, y1* currency. This policy was
declared In 1876 and reaffirmed in 1802
in these words:
We hold to the use of both gold and
silver as the standard money of the
country, and to the coinage of both gold
and silver without discriminating
against either metal or charge for mint-
age, but the dollar unit of coinage of
both metals must be of equal intrinsic
0Ichangeable value, or be adjusted
tnrough international agreement, or by
such safeguards of legislation as shall
insure the maintenance of the parity of
tne two metals, and the equal power of
^cry dollar at all times in the markets
nnd a k Payment of debt; and we de-
mand that all paper currency shall be
kent at par with and redeemable in such
coin. We insist upon this policy ns
specially necessary for the protection
of the farmers and laboring classes, the
» 1 1 nd mo8t defenceless victims of un-
stnble money and a fluctuating currency.
Foolishness of the Declaration in
Favor of Monetary In-
dependence.
POPULIST IDEAS OF FINANCE.
Feeble Attempt to Invoke the Na*
tion s Fathers in Support of
Free Coinage.
Among all the crazy assumptions of
the Ponulistic platforms, perhaps the
most foolish is the one that we can cre-
nuu ii imciuniiUK rency. * , • . ,
These Democrats still hold to the doc- ate and maintain a monetary system in-
trine of dollars of both money metals of ' dependent of that of other nations. To
pqunl value, that the country may Lave make this stroke of idiocy more prepos-"'i'*". uiui me n i nave wua bimi^c ui u u
the benefit of a concurrent circulation of terous, the spirit and the example of the
gold and silver, and paper redeemable in fathers of the republic are invoked to
the same. Why not give these Demo- sustain it. The efforts of the fathers
crats a chance to vote for you? Why, . ...... - iu i u viMiuiituuu . ..... . •*
ot about one-half of all our debts, public f°ntinae the alienation of so large a
and private? body of intelligent, honest and •'onsci-
u. Is there not danger that it will Rations voters? If yon are ready for
cause the return to us of nil the Amori- bimetallism, and would welcome ’nt?r-
enn securities held abroad— government, national agreement, if it can be secured,
rni road and industrial stocks and bonds effect a change without possibility of
thus precipitating n panic of giant pro- disaster at home, why not say so? You
portions, with long years of depression to Rurely cannot object to an established
nni'. world-wide parity of value between
<• '* ill not your election upon the Chi- ^ ujd and silver money. Why refuse and
cago platform cause the calling in, be- r°Ject international agreement?
tween November and March, of nil eol-
yo“* Mr. Bryan, for actual and
bimetallism — the equal coinage
gold and silver at a ratio .that will
the free circulation of both money
ns the ratio of 16 to 1 has never
.. When you any that you favor
coinage by the United States with-
waiting for the aid or consent of
foreign government, do you mean
Uie concurrence of the great com-
, .T^tjopa with which we trade is
dewrable and even indispensable if
^pantry is not to sink to a silver
#7 Do you really favor the mone-
j^MWlation of the United States in
•ftmily of great nations? Do we not
. our money to be accepted at its
value all over the world? You in-
upon "the right of the peo-
of the United States to legislate
themselves upon all questions.”
right is not Questioned by any,
, “ /BLut the r*sht does
unply the doty or the wisdom. Con-
)lr has the right to declare that our
KUi agricultural products shall be
abroad. But would such an asser-
of national independence benefit
Would it have helped the
°?8,«)0,£™ 8t?‘ei_t0the $8,000,000,000 of exports in
#§§Wd'?h£ T/e,,”":
currency while buying in return at
-rices? If you would not favor the
~u of the United States why
“yon desire its financial isolation?
^ ~tbe Interest of n clear understaud-
Of your position, and to allay if p0S.
the fear and apprehension which
w to exist, will you answer these
 in your acceptance of the presi-
Dnanatiou, which you are about
,$Hrz You must perceive in the
a second Democratic
and in the divisions and distrae-
amoag your PcpuUat and Demo-
supporters at the South, a growing
. {/our canoe. We assume that
Iwish to be elected These ore some
l&P2iut* pP0P which you can se-
V.“rolTwoHd‘UE,!t'',Ki bj-
When in the history of this country
^ sWeTSr>Hand?nt Placetne side of sold. Has there ever
* time when the two metals oircu-
Upon equal tenns as full legal-
moa!i7' SS lhc “Into open to
when^vas !t?lted co nage of both?
oa *ay that the restoration of that
n ill, in your judgment, "re-
Q by this/ W lint is tfit. ‘why
Undo the cheapening effects of im-
fS'ffCTTESV'.'i
fagM. liM
9t all commodities is likely t0
“a return of general prosperi-
the workingman, whose wages
— or nearly so, be made
 by having to pay more
flour, meat, groceries, chickens
u". vegetables, clothing, house-
' I*. rent, and ail the rest of it?
the funner be better off with
“‘J-* for bis produce, in the
“blc contingency that Eu-
conseut to pay it, if be must
ieetable debts, nil loans, ail mortgages
that have expired? And will not this
produce such a distress ns this country
\v8 .never known, particularly in the
'Vest and South, where canital and
credit are most needed and depend upon
confidence ns their basis?
, ,• not free and unlimited coinage
drive all the five or six hundred millions
or gold and gold certificates out of use
as money or ns bank reserves? Will it
not cause a currency contraction of the
most disastrous proportions, inasmuch
ns the utmost capacity of the mints to
coin silver cannot make good this with-
urnwnl for several years to come?
'' n* not free coinage place ns at
once on a financial level with Mexico,
India and Chinn, and can we afford to
go upon that level?
10. Is there any country in the world
today which gives free and unlimited
coinage to silver? Mexico does not.
India does not. None of the Central or
South American States does. We know
of no country that does, of no example
that can be studied.
11. Is there any country in the world
now on the silver basis which is as pros-
perous ns the United States, even in this
* k P i_°E depression? Is there any in
which wages are so high as they are
here, or in which the dollar received in
wages will buy so much? Is there anv
silver-basis country that has a large
commerce, prosperous manufactures, or
a well-to-do agricultural class? Is it
not a fact that in every silver-basis conn-
BRYAN’S CREED.
The Gist of His Long Argument In a
Few Short Para-
graphs.
I believe it will be a blessing to the
United States to lose five hundred mil-
lions of gold.
I believe it will be a blessing to the
United States to take half the purchas-
ing power out of its five hundred millions
of silver dollars.
! believe it will be a blessing for the ------ ----- m„ol ,aiue. iUt. „
United States to take half the purclias- was only about 3 1-3 per cent., uiu u
ing power out of its billion dollars’ worth was sufficient to drive gold out’ of the
i\f tinrwtr tiwktwn* svsx __ aI a • .« • «
were most earnestly and steadily directed
to bringing the young republic within
the commercial brotherhood of nations,
and nothing was further from their
thoughts than the idea that the progress
of the country could be facilitated by a
declaration of financial independence.
For sixty years after the passage of the
mint act. English, French, Spanish and
Portuguese coins were freely circulated
in the United States, and were a legal
tender for the payment of debts at cer-
tain values fixed by act of Congress. In
ms celebrated Mint Report, Alexander
Hamilton endeavored to co-ordinate our
monotery system with that of other na-
tions— not to make any violent departure
from European practice. The only strik-
ing departure that was made in the legis-
lation framed on Hamilton’s recom-
mendations was in fixing the coinage
ratio between gold and silver at 15 to 1,
and the result of this quickly demon-
strated what the Populistic Democrats
call our “financial servitude.” That is
to say, it showed that while the mints
of France were open to the free coinage
of gold at the ratio of 15i/j to 1, we could
not keep our gold from going where it
would have ost v l The difference
but it
It la a pica for blmetalllam and in strong
onpoiiitlon to the gold monometallists.
He says, though, as every other true bi-
metallist says, that the attempt ou the
part of this country to coin silver in
unlimited quantities free, without an un-
derstanding with other nations, would
be an assault ou the cause of bimetallism
and practical suicide iof the finances of
the United States. In 1878 Gen. Walk-
er said: -“For us to throw ourselves
alone Into the breach, simply because
we think silver ought not to have been
demonetized and ought now to be re-
stored, would be a piece of Quixotism un-
worthy the sound practical sense of our
people. The remedy of the wrong must
, 8?u*“t in the concerted action of the
civilized states, under an increasing con-
viction of the impolicy of basing the
world s trade on a single money metal.”
This is his opinion today.
As to the possibility of free coinage
without an immediate fall to a silver
basis, and the strident claim that this
COiUn.try *8 en°ngh to "legislate for it-
self, Gen. Walker points out two facts.
The stock of precious metals lias so
greatly increased in the world, and com-
munication and transportation are so
much more rapid than of old. that even
I' ranee found it impossible in 1873 to
continue free silver coinage. Since there
is vastly less money metal used in the
United States than in France, the in-
fluence which this country can exert
upon the money market of the world is
less than the influence of France. Aud
yet no one accuses Gen. Walker of be-
ing less n patriot or less proud of the
country for which he fought than the
youngest orator of the far West. The
difference is that he is a student and a
man of sense.— Syracuse Post.
Writer Introduces Himself to the
Fanners Telling of His Own
Bnral Experiencea
WHATIS WRONG WITH FARMING?
Propounds and Answers This Question
Advocating McKinley and His
Policy as a Panacea.
Special Correspondence of the Chicago Dally
News.
New York, Aug. 5.— I desire to intro-
duce myself to the farmers by saying I
am by trade one of them, though for a
long time engaged in daily labor on the
daily papers. There are still some frosty
old friends of mine who can testify of
their own knowledge that fifty years ago
there wasn't a boy in Butler county, O.,
who cObld turn a furrow better than I.
or was more expert in using plows left
right handed on hillsides or level
of paper money.
I believe that to cut a dollar in two is
to double its value.
I believe that 50 cents is twice as much
as 100 cents.
I believe that the farmer will be better
off when he sells half ns much of bis
produce as he does now at the same rate.
I believe tbe_fnrraer will be benefitted
by having to pay twice us much ns he
does now for everything he does not raise
and must buy.
Since 1 hold that the farmer would be
better off if he sold half as much ns he
does now at the same rate, it follows
that 1 hold the farmer will be still bet-
ter off if he sold quarter ns much as be
does now at the same rate.
Therefore, it follows that I hold it
rule?
12. Will you explain to us for our en-
lightenment and guidance how our coun-
iiui n i.ii i mui uver-nasis n- xn i u l uow mat i n in
try in the world abject and hopeless pov- would be better for the farmer if he sold
erty ou the part of the masses is the nothing at all, but let his produce rot ou
his farm.
I hold that the city workingman would
„ ...... ........ ______ be better off if he earned half as much
try is to escape like conditions if we as he does now.
go to a silver basis, or how we are to I believe that all the widows and or-
avoid the lapse to that basis if we adopt phnns whose means of support is invest-
free and unlimited coinage at 1(5 to 1 ,,(1 >n loans will be blessed by getting
when the commercial ratio between the l,a<‘k 56 cents on the dollar their bread
metals is about twice that? 'winners toiled for at 1(KK cents in the
13. And if yon toll us. ns many free dollar, and that they would be still bet-
eoinage advocates do. that free coinage ter off >f thev had to go to the noorhouse.
will raise the commercial value of silver 1 believe it would be a blessing for 5,-
to the coinage rate, will you explain to 660.600 depositors in savings hanks who
us how in that case free coinage is to
make money cheaper or easier to get.
how it is to relieve "the debtor class,”
how it is to increase the price of wheat
or any other commodity?
14. You may be aware that there was
last year on deposit in the savings banks
of this state alone $643,873,574. This
enormous sura belonged to 1,(515,178 de-
nositors, giving an average to each of
$398.63. It represents mainly the small
savings of the thrifty poor. Nearly all
of it has been deposited since the pres-
ent standard of value was adopted hr
the government. Do you think it fair
or just to impair by 47 per cent, or by
even 1 per cent, the value of the money
In which these deposits wore earned anil
in which today they would be nnid?
15. There are in this state 158.719 pen-
sioners. They drew from the govern-
ment last year nearly $14,000,000. Con-
sidering the nature of this debt of honor
when justly due— can you look with fa-
vor upon any policy that might result in
paving them in a depreciated currency?
16. There are in the country 5838
building and loan association, of which
418 are in New York. These associa-
tions have 1,745.125 shareholders— all of
the working and saving classes. Their
assets last year were $450,667,594. repre-
sented chietly by mortgage loans to
homeseokors, of whom 455.000 are mem-
bers of the associations. These associa-
tions have nearly all been organized with-
in the Inst fifteen years under the exist-
ing money standard. Can you think it
fair or beneficial to tin- working people
to reduce by 47 per cent., or any lesser
sum. the value of these investments of
the thrifty poor?
17. Is it not a fact worth consideration
in prouosing s descent to the silver stan-
dard that the thirty-nine old-style life in-
surance companies alone doing business
in this state last year had in force here
nearly 2.000.000 policies, insuring over
$5,000,000,000. 'I be assessment compa-
nies and various benevolent orders have a
vast amount more. Would it not be an
injury and a wrong to the beneficiaries
—of these polices— the widows and
orphans, whom a provident love had
sought to protect— to’ compel them to re-
ceive in payment depreciated money?
18. The "rise in prices” which von
predict ns n result of free silver coinage
would, of course, mean an increase in the
cost of living to all the people— to wage-
earners. salaried men. and the whole
body of consumers. Do you know of any
case in which n rise in wages or sala-
ries lias been parallel with the rise in
prices? Is there any way to render it
certain, or even probable, that the wage-
earners will lie compensated for the in-
creased cost of living?
10. You attribute the decline in silver
to the demonetization of the silver dol-
lar in 1873. though that dollar was not
then coined in any considerable numbers
and was not in circulation at all, owing
to the fact that silver bullion was worth
more in the market than at the mint
Do vou consider that the increase in the
world’s silver production from 01.100 000
ounces in 187o to 165, 000, 000 ounces in
1895 had something to do in on using the
decline, even though gold, the standard
money of all the great commercial na-
tions, and the most sought after of mon-
ey metals, has also increased its yield
meanwhile?
20. You speak of the "crime against
allrer involved in suspending the coin-
age of noncirculating dollars. Has your
attention been called to the fact that the
government coined only 206,000 silver
dollars in 18«3, but that from January
1 to June 30 of this year it coined 7-
500.412. or 908,091 more than in the
entir^righty-one years of its history up
These questions are asked in nil sin-
cerity. The World would be rejoiced to
have it made clear that the policy n$
free and unlimited coinage at 1ft to i in-
volves no danger to the country, but--- ---- k—- uc in uni TU ii'B uu w uKri iu me COUIlirV. lin
for everything be has to buy? J promises prosperity to all the people. It
have laid up $2, 000,000, 000 by toil at
100 cents to the dollar to get back half
the amount of their savings instead of
the whole.
I hold that the country would be bet-
ter off if half the value of the capital
of the 4000 national banks, amounting to
nearly $700,000,000, were extinguished.
It would help business all over the coun-
try.
I believe it would be a blessing on the
states of the American union if the $<500,-
000,000 deposited by private persons in
4000 state banks were reduced to 50
cents on the dollar or largely lost alto-
gether. This would encourage thrift aud
animate enterprise.
I hold that the states would be fur-
ther blessed if half of the $250,000,000
capital in state banks were shrunken to
half their debt-paying power. This
would help the farmer.
I believe it would be a blessing to
towns if the fire insurance companies
were so crippled that they could pay only
half the face value of risks.
I believe that it would fall like n bene-
diction upon the holders of thirteen 'bil-
lion dollars’ worth of life insurance, on
which they had paid 100 cents to the dol-
lar. to learn that they can realize only
50 cents on the dollar of their policies
I believe that it would be an en-
couragement to home makers to know
that the four hundred and fifty million
dollars in building association shares
were to shrivel to half their value.
I believe that, although owners of
silver would not permit the metal to he
coined into dollars for Americans when
it was worth more to export than to
coin, although coinage was free and un-
limited, owners of silver are unselfish
patriots in desiring to coin unlimited sil-
ver into dollars now when they can get
a chance to do so at twice the worth of
the silver at the market price and half
the value in the dollars to the people.
I hold it to be a solemn duty to the
800,000 invalids and the 220,000 widows
and orphans on the pension roll of the
nation to deprive them of half the
amount paid each monthly. It will ho
especially heroic for those who get along
now on $10 a month to contrive to live
on $5 a month.
I believe that it is better for the United
States to grade down with China and
Mexico than up with Great Britain
Germany, France, Auatria-Hungarv!
Holland, Belgium.
I hold that expulsion of all our gold
and contraction of half our silver and
paper is expansion of our currency.
I hold that the law of gravitation can
be suspended by act of Congress.
I believe a financial quicksand is rock-
bottom for a nation.
I believe that the best way to build up
a country is to destroy it.
I believe my wife, has more political
sense than all the politicians in the coun-
trv. God bless both of us. Amen —
Cliicago Times-Herald.
country, so that in the words of Senator
Benton its extinction was complete.
If the establishment of a ratio of their
own was a strike for financial independ-
e*,(* of Europe on the part of the "fa-
thers.’ it was a manifest failure, and
established for the first generation of
the republic n regime of silver mono-
metallism. But this was not in the
least what they desired; in fact, so little
were they impressed by the necessity for
keeping silver as a part of the circula-
tion that the coinage of silver dollars
was_ suspended by executive order in
1805 and was. for domestic purposes at
least, never resumed. That is to say,
the fathers were so determined to get
back tin* gold that for thirty years they
had been shunting into European mints
that they fixed § new ratio, which of-
fered 3 per cent, more to the possessor
of gold bullion than he could got in
France or Holland. That the bullion in
the silver dollar thus became more valua-
ble than the bullion in the gold dollar did
not trouble them much, for they, appar-
ently. did not want the silver" dollar—
halves, quarters and dimes of this metal
being sufiieient for their wants— and nil
the subsequent coinage of that much-
talked -of but little known piece, "the
dollar of the fathers.” was for export to
the East. Here, again, if monetary in-
dependence was what they are aiming
at. the result was a failure, for Europe
diverted into its own mints the silver
of the United States ns peremptorily ns
it had done the gold, for the simple rea-
son that no law could compel the own-
er of bullion not to take it where he
got most for it in returned coins.
But the Populists are determined to
have "an economic and financial system
which shall make us musters of our own
affairs." Among the preliminaries of
such a condition of things, they are at
least logical enough to recognize the ne-
cessity of interfering with the freedom
of private contract. That was a cure
for financial lameness not thought of by
the fathers of the republic, and is one
generally deemed to be contrary to the
lot'er and spirit of the constitution which
they framed. But the transformation of
the Democrat into the Populist seems,
among other changes, to work a surpris-
ing indifference to the value of the safe-
guards of the constitution. From old
habit, there is the customary profession
of allegiance to "those great essential
principles of justice and liberty upon
which our institutions are founded," only
to be followed by a series of propositions
destructive alike of the principles and
institutions. On whatever other points
the makers of the constitution may have
differed, they were entirely nt one ns to
the obligation both of nations and of in-
dividuals to make an honest provision
for paying their debts— Rochester Post.
The Money of the Constitution.
What wild talk is this of the "silver-
ites’ ” convention, "in favor of restoring
to the people of the United States the
time-honored money of the constitution
—gold and silver— not one, but both?”
The constitution prescribes no such
money, nor any form of money what-
ever.
But if it is “gold and silver— not one,
but both”— that they want, why are they
not contented now? Both gold and silver
are in circulation now. on equal terms,
in larger quantities than ever before.
In the twenty-two years since the blood-
curdling "crime of 1873” was perpetrated
more than fifty times as many silver do!
iars have been coined as iu the eighty
years preceding.
The simple fact is that the United
States has a very much larger actual
supply of full legal-tended silver money
than any other country in the world,
excepting India and China, and a larger
supply in proportion to its population
than any other, excepting France, Spain
and Holland. It has more gold in circu-
lation, actualily. than any in the world,
excepting only France, and more propor-
tionately than any European country,
excepting Great Britain, France and
Germany. It also has more money of
all kinds in circulation, and all at par,
than most nations of the world.
Less talk and more reflection would
convince these would-be currency re-
formers that we already have what
they talk of as “the time-honored money
of the constitution.” in abundant supply,
for every man who is willing honestly
to earn it.— New York Tribune.
Mills, Not Mints.
More truth cannot be crowded into an
equal number of wonls than is found in
this passage of Maj. McKinley’s speech
in reply to a congratulatory address from
some of his old comrades in arms:
I do not know whnt you think about It.
but I believe It Is n good deni bettor to open
up the mills of the United States to the la-
bor of America than to open up the mints of
the United States to the silver of the world.
This goes bard and straight to the
root of the matter.
Times arc not dull in Pittsburg because
there is no mint coining silver or gold
dollars in that city, but because the
great iron works are not running on full
time. There was no mint nt work in
South Chicago when the rolling mills
were at work by night and by day. but
there was a wage roll of $6,000,000 a
year. It was not because of the activity
of the mints that Louisiana nearly dou-
bled its sugar output, but because of the
McKinley bounty. It was not because
the mints were more active in 1891 than
in 1893 that in the first year men were
striking because they could not cam
more than $3 per day, and in the last
were hunting for work nt 75 cents, and.
for the most part, not finding it. The
mints were turning out ns much monev
in 1893 ns in 1891. But the mills were
not turning out so many yards of cloth
or tons of iron.
Start the mills and the mints will be-
come active. Return to protection, and
the currency will settle itself.— Chicago
Inter Ocean.
Will Hare to Work for It.
After Mr. Bryan shall become presi-
dent and free coinage shall he accom-
plished the people who were so eager to
establish such u conjuncture of efreum-
stances will finally discover that they
are no better off than they were before
Not a man of thorn will be able to g-'t i
dollar, whether worth 50 cents or other-
wise. except in the same way that
money has always been got. It must
be obtained in some sort of honest busi-
ness or earned as wages. There Is no
other wav in which an honest penny can
be got.— New Orleans Picayune.
—Maj. McKinley’s talks to the old vet-
erans who call upon him are models of
short, patriotic speeches, ns have been
all his short speeches since his nomi-
nation for President. There are few
people criticising McKinely as a one-idea
man in this campaign.
The Difficulty is the Tariff.
In n recent speech at La Grange, Ind.,
Senator Burrows said:
“With nil the vagaries of the three
Bryan platforms they all unite in the de-
mand for the free and unlimited coinage
of silver nt 10 to 1, and to that question
Mr. Bryan devoted a goodly portion of
his time in his speech of acceptance. He
declared that ‘times are hard, prices are
low, and something is vitally wrong.’ It
is not the crime of ’73. however, but the
folly of ’92. when Harrison was defeated
and the prosperity of the United States
destroyed. •
"Mr. Whitney says: ‘Don’t talk about
the tariff.’ But the whole difficulty to-
day is tariff. When McKinley is president
the money question will settle itself.
“More silver dollars were coined dur-
ing Republican administrations than dur-
ing all of the other eighty-three years of
our history.
"Panic always accompanies free trade
During the thirty years from 1861 to
1892 we had unbounded prosperity
wealth advanced; this republic took a
lead in manufacturing and stood abend of
all other nations until March 4. 1893
The public debt was reduced during Rei
publican administrations, and increased
under Democratic. There is not a single
fty, ,hl'1 government i, running be-
hind. 1 he deficiency during July. 1896
alone was $13,000,000. ^
"The results of the Democratic policy
are so evident that a new issue was nec-
essary to give them even a fighting
chance before the people in this cam-
pa ign. and so they say that in 1873 the
Republican party caused the trouble by
demonetizing silver. If that is so why
did it not show itself before 1893? We
were prosperous in *92. aud the crime had
been committed before then."
Free Silver ami Wages.
A correspondent attempts to explain
how wages would be increased under
free silver coinage by asserting that
‘trades unions, through strikes and
other means, would force the price of
labor to a higher standard.” This is
sheer nonsense.
Experience lias conclusively demon-
strated that wages, under n debased sys-
tem of currency, never increased in the
same degree ns the money cost of com-
modities. If there was ever a condition
of affairs which was favorable to such
an increase it was during the Rebellion.
We were not only on a cheap money
basis, but the ranks of labor had been
enormously depleted to send men to the
front to battle for the republic. Yet,
what actually occurred? Judged by the
purchasing power of his wages the la-
borer in 1863 received only 76 cents
where he had received a gold dollar in
1860; in 1861 be received about 81 cents
and in 1865 a little over 66 cents.
Rut how do workingmen fancy the idea
of being compelled to resort to" "strikes”
in order that their wages may have the
same purchasing power that they do
now? It will occur to sensible toilers
that if free silver coinage is going to
precipitate strikes, not really for higher
wages, but simply to keep the wages
that already exist, it will be the part of
wisdom to let well enough aloue.— New
York Commercial Advertiser.
Gen. Walker’s Bimetallism.
Francis A. Walker, president of the
Boston Institute of Tecflnology, may be
caHed the leader of the bimetallists of
the United States, so far as a man not in
politics can be called a leader of a move-
ment which has become a political issue
He has been an ardent advocqte of inter-
national bimetallism for more than twen-
ty years. He speaks with authority on
nil economic questions, but bimetallism
may be called his hobby,
A new book, written without regard to
the present situation, but singularly an-
propriate, has just appeared, bearing
Gen. Walkers name on the title page
To Sound Money Democrats.
Here is a brief and simple catechism
for sound money Democrats:
"Do you want to bent Bryan?”
"If you want to beat Bryan, do you
know of any other way of doing it than
by electing McKinley r
“If you want to bent Bryan, and don’t
know of any other way of doing it than
by electing McKinley, why don’t you
take your eoflt off and wade iu and elect
McKinley?”
Answers to those Interrogatories arc
respectfully solicited from sound money
Democrats who declare the currency the
paramount issue and yet refuse to act
ns if they believed what they said.— Bos-
ton Journal.
lands, so as to leave less unbroken land
at the turns than I. and there is no light
work I would like better now than plow-
ing corn when it is about as high ns a
plow boy. The trouble t’ en is it is so brit-
tle. and it is very provoking to have the
pretty stalks broken— and many a horse I
have lammed ns a punishment for put-
ting his rude foot into a hill of corn. I
was a great boy to hind wheat, rye, oats
or barley with double bands, and once I
tied up u blneksnake in a sheaf of wheat
so tight he could not get out, and there
never was a snake or a boy more aston-
ished. I could beat the girls dropping
corn— four grains to the hill— and I know
all about husking frosty ears of corn
with a bone husking peg. held by a strap
over the two middle fingers of the right
hand; and the accomplishments of dig-
ging potatoes without cutting them, and
mixing green and dry food for horses,
and watching calves become cattle, eolts
evolve into horses, lambs and pigs bloom
into sheep and hogs, are, with all the
hopes and fears associated with them, fa-
miliar. The practical farmers will de-
tect in these observations the presence of
a line of information not pulled out of
books or picked up in schools. I know,
too. about the way good old farms grow
less valuable, in spite of faithful atten-
tion, and how it is that some farmer*
who do not buy pianos on the install-
ment plan find it a pleasant experience to
borrow money.
Farmers Are Discouraged.
The news has been circulated a good
deal and not conclusively contradicted
that this year a good many farmers are
so discouraged by the way their affairs
have been going that they are ready to
do something unexpected iu politics—
that sonic of them think maybe there is
something in free silver that would
just fit their case— therefore, that there
are Republican farmers who if not en-
lightened are liable to vote for Bryan
and Watson or Bryan and Sewall. They
have heard so much about free silver as
a patent medicine to cure the rheuma-
tism, heartburn, earache, fistula, dyspep-
sia and vertigo that they do not ‘know
hut they will try it. If they do they will
make the same mistake the workmen
did four years ago and invite even a
gruater misfortune than they tumbled
upon themselves. There is "absolutely
nothing in free silver for farmers.
Whatever they want for relief it cer-
tainly is not^ depreciated money— dollars
debased. We have been going on now
with dollars of the same value ns that
of gold for eighteen years and n change
in the purchasing power of a dollar will
not help any honest man, unless it is
incidentally and in a petty aud frac-
tional way.
Whnt is the matter with farming?
The owner of one of the finest farms ia
England, within sight of the forest of
Windsor and the towers of Windsor
castle, stated to me that wheat had got
so cheap iu England that the straw was
more valuable than the grain. The de-
pression is not exclusively American.
The trouble is acknowledged— what is
the remedy? Whatever may be wrong,
and however difficult it may be to right
the wrong, there should not lie a farm-
er in all America so ignorant ns not to
know that the man who has done most to
frame a tariff law to help the farmers is
William McKinley.
Cariosities of Our Money.
Few persons are aware that silver cer-
tificates are not legal tender, though re-
ceivable for public dues. The fact was
recently, it is stated, forced on the
attention of the postofiice department by
a person who refused to accept the cer-
tificates in payment of a money order
Thus, it seems, the government is obliged
to receive silver certificates, but cannot. --- --- - -- — ---- - ---- "III lllljuui
pay them out to any one unwilling to re-
ceive them. Should our silver friends be-
come able to legislate, they will donbtless
make the certificates legal tender, so as
to force the unwilling patriot to’ take the
paper representative of 53 cents at a lOO-
cent valuation.
What McKinley lias Done.
What did he do? Consider sugar boun-
ties. for one thing. If the law had been
allowed to remain ns he drew it Nebras-
ka by this time would have teemed with
beet-sugar manufactories, every one a
help to the farmers, and the soil of
Nebraska is better for sugar beets than
that of Germany— only needs a good
start to establish an enormous and in-
valuable industry. The McKinley duty
on barley caused the raising of millions
of bushels additional to the overage of
former crops, and this reduced sensibly
the excess of wheat production. This is
an example of whnt wo mean by the di-
versified industry that the protective sys-
tem promotes. We want more of it, and
that is MeKinleyism.
Why are wheat and butter down? As
to wheat: The use of agricultural ma-
chinery and the improvement in trans-
portation has cheapened labor and ex-
tended available territory. Argentina is
a prodigious wheat field. The soil is
admirable, the rivers are deep, the plains
give full sweep to the machinery, the rail-
roads have nothing else to do than car-
ry the wheat to market aud the steamers
carry the grain to Liverpool in huge car-
goes. Sailing vessels whose sails ore
pulled about by steam, saving hands,
cheapen the cost of putting down Ar-
gentina wheat in Liverpool, Egypt, India,
Canada, Russia, compete with us in the
wheat market of Western Europe. The
world is a sort of country neighborhood.
Whnt is the matter with butter? Let
the price of butter go up in New York
to 25 or 30 cents a pound— a living can
be made producing butter nt those fig-
ures— whnt happens? A cable message
goes to Australia and there are ship-
ments of thousands of ton* of excellent
butter nt once. And it can be placed
in New York and profitably sold at 12
cents a pound. It cannot be produced
in New York nt those figures. This fc
lustration is not imaginary. The trans-
actions supposed have occurred recently.
What is the remedy? We can answer
confidently that the coinage of more
silver dollars will not be a help. We
ought to raise our own barley, our own
hops, our own eggs, chickens, onions
and potatoes, to make onr own sugar
and our own tinplate, so ns to give the
advantage of our own markets, the most
valuable in the world or that ever were
in It, to our own people. The produc-
tion of articles we have just nsmed
would turn over to American working-
men 100.000.000 of gold dollars annually,
and then custom would improve the
value of the'farms. There is no patent
nostrum about thli Our records are
full of the proof furnished by our own
experience. The best thing the farm-
er can do is to try McTvinlcyism.
Murat Halstead.
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tHAltDIE bas Watcbea.
HARDIE baa Chains.
HARD1E basCbarma.
HARDIE baa Rings.
HARDIE baa Emblem Pina.
HARDIE baa Clocks.
HARDIE baa Novelties.
HARDIE bas Ladles Guard Chain.
HARDIE Is an Expert Watch Re-
pairer.
HARDIE will save you money.
Go see-
Hardie
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Enos Lawrence. Their life was not
without some trouble. That her hus-
band was of a violent temper and of a
nature that made him to seek the
company of other women, ‘will be
shown. I shall show that she was
rather a remarkable woman fokthe
purity of her character. She was a
dressmaker, and thus assisted in sup-
porting the little family. In 1895, the
latter part of the year, Enos was
sick, and she cared for him and sup
ported the family. - But her strength
gave way under this extra labor; she
became sick. Ray came in. her only
brother. She loved him. We will
show you from her attending physi-
cian that she was sick in bed, and
that it was naturally impossible to
lead the life she is accused of. In
April her condition was such that
such a crime as charged here would be
a physical impossibility to her, There
doubtless was hard feeling against
Ray: On this night she was sick in
out, so that be could wait on 'vie
through the night if I wished any-
thing. It was Just light enough so I
could see tbe shape of a mao coming
into my room, and coming directly to
my bed, and of course I couldn’t see
who it was. I didn’t know who it
was. I could only see the form of a
man coming toward my bed and it
frightened me terrible. I heard no
noise before until I heard tbe door
open. He came to my bed add touched
my band that layed outside tbe bed
and he said: "Alice, I am going to kill
Enos.” He said: ‘T want you to take
the baby and go upstairs, so he will
have no chance to hurt you.” I said:
• My God, Ray, what do you mean?”
He said: “I have heard the threat
he made that he would kill every-
body in the house. I will see whether
he will or not.” And I said: “For
God’s sake, Ray, don’t do it.” I called
to him, and thought perhaps it would
wake my husband, if I could only
speak loud enough so he could hear
somebody talking. As soon as I com
menced calling to him not to, he left
my bed, I suppose for fear I would
wake him, and he started into the din-
ing room from my room, and I lost
consciousness. How long it was I
don't know; what took place after
that I could hot tell. The next that
I remember hearing at all or knowing
anything of, I heard him com^’ into
my room and he said, “Alice, I am go-
ing away, but I won’t be gone long,
and don’t you dare to leave the room
until I comeback,” and he left and
went out of the room.”
.The respondent further denied al-
solutely all acts of intimacy as alleged
by Mrs. Gillet, and explained the rea-
son that led to the marriage. It was
done against her will. They did not
co-habit after marriage. It was badbed. Mr. Lawrence desired to go to
bed with her, but she resisted him. enough to live with him in the same
He was of Intense passion, and threa- Jjouse» after be fiatl killed her has-
tened to kill her. His threat threw
her into a nervous state of a very
grave character. Coates came dow^i
later during tbe night and said some
thing about killing him, and she said:
“My God! what do you mean?”* She
tried to raise, but could not. Tried to
make a noise that would arouse her
husband. She don’t know wbat hap-
pened. Coates came back and told her
that he had killed her husband, and
threatened her life if she disclosed the
fact. He spoke of getting married,
and she resisted. She tried to get
away. A woman in this condition
could not help herself.”
The witnesses for the defense bav-
band.
Pros. Att’y Visscher conducted the
cross-examination. It was brought
out that notwithstanding her alleged
weakness during the week following
the murder she got a set of new teeth,
done considerable shopping, attended
to the sale of their effects, and made
ready to go north. She also denied
having written a letter to her daugh-
ter Abbie, in which she admitted that
at the critical moment she covered up
her head and put her hands to her
ears so she wouldn’t hear any noise,
and when shown the letter, wnich is
quite lengthy, she failed or refused to
identify it. (This incident, as ap-
ing been notified that their presence
was not needed until Monday morn
ing, court adjourned until that day, at
9:00 a. m.
The defense opened its line of testi-
mony, with Dr. Butterfield of this city,
to establish the physical improbabili-
ties already referred to. He stated
that be bad been called to treat Mrs.
Lawrence in January and in Mar^h
last and bad made 28 visits. During
much of that time she was in bed, had
had the grippe and was very much ema-
ciated and weak, suffering from effects
of grippe; any excitement would ren-
der her a great deal more nervous; I
saw Mrs. Lawrence In three spasms,
that would be produced by her condi-
tion of health. The lady had evident-
ly been sick a long time; should say
peared afterwards, had much to do in
that sexual desire would be greatly de- dressed the jury. Two facts are nV
shaking her credibility with the
jury.)
Tuesday morning the first witness
called was litte Abbie. She cried as
though her heart would break, and
during her testimony Alice hung her
head very* low and did not look at the
child. Abbie told about a cake she
made for her papa’s birthday, and the
eggs she got for Easter— the Sunday
of the killing.
The defense rested with this wit-
ness ard then the People introduced
some more evidence in rebuttal, as to
the physical condition of Alice imme-
diately before and after the murder,
and in support of the reputation of
Mrs. Gillet.
Prosecutor Visscher thereupon ad
predated by her condition.
A group of witnesses, residents of
the Lake Shore, were next sworn as to
the degree of confidence they repose
in their neighbor Mrs. Gillet, and
then came the sensational feature of
the trial— Alice Lawrence was to take
the stand as a witness in her own be-
half. There is much in her testimony
which is a mere repetition of the facts
as known. Her version of so much as
relates to the actual killing is as fol-
lows:
“That evening after Ray Coates and
the children had gone upstairs to bed,
my husband came to the bed and
kissed me good night, and then made
propositions that I did not feel like
complying with, and it made him an-
gry. I had been sick and I was only
just commencing to get up, and was
not able to situp even. It made him
mad because Trefused him. He swore
and used considerable rough language
and walked around the room for some
time, angry and talking, and he made
the remark, “1 will kill everybody in
cessary— a crime and some one having
committed it. The crime here charged
is that Enos Lawrence was murdered
in hiij own home. Though but one
murder, there may be several partici-
pants in it. We believe Alice M. Law
rence is guilty of tbe murder of her
husband. Unaided Ray could not
have done this alone. We do not be-
lieve he would have ever come down
stairs, had he not been assured of her
sympathy.
What were the facts? Rav came
from Detroit to make a temporary
home with his sister. He did not
want employment, and she was wil-
ling he should not have any. He was
a burden to the provider of the family.
Gradually the relationship between
these parties became more and more
intimate. They finally became crimi-
nal. Two husbands in one family—
this was the keynote to the situation.
We think her guilty because of the
improbable excuses she offers— 28 vis-
its from a physician in 14 days. This
plot was not commenced on the 5th of
the bouse before morning.” I said, April. On Sunday morning she could
"Enos, don’t talk that way. Then* Is nut make a noise-she was so weak,
no occasion for it; 1 had no though u
of making you mad when I refused
you, and,” I said, "it Is a simple thing
to get mad over. Don’t talk that
way.” He said: "I will raise the devil
with you before morning.” I said:
"Ed, don’t talk that way any more;
go to bed and say nothing mere about
it.” He perhaps walked about tbe
room for ten or fifteen minutes talk-
ing that way-angry. He went to bed,
and of course I felt terrible bad to
have him talk that way and I could
not get over il for some time and I at
last dropped to sleep. Don't just know
what time it was, and 1 was just in a
kind of a dream when a slight
noise awoke me. I opened* my eyes
and I saw the door that opens up into
tbe stairway open and a man came in-
to my room. My husband has always
’ J i a light— we have a big hanging
ip in the room- he left It turned
but on Monday she calls on Flleman
for money. On Wednesday she goes
shopping; then to deutist and dress-
maker. We believe her testimony un-
true. Then comes another test of her
strength in driving 42 miles to Grand
Haven and return to get married.
After reviewing the testimony in the
case Mr. Visscher referred more par-
ticularly to Alice’s own statement and
claimen It as convincing proof of her
guilt. The planning and plotting was
to hide both. Each had to plan their
story alone. It seems to me more can
be said for the brother than his sis-
ter. She admits Ray was too lazy to
work. He didn’t try hard to get work.
Then again she says she was in fear of
him. Ray was more to her thr* JSnos.
Does this not show the relationship of
the parties? Could she not have ex-
posed Ray during his absence to the
river? See her concern for him, in
enough so ItwouW notgi hlTlDg cuffs sod Xr buZsTot to
him in jail. To save herself she b
now willing to cast off her brother
There was more thao one person con-
cerned in this plot.
She says she was compelled to
ry Ray, but fits herself up as a new
bride, gets new teeth, and is ready in
one short week, yet would have you
believe that she was in the power of
Ray. She thought by changing her
name her identity would bo lost, blit
murder will out.
I will not detain you longer. We
all have feelings for those who are in
trouble. If the evideoce is true this
woman has forfeited all right to
motherhood. She made her children
fatherless, the law must make them
motherless. ,
Don’t let that feeling of gallantry
you possess keep you from doing your
duty. In behalf of The People I urge
that you find this respondent guilty of
murder iu the first degree.
Mr. Farr then followed with a strong
plea for the respondent. He spoke
for over one hour and relied largely
upon the fact that she had not been
connected directly with the act of kil-
ling. An appeal to sympathy was* in-
terwoven throughout bis address, and
brought tcais to tbe eyes of the re-
spondent, the first during the trial.
Her little girl was sitting at her side,
occasionally trying to console her. •
Everything dear to this woman on
earth, said counsel, hangs on your ver-
dict to-day. It is a solemn moment,
and I confess I feel it. The prosecu-
tion bas for an assistant perhaps the
ablest man in Ottawa county. I, this
woman’s advocate, can only exert the
simple powers that I have. This
woman is here, her life is broken.
The shadow of a great crime will al-
ways rest upon her. As the fainting
swimmer struggles on with the waves
and hears the cry of loved ones, so
does this woman. She comes here to
tell her story to you.
If Ray Coates did not tell the truth
It Is no fault of ours. He Is what would
be called a degenerate. The nature
of that man was dead from childhood
—some strange freak. Look at this
woman's life: among all the women
witnesses who knew her she was a
peer. She was a woman of refine-
ment. It was natural for Ray Coates
to commit an awful crime, but this
woman cannot be connected with him
iu any manner.
This woman waited upon a sick hus-
bat d and supported the family. She
thought a good deal of her brother-
why shouldn’t she?
The witness Gillet was arraigned by
counsel as one whose testimony was
false.
Mrs. Lawrence has done some things
she ought not to have done, but we do
say this woman is not guilty of any
actual participation in this crime.
She should have exposed her brother.
The brother says, don’t you dare ex-
pose me. To expose him was to in-
carcerate him.
The marriage was Ray’s idea of
covering up this thing— there was no
sexual relation.
I believe this little witness Abbie.1
She is as pure as any flower. Tell me
that a mother who has reared such a
child is a murderess. There certainly
is some part of this woman’s life
above reproach. Her condemnation
means that across the lives of these
little ones shall be casta shadow.
Save them from saying their mother
went to state’s prison for life— save
them from this, if you can. In the
last great day, when every deed shall
he weighed, your sympathy for this1
poor erring soul shall be In your crown
a priceless jewel.
It was 3:15 o’clock in the afternoon
when Mr. Farr closed and Mr. Dleke-
ma began the closing address.
The respondent was extremely for-
tunate, he said, In securing such able
counsel, whose eloquence brought
teart to the eyes of a stony heart that
for over a week has refused to yield
under the most trying circumstances.
Circumstantial evidence has largely
to do with this case, and is sometimes
stronger than direct evidence. Coun-
sel then gave tbe narrative of the
murder from first to last, and recited
the incidents with telling effect.
What wife would act thus? It would
take the strongest mettle in the
strongest man in Ottawa county to
lead this womati. When Mrs. Law-
rence had said she would go with Ray
if he left, then the affiliation between
these parties was complete, and they
set the seal of eternal truth upon
their transactions by going to Grand
Haven and getting married.
It was a strange fascination, yet
not uncommon. The pages of history
are full of this crime. This brother
and sister met for tbe first time since
chlldtiood. Here then is motive. Is
It strange that Alice lied? You can
understand it all. There is a motive
for it all, and with the motive follows
a plan.
The pay day must be remembered
—the Saturday before a holiday.
When men hunt men they use decoys
—hence those Easter eggs. At the
table she sits with the man who, she
says, murdered her husband, aod ate
those eggs in commemoration of the
resurrection. ?
If twice a day she had a doctor, her
husband could not have suspicion—
another decoy.
She rides over fort y miles to get
married and is up and about the next
day. How quickly she has recovered!
Such are the facts in the case. Was
not that strap also deliberately pre-
pared beforehand!
Now how this killing was done— it
was done while the man was lying.
Look at the skull and hatchet, Just
as we found it. A fouler deed and
more damnable conspiracy could never
have been planned.
Counsel then showed the discre
pancy between the several statements
of the prisoner.
I ask you, gentlemen, after this wo-
man has told these three different
stories, can you believe her last one?
Up and down the street she marches
and never says a word. I sympathize
in this matter, because it is a woman.
You. gentlemen, for the time being
are the goddess of justice. You hold
the scales. In them we have placed
the evidence— weigh It. I believe the
best thing on earth for good is a good
woman— the worst a bad woman. We
claim this woman stands behind every
feature in this case. On one edge of
this two-edged sword is one man, in
prison for life, and on the other a
woman’s liberty is at stake. We want
you to proclaim to the people of this
county that justice is able, and that
liberty and home will be safe to-mor-
row as it was in the past.
The court then proceeded to charge
the jury, and at 5:46 they retired
into their room. Their deliberations
continued until two o'clock Wednes
day afternoon. During this time they
came out twice for further Instruc-
tions from the court upon points In
dispute. Ten ballots were taken, re.
suiting as follows:
Elrtrt ..... 7 Guilty ...... 5 Not Guilty
Second.... 8
Third ..... 8
Fourth. . . .8
Fifth ...... 8
Sixth ...... 7
Seventh. ..8
Eighth.... 9
Ninth 11
Tenth.... 12
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
At 1 o’clock they came Into court
aud through their foreman, N. Stan-
ton, of Jamestown, returned a verdict
of guilty of murder in the second de-
gree, at the same time urgently rec-
ommending the respondent to the mer-
cy of the court.
This concluded the week’s hard ser-
vice by the twelve men comprising ti e
jury, and court adjourned to next
Tuesday morning.
The matter now rests with the
court. Under the verdict the penally
s imprisonment for life or any term
of years.
Hope College.
>< Thfei fall term of this Institution will
open the 16th of Sept, next at 9 a. m.
All applicants for admission must
present themselves for examination on
Sept, loth at 9 a. m. in Graves Hall.
Those holding an eighth grade dip-
loma will be admitted to the “D" class
without examination, providing that
the general average stands 85 or over,
and the standing In any one branch be
not under 75.
In order to enter any advanced class
it will be necessary for the applicant
to pass an examination In the studies
previously pursued by the class.
G. J. Kollkn, President.
Good \m from Soulli Dakota.
The glorious results of this season’s
harvest of golden grain will pour a
stream of sound money into tbe pock-
ets of every Dakota farmer.
South Dakota has thousands of acres
of choice farming and ranch land ly-
ing east of the Missouri river, and
within one day's ride from Chicago or
Milwaukee which can now be bought
reasonably cheap, but which before
the end of another year may lie ad-
vanced in price.
The stock-raising industry iu South
Dakota is profitable, and Eastern cap-
ital is now being Invested in cattle
and sheep growing in that state.
Diversified farming, the growing of
live stock, and the products of the
i tc AA a00* J*0™1"* * tmat for rou all. n,
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Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHtOtN. i.
OOON IT OP OTTAWA. (8Sl
At a aesslon of the Pnibat* Court for tbe Com •
ty of OttnwH. holdon at the Prooate Office. In the
City of Grand Haven. Iu aald county, nt
Tbnra lay, tha Twenty- eighth day of August it
the year one tbeunand eight hundred aud Ite
ty aix.
Preannt. JOHN V. H. GOODRICH, Judaea)
Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Jan Van Dyk.
droeaaed.
On reading and filing the petition, dnlv verl
fled, nf Teuola Van Dyk. ndmlnOtrator of anld
eatate. praying for the examination and allow,
anoaof hla AiihI account, that he may be dla*
charged from hi- truat, have bl« b •• d ca (.celled
a’ d » ni l estate closed. And al-o to dr termite
who ar* the btdra at law, of Jau Van I'yk, de-
oeaaed
Thereupon It U ordered. That Webies b y, th»
Tltirtieth day of Hepttmbtr nsxt
at ten o'oiook In th* fornuonp. he as-lanei) for
the hearing of aald p >tnioo. and that the boirr
at law of s 'rid deceased, and all oth-r persona In.
toreated In said estate, ar* required to Bpi»>sr st
a soflulon of said C-uirt th«n In be bolder nt tha
Probate Offloe In tbe City of Grand Haven. Id
said county, aud snow ca'ian, If any there be.
why the pruyr of the petitioner ah«uld not ha
granted : And It la further Ordered, That said
petitioner give uoMoe to the pnraona Interested
In aald eatafe, of the pmdenoy of aald petition
and the hearing thereof by causing a copy ol
USE W
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Probate Order.
STATS! OF MICHIGAN. I
COUNTY OP OTTAWA. | ”•
At a session of the probute court for the couii- ' “
ty of Ottawa, holdei at the Probate Offloe In tha Lv.AUegaU.
City of Grand Haven. In aald ojnnty, on Mon-' Holland
day. tbe twenty-fourth day of A uguat in the year Grind <•>
one thoaaand eight hundred and ninety alz* ^v.Muskogon
Preaent, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH. Judge of Ar PentWBt«rProbate. 1 - — - -
In the matter of the estate of Teuols Koppel, o0*11*deceased i p»’*®ng«r 0»o have Hol’and fi.*l a. o. and
connect at Wavorly with Ottawa Reach fioai-
700
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11
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pm
16 00
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vuuut-uint nn iTi ho ul u Hat Bnal-
On reading and filing the petitlon.duly verified ness Men’s train which arrivee at Gmnd Rapids
purporting lobe tho Inst will nnd testament of nru* ^*ew 9 m. in# 7.58 p. m.
said deceased, and for tbe app intment of him-
self as executor there, f.
Thereupon It i« orderol, That Tuesday, tbe
Twr.nty HiconA day oj SnpUmbrr next. Detroit
June 28, 1896.
at ten o'clock In the foronoon, he assigned fo. LANSING el1 NORTHERN E R
the hearing of said petition, ard that the heirs at I - — - — — . — ^ -
dairy, are placing South Dakota fore-
most in the ranks of 1r --- ------- the successful
Western states.
Those desiring full Information on
the subject, and particularly those
who wish to seek a new home or pur-
chase land, are requested to corre-
r
31*3w
law of Slid deceased and all other poisons Inter-
ested in said eatate. are required to appear at a
session of said Court, then to be bolden nt tbe
Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven, In
said county, and show cause, If sny there be,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted: And ills further Ordered, That said
petitioner give notice to tho persons Interested
in aald eatate, of the pendency of sal f petlUon.
and the bearing thereof by causing a copy of this
order to be published in the Holland Cm News
a newspaper printed and circulated In said conn-
ty of Ottawa for three saoceaaive weeks previous
to said day «f bearing.
A true copy, ( Attest)
JOHN V. R. GOODRICH.32-3w Judge of Probate.
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Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, i
COUNTY OF OTTAWA. 1
At a session of the Probate Court for tbe Cent,
ty of Ottawa, bolden at the Probate Office. In the
City of Grand Hsven. iu aald county, ot
Tnraiay. tb* Twenty fifth day of Aogust, in the
year one tboastnd debt hundred and nlnety-alx.
Pr sent, JOHN V. I). GOODBICH, Judge ol
Probate.
In, tbe matter of ••atet** of J r* b»C. >
Labots. deee<i«-d. , ; ’
On reading and flung tue petition, duly verl I 0 i g #
fled, of lease Marailje, executor of said eatate. | 4 * *
praying for tbe examination and allowance of
hla final account, that be may be dlaeh urged
from his trust, havo hla bond canceled, ard aald
eatate closed.
Thereupon It (e Ordered. Tbat Tuesday, tbe
Twenty-ninth day of September neat.
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, be assigned tor
tbe bearing of aald petition, and tbat tha hairs at
law of aald droeaaed. aod all other persona Inter-
ested in aald eatate are required to appear at a
session of aald Court, then to be bolden at tbe
Probate Offloe, In tbe City of Grand Haven, In
aald county, and show eauae.lf any there be. why
tbe prayer ol tbe petitioner should not be grant-
ed : And it Is farther Ordered. That aald peti-
tioner give notice to tbe persona Interested In
aald estate, of tbe pendency of aald petition, and
tbe bearing thereof by oansiog a copy of thla or-
der to be pobUsbod In the Holland City Nnwa
a newipaper printed and circulated in aald coun-
ty of Ottawa for three anoecaalre weeks previous
to said day of hearing. S r V ' ^ .'1
(A true copy* Attest)
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH,*2-8w Judge o< Probate.
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Holland City News.
uif nco DDrvc d..kiiok^^o Wliuam uemenw was msiontiy kUled
MU - DER BROS., Publi. hers. and Fireman George Fowler received fa-
A newspaper train and a freight ool
tided near Orange, Maas., and Engineer
illia Clem t* instantly killed
Holland, Mich
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^The News Condensed.
Important Intelligence From All Parts.
tal injuries. -n j-m wui
Clarence White, Frank Carpenter and
Walter Gurney, who were charged with
the murder of T. J. Marshall, proprietor,
of a Chicago department store, were ac-
quitted.
For some unknown cause John A.
Hunt fatally shot his daughter Mary
at Colombia, Mo., and also endeavored
to kill his wife, who was only slightly
wounded.
The six-story Coal Exchange office
and store building at Scranton, Pa.,
caught fire and before the flames could
be controlled the building and contents
were damaged to the extent of $150,000.
The viaible supply of grain in the
United States on the 31st ult. was:
Wheat, 45,574,000 bushels; corn, 13,964,-
000 bushels; oats, 6,735,000 bushels; rye,
1,699,000 bushels; barley, 740,000 bush-
els.
Three thousand employes of the Riv-
erside iron works at Wheeling, W. Va.,
struck on account of a reduction of 20
per cent, in their wages.
A resolution was introduced in the
supreme lodge of the Knights of Pythias
DOMESTIC.
. 4 Co- »iol..ral. grocer. ........... .. ... ..... sul.
C..u u C.', *n a“ignme“' , I" kmI°” at Cleveland, O., prohibiting
With liabilities OJ .100.000 I the p,yment of iealh to J-
Henry ulun. Gust Anderson and A. eides whether the victim be sane or in-
,F. Anderson lost their lives in a fire that gane
,d<SS’n.'?il^0.0n1ln^D”'T'iS- I Fre<1 billed and hie
Mv n T"lr wi,e an^ tvvo children fatally injured by
• n n n a ‘rain near Worce.ter, Maas,
^“t7oleX S Th' 'W'-Ueth annual encampment of
The shirtieth annual meeting nf the ! ^ 0' th' R<‘pub‘ic °f ” m
Universal Peace Union of America was “ 8t Pau1’ Mmn-’ thoU8nnds old
|held at Mystic, Conn. The feature was
,the dedication of the new peace temple,
#ha only insGtution of its kind
America.
The Avenne savings bank in Chicago
dosed its doors with liabilities of
mMtoo. ,
The supreme lodge of the Knights of
Pythisa in session at Cleveland elected
Phillip P. Colgrove, of Hastings, Mich.,
supreme chancellor. •
The warship Brooklyn, on her official
trial trip at Boston, averaged 21.92 knots
an hour, earning a bonus of $350,000 for| her builders.
Fire “t Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., de-
stroyed the Soo national bank block,
the Prenzlauer block, Chippewa house.
{Cleveland house, Metzger block, Perry
hotel, poet office and United States cus-
tom offices, the total loss being $300,000.
The exchanges at the leading clear-
ing houses in the United States during
the week ended on the 28th aggregated
EtS • 11748,084,748, against $812J»57,86G the pre-
vious week. The decrease con, ,• a reel
jwith the corresponding week in 1895fl “ 15-°-
Calvin and George Diehl, brothers,
aged 16 and 18 years, were drowned in
the canal near Middletown, Pa.
There were 320 business failures in. -- --- ------ u omcon mi ur s III
>, the United States in the seven days
rnded on the 28th, against 280 the week
nr-LvInn* o wrl 1 in ___ ______ __
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previous end 130 in the corresponding
period of 1895.
The Arm of F. G. & I. N. Van ri let,
malsters and dealers in grain in New
Tork, failed for $400,000.
j Over 1,000 men, women and children
Ifi S*I4 !? *tarving in burned On
jagonl Mich.
Light frosts were reported in different
sections of Nebraska.
For the first time in many years all
the collieries under the Lehigh Valley
Coal company's system have been or-
dered to work six days a week until
further notice.
Mrs. George W. Hibbard, an aeronaut,
met instant death at Clayton, Mo., by
telling from her balloon, u distance of
*,500 feet.
In their annual report C. A. King &
CoM of Toledo, O., say that clover seed
in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan
will be about two-thirds of a crop and
that the wheat crop left in the states
named will be untit for milling, owing
to damage by rains.
Domestic troubles caused William R.
Dederick, postmaster at Marion, I'a., to
take his own life.
While temporarily insane Mrs. C. W.
Green, of Kansas City, Mo., murdered
her three sleeping children, aged 13, 9
and 6 years, and then took her own life.
Li Hung Chang, viceroy of China, am-
bassador extraordinary to Rusaia and
world-renowned diplomat, arrived in
New York and became the guest of the
nation.
Mrs. O. H. Stickles, of Stratford.
Conn., gave birth to three girls and a
boy.
Every building at Moquah, Wis., was
destroyed by a forest fire.
The Springfield (Mass.) Brewing com-
pany, with a capital of $300,000, went
Into the hands of a receiver.
John 8. Holmes, of Oshkosh, Wis., one
of the best-known horsemen and drivers
in the country, dropped dead from his jeara-
•ulky in a race at Green Bay.
Ibe failure of the Sioux national bank
kt Sioux City, la., with liabilities of
$900,000.
. The percentage of the baseball clubs
in the National league for the week
ended on the 30th is as follows: Balti-
more. .692; Cincinnati, .639; Cleveland,
.907; Chicago, .577; Boston, .546; Pitts-
burgh, .542; Brooklyn, .481; Philadel-
phia, .477; New York, .468; Washington,
A96; St. Louis, .308; Louisville, .255.
. Norman Allen, a wealthy cattleman,
wts killed by an unknown assassin near
Mayo, Fla. /
. Lightning set fire to the main build-
Ing of the Iowa state institute for the
feeble minded at Glenwood and it was
destroyed, entailing a loss upon the
itete of $150,000.
veterans being in attendance.
In a drunken frenzy Frank Beaubien
shot his wife at Detroit, Mich., and then
Rilled himself.
Michael Heenan, 60 years of age, quar-
reled with his wife at their home in
Dorchester, Mass., and settled the dis-
pute by crushing the woman’s skull
with an ax. He then cut his throat with
a razor.
The Kings County (X. Y.) Elevated
Railway company, capitalized at $4,750.-
000, has been put in the hands of a re-
ceiver.
A cloudburst within eight miles
Pueblo, Col., washed away miles of rail
road tracks and did much damage t<
the surrounding country.
The historic Red Lion hotel of Stock
bridge. Mass., the most popular hote'
in the Berkshire hills, was totally de
st roved by fire. Only the front wall
which dates from 1773, was left stand
ing.
William Robbins, the father of sev-
eral grown children, shot and killed hi?
18-year-old daughter from ambush near
Charleston, W. Va. It developed tha*
she had been assaulted by her father,
who murdered her to conceal the crime
The Armington & Sims Engine com-
pany. of Providence, R. I., has been
placed in the hands of a committee o?
creditors. The liabilities of the com-
pany are about $280,000.
A stick of dynamite exploded in the
hands of C.eorge Jones at Schooner
Ledge, Pa., and literally blew his body
into atoms.
The farmhouse of Richard Tunney,
near Cadillac, Mich., was struck by light •
ning and his two children, a boy and
a girl, aged seven and ten years, were
instantly killed.
PERSONAL AND POLITICAL
The “sound money” democrats in
Wisconsin, Iowa. Missouri, North Caro-
lina, Rhode Island and New Jersey h» Id
ttote conventions and elected delegates
the Indianapolis convention.
D. M. Woodmansee, of Ohio, was elect-
ed president of the National League o
Republican clubs at the annual meeting
in Milwaukee.
The following congressional nomina-
tions were made: Ohio, Third district.
Paul J. Sorg (dem.) renominated. Mis-
souri, Fifth district, W. S. Cowherd
Idem.); Sixth. F. V. Hamilton (rep.).
Kansas, Sixth district, J. C. Burton
(dem.). Tennessee, Fifth district, J. S.
Williams (dem.); Tenth, E. W. Car-
mack (dem.). Iowa, Fourth district,
T. Updegraff (rep.) renominated; Sev-
enth, F. W. Evans (dem.).
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher celebrated
her 84th birthday at the home of her son-
in-law, Rev. Mr. Scoville, in West Corn-
wall, Conn.
The civil service commission issued
an order from Washington to federal
office holders warning all employe*
against seeking or making contribu
tions for campaign purposes.
Harry Hill, the veteran sporting man,
well known throughout the country,
died at his home in Corona, N. Y., aged
76 years.
Lewis Steward, who was a member of
congress in 1891, serving but one term,
died at his borne in Plano, HI., aged 72
The republicans in convention at«* V V* I v V 1 J I J , -- — mm •
Heavy withdrawals of deposits caused Tacoma Wash., nominated a full state
 A /ntlaivsv 4 1. « __ __ ** ..II *  i r» 1/ « 4 VvAn/^A/1 Vvv QtslKwaaa r\4 rT M .ticket headed by P. C. Sullivan, of Ta-
coma, for governor.
The republicans of New York in con-
vention at Saratoga nominated Frank
8. Black, of Troy, for governor.
Congressional nominations were made
as follows: Iowa, Fourth district, F. D.
Bayless (dem.); Eighth, W. H. Robb
(pop.). Indiana, First district, Thomas
Duncan (dem.). Michigan, Tenth dis-
trict, R. 0. Crump (rep.) renominated.
Nebraska, Third district, R. L. Ham-
mond (rep.). Tennessee, Fourth dis-
trict, W. D. Frazee (rep.).
The republican state convention at
Boise, Idaho, nominated David H. ___
long for governor. The silver repub-
licans met at the some place and Frank
Steuner, the democratic nominee for
Th. George H. Taylor Pppor compwv , g0;',,rn0r',.,'T lDdor“d- ,
«< Chicago made aa os.ignmcnt withll- 1 , Tbe gtold dam«ra‘a “I Mlaaonri met
abilities eatimated at JIM, 000. ‘n f. ^VIndT”0m'n,,t'd * tlcket
Mr! Chari ton, of T^^dTlp^ “  T&l
fK °( Ch'“8“' diatrlct, 1,0. Steven* (rep.).
f tJ WnnVfW, njjiri KI * , Second diatrlct. J. J. Dunne (dem.);
“= n’v.TB=r'r sPk,Tr“\Kir,t di,,r,ct' A- °-
ower*011^ P,‘"d °D “ ‘ W",th 0f Curti' B Y*1'1'- the ,aI”0"a ball• « player, died at his home in East Liver-
i pool. O.
.o^rr^SrhX^er^ Nervous Prostration
upholding the republican national plat-
form and candidates.
The republicans of the Twelfth dis-
Cured by Dr. Miles’ Nervine.
trict of Michigan nominated C. D. Shel-
don for congress and the democrats
nominated W. Wh O’Keefe in the Ninth
Wisconsin district and W. H. Robb in
the Eighth Nebraska district,
Charles Stanley Reinhart, in artist
and illustrator of international reputa-
tion, died of Bright’s disease' at the
Players’ club in New York.
Heavy thundershower* were said to
have quenched the forest fires near Ash-
land, Wis., after destroying millions of
feet of lumber.
George L. Vance waa nominated fo*-
congress by the democrat* of tho
Twelfth Illinois district and N. E.
Worthington by the same party in the
Fourteenth district
John Thennan, the only colored man
In the world belonging to a white An-
cient Free and Accepted Mason’s lodge,
died at Greensburg, Ind.
Prolonged derangement of the nervoot
system not only affects the brain and men-
tal powers, hut develop* disease In some o'
the vital organs. The most dangerous of
these Indirect results Is when the heart Is
affected. This was the case of the Ber. N.
F. Surface, Fawn Elver, Mich., who writes
under date of Feb. 14. 1695:
FOREIGN.
A score of men armed with revolver*
and bpmbs invaded the Ottoman bank
at Constantinople, killing a number of
gendarmes on guard, and then sacked
many stores. The movement was con-
sidered revolutionary, and was said to
have been originated by Armenians.
The Italian government has forbidden
all emigration to Brazil in consequence
of the recent Brazilian-Italian riots
there.
The palace of the sultan m Zanzibai
was bombarded by the British troops
and left a mass of ruins.
Premier Ito, minister for the in-
terior and secretary of the cabinet of
Japan, has resigned.
The ministry of police at Constanti-
nople hns appointed a commission, con-
sisting of eight Christian^ and Mussul-
mans, to inquire into the revolutionary
rioting which occurred there, during
which over 3,000 persons were killed.
Dr. Gallagher, the Irish-American
dynamiter who 13 years ago was sen-
tenced to imprisonment for life, was
released from the Portland (England)
prison.
Advices from Zanzibar are to the ef-
fect that the crisis there is regarded as
ended and that the new sultan is ex-
pected to follow the peaceful lines of his
predecessor.
The entire Japanese ministry has re-
signed and Count Kuroda has been ap-
pointed premier. The crisis arose on
account of differences of opinions re-
garding the vacant foreign portfolio.
One of the most extensive deposits of
tin in the world has been found near
Guanajuato. Mexico. There was said to
be over 100,000,000 tons of the metal in
sight.
Advices from Kieff sny that Prince
Lobanoff-Rostovsky, Russian minister
of foreign affairs, died suddenly while
traveling from Vienna to that place.
The town of Tigonish, P. E. I., is re-
ported to have been almost wiped out by
fire. Six or seven blocks, including
nearly all the principal places of busi-
ness. were destroyed.
King Humbert of Italy has signed n
decree ordering the formation of au
Italian Atlantic squadron for the pro
taction of Italy’s interests in South
Africa.
Advices from Malta sny that the sep-
ratist revolt in the Phillippine islands
has been renewed and that a state of
siege has been proclaimed in Manilla.
The police of Constantinople have dis-
covered nn Armenian bomb factory in
full operation. The work of making
bombs was carried on in an under-
ground vault.
“Fourteen years ago I had a slight stroke of
paralysis. Overwork brought on nervous
prostration. I was exceedingly nervous and
the exertion of public speaking caused
heart palpitation that threatened my life.
I used two bottles of Dr. Miles’ New Heart
Cure for my heart trouble, and two of Dr.
Miles' Restorative Nervine for my nervous-
ness and feel better than I ever expected to
feel again. I can speak for hours without
tiring or having my heart flutter as It for-
merly did, and I have you to thank that I
am alive today.”
On sale by all druggists. Dr. Miles' Book
on Heart and Nervous Disorders FREE by
mall Dr. Miles Medical Oa, Elkhart, Ind.
Dr. Miles’ Remedies Restore Health.
Sold by all druggists.
D. G. COOK, M.D
PHYSICIAN AND SCtfGEON,
Office Eighth St., over P. O'.
HOLLAND, •- MICH
Wo Boor.
We have assumed the Bottling Bus-
iness heretofore carried on by C. Blom,
Sr., and are prepared to furnish Tole-
lo Bottled Beer:
1 2 Quart bottles ...... $1 .00
1 2 Pint Bottles ......... 50
Orders may he left with C. Blom, Sr.
ind will be promptly filled.
SALOON IN FRONT.
BLOM & NICHOL®
Holland, Mich. - 7 1v
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
s/w\^vrww\/,wwww>
Attorneys.
rvlfcKKMA. Q. J.. Attorney at Law.Collectlooi
U promptly attended to. Office, over First
State Bank.
\,l cBRIDK, P. H„ Attorney. Real Estate and
Jl Insurance. Office. McBride's Block.
DOST, J. C., Attorney and Counsellor at Taw.
1 Real Estate anc Collection*. Office, Poes’s
fclock.
LATER.
Election returns from Vermont in-
dicate that the entire republican state
ticket was elected by an increased ma-
jority.
Nominations forcongress were made
as follows: Alabama, Second district,
Jesse Stallings (dem.); Third, S. D
Clayton (dem.); Sixth, J. M. Bankhead
(dem.); Ninth, C. M. Underwood (dem.)
Louisiana. First district, A. G. Remain
trep.j; a. c*. jjivauu* * (rep.; new
York, Second district, G. N. Southwick
(rep.).
The First tational bank of Beatrice,
Neb., has closed its doors with liabili-
ties of $110,000.
By the burning of the Hanks block at
Lawrenceburg, Ky., two children of
John Gray, a tailor, lost their lives.
By an explosion in the drying house of
the California Powder company at Her-
cules Station, Cal., four white men and
eight Chinamen were blown to atoms.
A number of white men were reported
missing.
Henry Regas, Henry Rogers and
Thomas Keffar, employes of the Equita-
ble powder works at East Alton. 111.,
were instantly killed by the explosion
of the mills.
Acting Comptroller Bowers has de-
cided that a man transferred from the
volunteer service to the regular army
is not entitled to veteran bounty.
The debt statement issued on the 1st
shows a net increase in the public debt
less cash in the treasury during August
of $12,342,083. Total cash in the treas-
ury, $849,388,746.
Frank Morris, aged 18 years, was
hanged at Uniontown, Pa., for the mur-
der two years ago of Bernard Loker, a
farmer of Chestnut Grove.
While a crew were threshing on the
farm of Herbert Loaaing, near Sanilac
Center, Mich,, the boiler exploded, kill-
ing three men and severely injuring two
other*.
“Old Sotte,” an Indian whoso age ex-
ceeded 100 year*, died in Marinette,
Wi*. He was a Chippewo and noted oa a
hunter and guide.
Judge Thomas, assistant attoreny-
genernl for 'the post office department,
has decided that It 1* unlawful to send
an ordinary letter by express or other-
wise outside of the mails unless it be
inclosed in a government-stamped en-
velope.
An uprising has occurred among tho
Moslems of vilayet of Uskuh, European
Turkey, and the Christians in the vila-
yet are being massacred and their
I homes pillaged.
ATI A. P. A .Attorney at Law. Office over
1 Klnck A t o.'a Forn eU r*\ Eighth 8t.
Banks.
I?IR8T STATE BANK. Commercial and Bav-
r Ilks Dep't I. Caopon. President. Germ
«V. MoUma, Oaihler. Capital Stock $50,000.
LTOLUNb CITY STATE BANK. Commercial
n and Savings Dep't. D. B. K. Van Raalte.
Pros.C. Vorschure, Cash. Capitol stock $50,000.
Boots and Shoes.
: EBOLD M . . U- sler Id Booto and Shoes, suo-
L cessor to E. Herold A Co.
Clothing.
D OSMAN BROTHERS. Merchant Tailors sad
D Dealers tn Ready Made. Gent s Furnlsb-
in* Goods a Specialty.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
liOOT A KRAMER, uealeri in wry uooas, no-
D Hons, Urooories, Floor, Feed, etc., Eighth
«m*k.
\7AN PUTTEN. G. A BONB, General DeelerslnV Dry Goods, Orocerie#, Crockery. Hats, and
Gaps, Floor, Prodooe, etc. River Street. ( A
Drugs and Medicines.
rvOESBURG, J. O.. Dealer Id Drags snd Med!-U clues, Paints and Oils. Toilet Artlolee, Im-
ported *nd Domestic Cigars. Eighth Street.
tlTALBH. HKBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;
Yv s foil stock of goods appertaining to the
bosioess. City Drag Store, Eighth Street.
Hardware.
IT AN OORT. J. B. General Hardware andV Btovea. Repairing promptly attended to,
Eighth Street.
Manufactories, Shops, Etc.
M.I.S.T. N?2
GREATEST NERVE TONIC.
"iilllpii*
FBICM, 91.00 PKR BOX.
M .1 . S .T. CO. WASHINGTON DC
l?LIRMAN, J., Wagon and Carriage Manofao-
T tory and Blacksmith and Repair Shop.
Dealer In Agricnltoral Implements. River Bt.
11 UNTLEY, A., Practical Machinist, Mill and
ll Engine Repairs a specialty Shop on Sev-
enth street, near River.
Meat Markets.
r\B KRAKER A DE KOHTKR, Dealers in allU kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats. Market on
River Street.
ILL VAN DERVKiRE, Dealer in all kind*
Eighth Street.
Painters.
r\K M A AT, R., Hoose, Carriage, and Sign
M Painting, plaih and ornamental paper hang-
ing. Shop at residence, oo Seventh 8t., near R
R. Depot.
Physicians.
J^RRMERB.n., Physician and Surgeon. Reei-
Offie# *1 drag store, UghttBt reer 8t 0f Marka'
FRANK HAVEN, Lumber Dealer, Sola Agent.
MEATS
LAUGH AND
GROW FAT! De Kraker
and
De Koster.
And get the finest in Halland and a* much for $1 as $2 buys anywhere else.
You will ffyou
get your meat
at
Wral Dental Parlors.
50 Eighth Street*
We aim to keep up with the times in all modern im-
provements in
DENTISTRY
And endeavor to perform all opperations a. painlessly as
possible. Natural teeth preserved by filling with Gold and
Plastics. Artificial
TEETH
Inserted on metal and rubber oase. Crown and Bridge
work an A
TEETH
WilHOUTflAttS
Largest and best equiped dental office in western Michigan
Gillespie the Dentist.
Office hours from 8:30 a. m to 5:30 p. m. Other
hours by appointment.
Telephone No. 33-
HOLLAND | CHICAGO LINE.
ON AND AFTER JUNE 20THi
Leave Holland Dally (except Sunday) .................................. 8 p. m-u “ Sunday.... ........ .. ....... . ........................... 2 p.m.
“ .Saturday Special .......... .......................... 6:30 A. M.
-RATES OF FARE.*- * .
Between Holland and Chicago. Single $2 25. Round $3 50. (Berth Included).
Saturday morning (special) to Chicago ..... ....... ............... ..... .. .. .$UK>
Sunday Afternoon ...................................... $1.75 (Berth eitra).
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GOOD WILL!
I have disposed of my Stock of Shoes and
the good will of the business and trade
lately carried on by me on River Street, to
Mrs. K. Verschure, who will continue -the
business by her husband Mr. J. Ver-
schure.
Thanking the public of Holland and vi-
cinity for their liberal patronage,! recom-
mend my successor to their continued fa-
vors. I am satiafled that at all times they
can rely upon honest goods at fair* prices,
and prompt service.
J. D. HELDER
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Geo. Baker, M. d. Life Made Easy
B)i»AUtic ftyiiclu tii SorgNB,
Office over Van ^ er Veen’s Store, coj
ner 8th and River Sts. Office open
day and night. Special attention
given diseases peculiar to children.
Cleaning and Repairing
Making clothes look nearly as good as
new is the work we do in our shop.
A. KLOOSTERMAN,
First Ward near Wm. Van der Veere’s
Meat Market
HSHSE
Lumber
Lath
and Shingles.
Scott & Lugers
'Lowest Prices.
Look Here!
Dr. De Vries Dentist.
above Central Drug Store.
Office hours from 8 to 12 A. M. and
from 1 to 5 P. M.
Any on wishing to see me after or
or before office hours can call me up
by phone No. 9. Residence East 12th
St.
iSEHHSSSHSZSHSTSSHHHSBaS
Doors, Window Frames,
Mouldings, Flooring,
Siding, Paints, Oils,
and Glass.
Phoenix Planing Mill
IdSESESESSSaSHSESHSESS
•&SS5H5B'
Sidewalk M
Scott & Lugers.
Lowest Prices.
SOCIETIES.
Mr Knlfhtc are cordially lnvitfd to attend.
OUaapSOdf “ ‘ -
Exclusive
Dealers in. Teas. Coffees,
Spices, Extract
aklng Powder.
EIGHTH STREET
Office at resident Cor. River and 9th
Sts. Telephone No. 82.
Office Hotjb8:-*-i0 to 11 a. m., 2to 3
and 7 to 8 p. m. Sunday 2 to 4 p. m.
Kellogg Bros.
Boom Finishing, Painting and Calei
nining.
; Estimates given on work.
Addrwi.Box SO.Citv.
; V-' — W^pn othen fall to fit you call at—
A.B. LEE S
OPTICAL PARLORS.
EXAMINATION FREE.
For Another Holland Citizen— Hany
People Talking About It.
A typical Hollander is Mr. Jacob Molen*
grasf, who reeides on E Fourteenth Street.
Our representative found him still unable
to speak English, bat his son interpreted for
him, and the folio wing U an account of his
experience, which he gives for publication.
No belter proof for the citisens of Holland
can be found than the utterances and endorse*
fbent of our neighbors. He says :
“I was s great sufferer daring til hut
winter with my kidneys. The pun was on
each side of my back over the hips, it was
right where you put your hands when yon
stand with them placed on your hips. It was
worse in the morning, and I was sometimes
in such pain I coaid not get .out of bed in
the ordinary manner, butwottld have to sort
of roll oat, keeping mv body as straight
possible, and I would be compelled to w
seen
dealers— price 60 cents. Mailed by Foster-
turn Co.. Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents forMilburn _____  _____ , _____ 0 _______
the United States. Remember the name,
Doan's, and take no other.
Forsale by J. O.Does burg.
Dr.Mreim
Has moved his office and wi}l
hereafter be found above the
Central Drug Store.
Office Hours: 9 to 10 a. m., 3 to
6 and 7 to 8 p. u. Sundays at home
.corner 12th and Market St.
Telephone 31.
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OresMntTent,No.fi8tm«ett In K. 0. T. ML
Ball atf :80p.m., on Monday night next. All
Life Inraranee Order known. Fall
partloalan siren on application.
J. A. Mxbbs, Command*.
B. W. Ruoti, B. K.
BOOKBINDING
* J. A. Kooyers, Grondwet Office,
N. River St.
THE^A
floiiailGoinpaiiu
A COMPLETE UHE OF-
Dr. L. N. Tuttle,
Physician, Sorgeon and Electrician.
DRUGS
Chemicals,
Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
Sundries,
Paints, .
Oils
and Varnishes.
Stationery, Fancy* Goods.
Periodicals, School
& College Books
a Specialty.
A FELL LL\E OF CDOICE CIGARS.
Pure Wiuee ud Liquors far ledieiia!
Pnr|»w8.
And have jour eyee perfectly fitted and aave
fry. time and beet of all pour eye. FlfWI'-ttsei an arapes vaiomuj vweyeeitN.
day* Monday and Tnerday of each week
Tuesday eve.
MICHIGAN FINANCIERS MEET.
over until I got gi . . ...
out, when I would feel a little eaaier.
alk
radually straight*
Thia continued in thia way until I com*
menced taking Doan’s Kidney Pflk I had
them advertised, so I procured a box
at the drug store of J. 0. Doesbnrg, and on
taking them they gave me almost instant re-
lief. I continued using them and I have not
been a sufferer since. I have every confi-
dence in Doan’s Kidney Pills. They have
proved to be just ae represented. If ever I
should have any return of the trouble I shall
know what to nse. It pleases me to be able
to speak a good word for them.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are not a cure-all, but
a Kidney Cure, and that they do cure all
forms of kidney disorder it Is not hard to
prove to the people of Holland, for we can
give them the endorsement of their neigh-
bors, and this must satisfy the most skepti-
cal.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all
BIG LAW FIRM DISSOLVED.
K. a Stevenson Leaves Don Dickinson
and Hr. Tbnrber.
Detroit, Sept. 2.— The dissolution of
the partnership of ex-Secretnry Don M.
Dickinson, Elliott G. Stevenson, ex-
chairman of the democratic state cen-
tral committee, and Mr. Tbnrber, for-
mer private secretary of the executive
mansion, the biggest law firm in Michi-
gan, went into effect Tuesday. The dis-
solution is the result of political differ-
ences, the ex-seertary being firm in his
gold-standard doctrines, while Mr.
Stevenson, although inclined to the
same point of view, recently compro-
mised his associates by accepting the
chairmanship of the state central com-
mittee, and becoming responsible for
the Bryan campaign in this state. Al-
though he subsequently reconsidered
this action, the friction it treated wm
not healed, and Mr. Stevenson deter-
mined to withdraw. Messrs. Dickinson
and Thurber will, it is understood, con-
tinue their business relations.
BURGLAR IS SHOT DOWN.
Arthar BUkeslee, of tilrmlnghsm, Kill*
• Midnight Prowler.
Pontiac, Aug. 28.— A burglary, at-
tended by fatal result*, took place at Bir
mingham, a neighboring village, early
Thursday morning. About two o’clock
Arthur Blakeslee saw three men carry-
ing goods from a store adjoining hil
residence. He informed two neighbor*
and attempted to arrest the burglars,
A lively chase followed, in which the
thieves opened fire without effect. One
of the thieves was shot by Blakeslee
with a shotgun, and died soon after.
Another surrendered and the third es-
caped. The thief who was captured i*
lodged in jail here, and is very reticent,
T he prisoner has theletters “J. K.” tat-
toed on his arm. At the coroner’s in-
quest Blakeslee was exonerated from all
blame. Unless the dead burglar Is Iden-
tified soon his body will be shipped to
the medical department of the Univer-
sity of Michigan.
ETJV r-y
Banker* of the' State DUcum the Money
{Jueetlon.
Grand Rapids, Sept 2.— The ninth an-
nual convention of the Michigan Bank-
ers’ association opened here Tuesday.
The banking interests of all parts of
the state are well represented and the
sessions will be interesting and impor-
tant, owing to the attention that will
be paid to the financial issue. Roger
W. Butterfield welcomed the convention
to the city and George H. Russell, of
Detroit, responded. After the reading
of his annual address by President Lew-
is H. Withey, papers were read by
Harvey J. Hollister, of Grand Rapids,
cn “Gold or Silver; Which or Both?”
State Bank Commissioner T. C. Sher-
wood on “John Law and His Financial
Scheme,” and C. W. Garfield on “Inci-
dental Responsibility of Bank Officials.”
The report of W. I. Hayes, delegate to
the national convention, and appoint-
ment of committees completed the ses-
sion. To-day papers will be read,
the financial question will be discussed,
routine business will be transacted and
in the evening a banquet will be en-
joyed.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salvo
The Best Salve in the world for
Juts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt-
Rheum. Fever Sore, Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skid
Eruption and positively cures Piles.
feedor no pay required. It is guamute
^glvCegerfect satisfaction, or money
-- ---- ..... Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Heber Walsh “The Drug-
flat’
Soothing, healing, cleansing, De
Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve Is the en-
emy to sores, wounds and plies, which
it never falls to cure. Stop itching
and burning. Cures chapped lips and
cold-sores iu two or three hours.
Lawrence Kramer
’Ssar
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, I M
t. j *"*COUNTY or OTTAWA ,
At % •ea«ion of the Probets Coart for the Conn
tyof Ottawa holdtn at the Probate Offloe, In
the City of Grand Haven, In eaid oounty,
on Monday, the tenth day of Augnet, in tbs
year one thontand eight hundred and ninety-
atx.
Present, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge of
Probate.
la the matter of the eetate of Gerrit Van
denBeldt, deceased.
On reading and filing tbepetIUon, duly veri-
fied, of Gerrit J Dear, executor of laid eatate,
praying for the examination and allowance of
hi* final acconnt. that be may be dlaoharged
from bis trait, have hi* bond cancelled, and said
e*tate closed.
Mortgage Sale.
f^EFAULT HAVING BEEN MADE IN TH*
condition* of paymeut of aosrtoiu mortgage
mad- and cxeonted by Martin 0. Caswell and
George W. Caawell, of the towniblp of Holland,
county of Ottawa and atate of Miohigan.partlea
of the first part, to Jacob Van der Van, of the
city of Grand Rapid*, oounty of Kent and atate
of Michigan, party of th* aeoond part, dated
on the 89th day of January, A. D. 1893, and re-
cord'd in the offloe of the Register of Deeds of
Ottawa oounty, Michigan, on the flrat day of
February, A. D. U9t, la liber 44 of Mortgagee,
on Page 169; on which mortgage there
l* claimed to be dno at the time of thia no-
tice the enm of One Hundred Slxty-llve Dollar*
and Fifty Oenu, bealde* an attorney fse of IFif-
teen Dollar*, provided for by law; and no
•ail or proceedings having been InatUnted at
law or In equity to reoovar the debt seen red by
said mortgage, or any port otlt:
Notice Is therefore hereby given, that by vtr-
too of the power of aale In auld mortgage
contained, and the statute In mob ease made
and provided, said mortgage will be foreclosed by
aleatpnbllo vendue of the mortgaged premises,
or so much thereof Is may be neoMiary to pay
the amount doe on said mortgage with
lnter**t and ooat* of foreclosure and sale, In-
olndlng an attorney fee of Fifteen Dollar*, sold
sale to take place at the north outer door «f
the Ottawa Oonnty Court Houe, at the city of
Grand Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan, (that
being the place white the olroalt oonrt for the
county of Ottawa is holden) on
Monday, the Twelfth day of October, A. D. 1696,
at 10 o'clock In tb* forenoon of said day. The
old mortgaged promise* to be sold being d*-
scribed In sold mortgage a* all that certain
piece or parcel of land eltnated In tha tonn-
bip of HoUand, County of Ottawa and Btat* of
Michigan, known and described as follows :
The south half of th* north half of the •oath-
weal quarter of section numbered ten (10), In
township numbered five (5) north of rang* slx-
Therenpon It is ordered, That Tnesday, the
Eighth day of September, nett
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, be assigned for the
hearing of said petition, and that the heirs at
law of said deceased, and all other persons inter-
ested In said estate are required to appear a* a
session of said Court then to be holden at to*
Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven, in
said county, and show cause, If any there be,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
(ranted : And It Is further ordered, That said pe-
titioner give notice to the persons Interested In
said estate, of the pendency of said petition, and
the hearing thereof by causing a copy of thia
order to be published in The Holland Cm
News, a newspaper printed and circulated In
said oounty of Ottawa for three snooessive weeks
previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy, Attest.)
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH,
80-3 w Judge of Probate
THE MARKETS.
New York, Sept. S.
LIVE STOCK-Steers ........ $3 85 0 4 80
Sheep ....................... 2 50
FLO .................... 3 60
nnesota Bakers’ ..... .. 2 35
-Minnesota Patents 3 40
CORN-No. 2 .................. 26
September ...
OATS — Western ............. 19
LARD ......................... 3 72V4 .....
PORK-Mess, Old ............ 7 25 8 25
EGGS .......................... 14 @ 15
CHICAGO.
CATTLE — Beeves ............ 3 00 @ 4 00
Stockers and Feeders.... 2 35 ^ 3 70
Cows and Bulls ........... 120 (f?S40
Texas Steers ............... 2 50 tf? 3 05
HOGS - Light ................. 3 15 & 3 40
Rough Packing ........... 2 55 W 2 70
BHBH5P ........................ 2 00 (f? 3 56
STRIKERS UP FOR CONTEMPT.
Injunction Proceedings Resorted To by a
Manistee Receiver.
Manistee, Sept. 2.— The receiver of
the Peters Salt & Lumber company here
liaa invoked the aid of the court against
the striking employes, and will try to
stop the strike by citing the leaders to
show why they should not* be punished
for contempt of court. Six men are
under arrest for contempt. The re-
ceiver alleged that there was a con-
spiracy to prevent the working of the
plant and asked for an injunction to
stop interference with the operation.
The strikers paid no attention to the in-
junction restraining, but continued in
their endeavors to induce the workers
to cease labor. It was on this ground
that the receiver began the contempt
proceedings.
SHEEP ........................ 2 90 ® S 10
Crack Hhots.
Kalamazoo, Aug. 29.— Sheriff B. Vos-
burg is the amateur champion of tho
Michigan Trap Shooters’ association,
winning the title Wednesday by break-
ing 22 out of a possible 25 birds. Hi*
score was better than those made by the
experts or semi-experts. Henry Warn*,
whose shooting all through the toruna-
ment has been excellent, won the expert
medal. The semi-expert medal went to
Karsten. William O’Byrne captured the
Michigan and Indiana championship
medal.
Bh^wkddI
African Methodist* at Ann Arbor.
Ann Arbor, Aug. 29.— The tenth
annual session of the Michigan confer
ence of the African Methodist Episcopal
church is in session in this city, Bishop
Benjamin Arnett, of Xenia, O., presid-
ing. Ministerial delegates are present
from 30 churches located in Michigan
and northern Indiana. Rev. J. D. Barks-
dale, of Ypsilanti, has been appointed
secretary, Rev. Mr. Simmons, of Flint,
statistical secretary, Rev. M. P. Coles,
of Niles, marshal. Flint has been chos'iu
for next year’s meeting place.
darting, cutting pains are ter-
rible. You are hardly sick
enough to v-eep in bed, yet
you are unable to go to work.
It is severe suffering in every
place and all the time. This
is Neuralgia. It is chiefly
caused by malnutrition, over-
work and nervous exhaustion.
Scott ’s Emulsion of Cod-
Shot Hie Wife and Himself.
Detroit, Sept. 1.— Frank Beaubien,
aged 40, shot and mortally wounded ‘
his wife Monday morning, attempted
1o kill his two chiidrefi, pud then blew
hi* own brain* out. Beeubien was a
member of an old French family, waa
left considerable money some time ago,
and had been drinking ever since.
Michigan Journalists.
Detroit, Aug. 31.— The annual meet-
ing of the Michigan Press association
will be held in this city some day dup-
ing the second week in September, the
exact date has not been decided. The*
members will take a trip to Put-jn-Bay, '
Cleveland, Buffalo and return to De-
troit.
liver Oil, with Hypophos-
phites, feeds the exhausted
tissues and strengthens the
nerves. Opium and similar
drugs may quiet pain to-day,
only to have It return again,
for these drugs weaken.
Scott’s Emulsion permanently
cures because it feeds and
strengthens. r
Given the Highest Office.
Cleveland, O., Aug. 31. -At the ses-
sion of the supreme lodge Knights of
Pythias, just ended in this city, Supreme
Vice Chancellor Philip T. Colgrove, of
Hastings, Mich., was unanimously
elected supreme cbancelLir.
SCOTT'S EMULSION bet ben redone J by the
medieel prof tssio* for twenty yeon. (Atb your Joe-
tor.) Tbo ft beeeute it it elwarf ptUlab^—el-j art
uniform —elwet t onteiet Ike burnt Norwegian CoJ~
bver Oil and Hypopkotpbttei.
Put up in to cent end ft .oo The mad
may be enough to curt your cough or help your be by.
Wanted-An Idea SiS
teen U6) west, containing according to United
'"atesi * • -States inrvey, forty (W) acres of land, more or
less.
Dated Holland, July 15th, A. D. 1896.
Jacob Van bkr Vbn, Mortgagee.
G. J. Diekeua. Attorney for Mortgagee.
26-13*
Guardian’s Sale.
In the matter of the eeUt* of Isaac Kramer,
a mentally Incompetent penon.
Notice le hereby given, that I shall sellat
public auction, to the highest bidder, on Mon •
day, the seventh day ot September, A. D.1896, at
ton o’clock in the forenoon, at th* front door
of th* house slioatod upon ths promises here-
inafter described (n the city of Holland, In the
oounty of Ottawa, Mate of Michigan,
.mrsnant to license and author! »v granted
to me on the seoond day of Marob, JL D. UN,
by th* Probate Oonrt of Ottawa oounty, Michi-
gan, all the right, title, Interest or estate of
said Isaac Kramor.a mentally Incompetent per-
son, In or to those certain pieces or paresis of
land sltnstod and being In the oonnty of Otta-
wa, In the state of Michigan, known and de-
scribed as follows, to wit:
Tbs West Half of Lot Eight (8) In Block Thir-
ty-Eight (88) In the city of Holland, Ottawa
oonnty, Michigan piso
The West Half, except the Bonth Ninety (00)
feet of the East Thirty-One (81 ) feet of the Weet
Forty-On* (41) feet of Lot Eleven (11) in Block
Thirty-Eight (88) In the city of Holland, Coun-
y of Ottawa and State of Michigan.
Dated JulyiKod. A. D.1896.17'Gw W. Diekema, Guardian.
Mortgage Sale.
p|EFAULTHAVI'IOBFEN MADE INTO
d-s conditions of payment of a certain most-
gag' made and executed by Gerrit J. ytn
renand Hendrlkje Van Wieren h's wife of the
townshpof Holland, ojauty of Ottawa and
•tote of Michigan, parties of the first part, to
Evert Van Kampenot the ell; of Holland, coun-
ty of O. taw* and state of Michigan, party of the
second part, dated on th* 18th day of November,
A. D. 1881 and recorded la the offloe of the rogto-
ter of Deed*, of Ottawa oonnty, Michigan, oo
the 19th day of November A. D. 1891 In Liber 44
of mortgaged, on peg* 80. on which mortgage
there la claimed to be doe at th* Urn* of thU
notice the snm of Three Hundred Thirty -Ox
Dollars and Fifty- Eight Oento, besides an at-
tor fee of Fifteen Dollars provided for bylaw
and In said mortgage ; and no colt or i inssgj
logs having been lostitatod at law or In equity
to Koover the debt stonred by said mortgage,
or any part of It; and th* whole of the principal
•nm of said mortgage together with all arroar-
agsa of interest thereon, having become d«e ini
pnyable by reeeon of default In the peymoot of
Interest on said mortgage on the day when the
same became dne and payable, and the non-
payment of eeid interest In dofanlt for more
than sixty days after the same became doe and
payable, wherefore under the conditions of sold
mortgage the whole amount of tha principal
•nmol said mortgage with all arreangee of In.
term thereon, at the option of the said Irort
Van Kampen his heirs, exeonton, admlnlstra-
toro or assigns, became doe and payable Imme-
diately thereafter, and Lnbbertj* Van Kampen
exeentrix ot the last will and testament of atM
Evert Van Kampen, deceased, and cole rsaldn-
ary Legatee In his will named, bsreby dcolaiee
her election and option to consider the whole
amount of the said principal sum of said mort-
gage dne and payable: Notice ta therefore ham-
ty slven, that by virtue of the power of sale In
•aid mortgage contained, and Ihe statute in snch
oaaa made and provided, said mortgage wlU be
foreclosed by sale, at pnbllo vendne of themort.
gaged promises, omo mnob thereof as may be
necessary to pay the amount due on said mort-
gage with Interest and costs of foreclosure and
atle.inolodlnp an attorney fee of Fifteen Dollars j
•aid sale to take place at the north outer door
of tho Ottawa county oouit house, at ths city of
Grand Haven, Ottawa oonnty, Michigan, (that
being the place where tb* olroalt oonrt for the
oonnty of Ottawa is holden), on
Monday, the Nineteenth day of October A. D. U9t
at ton o'olook in th* forenoon of midday; the
•aid mortgaged promisee to be sold betag de-
scribed la said mortgage as all that certain piece
or parcel of land sltnatad and beloc in the town-
ship now city of Holland, oonnty of Ottawa,
and state of Michigan, known and described as
follows, to-wlt: Lot Nnmbsred Thirty-Three
(83) In Addition Numbered One (i) to Van Dm
Berg's Flat, according to the recorded plat
thereof on record In the office of the of
Deeds for said Ottawa oonoty.
Dated Holland, Jnly «,A. D. 1806.
Lubbnbtji Van KAkrxx,
Exeentrix of the last will and toeta-
meot of Evert Van Sampan, ' de-
ceased, and sole residuary legatee
therein named.
G. J. Diexma. Attorney for Exeentrix.
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BUTTER— Western Cr'm’y. 11 (f 16
Dairy ...................... 10 J? 1 4
EGGS - Fresh ................ 10 0 lltt
POTATOES (ner bn.) ........ 18 (ft 26
PORK - Mess ................ 5 70 if? 5 75
LARD — Steam ............... STCHtf? 3 35
FLOUR - Winter ............ 2 60 © 3 60
Spring ...................... 2 60 ©375
GRAIN— Wheat. September. 66 (
Corn, No. Cash ............ |0%i ..
Oats. No. 2 Cash .......... 16 (S 14
Rye, No. 2 ................. 3114©
Barley, Fair to Choice.... 25 ©
MILWAUKEE.
ORAIN-Wheal, No. 2 Spring f 56^©
Corn, No. 3 .......... 22
Oats, No. 2 White ......... 19
Rye, No. 1 .................. 33
Barley. No. 2 .............. 80
PORK - Mess ................. 5 60
LARD ......................... 3 30
DETROIT.
GRAIN— Wheat, No. 2 Red.. $ 61«
Corn. No. 2 ...............
Oats, No. 2 White ........
Rye, No. 2 ...............
ST. LOUIS.
CATTLE— Native Steers ..... |3 60 0 4 66
Texas ...................... 2 40 0 3 40
HOgS.; ......................... 2 80 ©3 80
SHEEP .............. 2 25 © 4 00
OMAHA.
CATTLE - Steers ............ $3 00
Cows ....................... 1 25
Feeders .................... 2 60
HOGS .......................... 2 65
H. Meyer & Son’s
Music House
DEALERS IN
A. B. Chase
Crown,
Russell,
Smith and Barnes.
Story and Clark,
United States,
Farrand and Votey,
Lawrence Seven- Oct.
Wanted-An Idea Sewifig flahines
New Home, Wheeler & Wilson, Domestic, Hons*
hold, and Standard.
Sheet music, Folios and all Kinds of Musioal Instruments
Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines Rented.
RIVER STREET. - HOLLAND. MICH
“Small favors gratefully
received."
WHERE
TO
BUY
Staple
and
Fancy
Groceries
AT
M & miner's
m
jm
.im
'hi
EVERYTHING FRESH AND!
TEAS AND COFFEES
WHILE THERE TAKE A
DRY GOODS DEPARTM
wHcar the cry, the echoes wake
J, Wise's Bee Hive takes the cake "
^ “TN
m
m
BSfcvV 't
m
m
5P-
I have Just boufrhi the entire stock remuinlnt' of C. L.
Btreug' Sc Son's store and preeare giving my customers the
benefit of a sale that will make our competitors hump.
Beginning^-^C^
T uesday,
Sept. 8.
LOOK AT THE PRICES:
20 doz. Underwear, regular price 25c to 50c. All go at 18c.
5000 yds. Dress Trimmings reg. 5c to 25c, go at 1c to 5c yd.
300 Gross Buttons, regular price 5c and 25c. All go at 1 doz
20 doz. Childs Waists regular 25c to 35c, all go at 12ic.
100 one lb. Boxes Ice Wool, regular price 50c go at 30c.
The Above Prices
Are For'x
a-i'
Hfe'ifH.:,.
  ;
Jfe -
Eifcv'."
Only.
m
w J. WISE.
fe' |V.'
=
___ tf • ; ‘
M\’ > ADDITIONAL LOCALS.
Monday Is Labor Day.
Hotel Ottawa has been closed for
the season. _
Leonard Westmaas of this city and| Minnie Timmer of Olive have been
granted a marriage license.
A fair audience sympathized with
the poor artist who related his troub-
led at the opera house last night.
> On Labor Day the post office will be
open from 7 a. m.till 1 p. m. and from
7 to 8 p. m. C. De Keyzer, P. M.fHSL -
Mrs. H. Boone entertained a num-
ber of friends at her home in honor of
l.; Mrs. A. Wierengo of Muskegon Tues-
4«3r afternoon.
In this issue Mr. Yandereluis calls
special attention to his line of fall
dress goods. Our readers will And as
floe a line of dress goods there as in
Grand Rapids.
Jrl£V
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Something or other affected the head
of one of our most ardent silver frieods
(his week. It was swollen beyond all
normal proportions, but experts say it
was n’t the sting of the silver bug that
caused it.
P:
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The duck season opened Tuesday.
Con De Free, Henry W. Kieklntveld,
and John De Free who were camping
near the Kalamaeoo river for a few
days, returned last night. They re-
port a scarcity of birds.
Commencing Tuesday the steamer
Greyhound will make trips between
this city and the resorts according to
the following schedule: Leave Holland
at 10 a m., 2 and 5:15 p. m.; leave park
at 1:00, 4:30 and 8:30 p. m. This sched-
ule closes Sept. 15.
The Mississippi Valley Lumbermen's
association, one of the greatest indus-
trial organizations in the northwest,
2 with headquarters at Minneapolis, has
issued a circular letter in which it
greatly deprecates the triumph of
Bryanism. _
“Ex-Gov. Cyrus G. Luce has an-
nounced that he will vote for Brvan
and Sewall.”
So says the Times of last week.
But the Tima was lo error.
The Times has most too many edit-
ors at present to be very reliable.
Ex-Gov. Luce will take the stump
. forMcKioler
At a meeting of the Sons of Veterans
Tuesday evening it was decided to de-
vote the first and third Tuesdays of
every month to military drill under a
competent captain, thus enabling
them to enter into the contest for the
prize at the state encampment next
year. The second and fourth Tuesday
will be devoted to busiuess pertaining
to the order. ~
The annual meeting of the Woman's
Foreign Missionary society was held
at the M. E. parsonage Wednesday
ig
ifc
Light frosts, but no damage.
The schooners Addle and Alert are
loading with apples.
Homer Van Landegend was elected
city surveyor at Tuesday night’s coun-
cil meeting. _
Hon. G. J. Diekema will dell .-er an
address at the Sunday school conven-
tion at Muskegon tonight.
The schooner Kate E. Howard ar-
rived yesterday afternoon with a car-
go of lumber for the Scott & Lagers
Lumber Co. _
The state fair opens at Grand Rap-
ids next Monday. Wednesday will be
Popocratlc Day and Thursday Repub-
lican Day. _
Ttc residence of J. Dogger on Land
street was struck by lightning during
Wednesday evenihg’s storm, causing
but little damage.
Vice President Stephenson was Id
Grand Rapids Wednesday, on his way
home from Mackinaw. When asked
to express himself on the political Is-
sues of the day he respectfully de-
clined. _
At the election of school trustees
held at Grand Haven on Monday, John
Vaupell and Albert Rysdorp were re-
elected for one year, J. Glerum and E.
Mull for two years, and Dr. J. Rey-
nolds and N. McMillan for three years.
The original Tennessee Jubilee Sin-
gers will appear at the opera house on
Thursday, Sept. 17, under the auspi-
ces of the S. of V. Admission 15,25
and 35 cents. Any one selling ten
tickets will he entitled to free admis-
sion. _
List of advertieed letters for the
weeK ending Sept. 4th at the Holland,
Mich., post office: Mr. Ames, Thoa. J.
Moran, Mrs. Maud Crawford, John
Hoekstra, D. R. Martin. Miss May and
Mr. Westerfleid, H. A. Wing.
Cok. De Keyzer, P. M.
The subscription concert by the
Holland City Band was given last
night and although the members feel
indebted to the donations of a few,
they are discouraged with the result.
The boys need encouragement and un-
less this Is shown they will be obliged
to disband. The program rendered
was fine. _
During Wednesday evening’s elec-
trical storm Manus Veldhuls of Over^
Isel was struck by lightning.. He was
sitting near the churcht waiting for
his children who were attending a
meeting there. The bolt struck him
on the head and glanced down his
back, and when found by his son, he
was unconscious. His hair was singed
and clothing partly burned. He will
recover. _ 
C. L. Streng & Son closed out the
remainder of their stock Monday to J.
Wise of the Bee Hive. The store will
afternoon. A fine program was ren however probably be re-opened before
dered after which tea was served.^ ^ ng as the stand Is a particularly good
The officers for the ensuing year are:
Utp. C. A. Jacokes, president!- Mrs.
1. Reeve, vice president; Mrs. 3. Kee-
fer, secretary; Mrs. Baldwin, corre-
iog secretary; Mrs. J. Elferdink,
urer.
John B. Green way is in the fusion
candidate for clerk In Kentcounty.
The Monday Night club enjoyed a
picnic at Macatawa Park yesterday
afternoon. '
Two barns and a granary belonging
to Mr. Cooper of Jamestown were de-
stroyed by fire last Friday night.
:<• h. De Groot says that Illinois bacon
and Kentucky whiskey do not lose
their flavor with old age, hut add
strength to it.
The Attorney General has given no-
tice that there will be no election for
regents of the state university this
fall and that Hon. Geo. A. Farr who
was appointed by Gov. Rich to fill va-
cancy will be retained.
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Beardslee of
Holland, Mich., were In thU Village
last week calling upon friends. Mr.
Beardslee was twenty years pastor of
the Reformed church at Constantine.
They were accompanied by their son
John and Mrs. Armitage, mother of
Mrs. Beardslee.— Constantine Adv.
At the Allegan county republican
convention held Wednesday the fol-
lowing nominations were made:
Judge of Probate-F. H. Wiiliams.
Sheriff— John Whltheck.
Register— Lyman Lilly. 
Clerk— Chris L. Barret/ 1
Treasurer— D. A. Nash.
' B. Steketee has something of inter-
est in this issue and you should not
fail to'read it.
| Clarence McPherson of Jamestown,
charged with passing forged papers,
was biought before Justice Van Schel-
ven Thursday, waived his examination
there, and was held to the circuit
court for trial.
The Macatawa Baud planned a neat
surprise Wednesday evening on Aid.
John A. Kooyers and carried it out
successfully. The following evening
the people of the M. E. church ap-
proved of their action and gathered at
his home in the Fifth ward. It wat
the alderman’s 42nd birthday and a
fine arm-chair was left with him as a
reminder.
The Honest-Money Democrats, who
were turned down at Chicago, have re-
taliated upon the compilers of the
“new gospel” and their followers.
They met In national convention at
Indianapolis this week and nominated
John W. Palmer and Simon B. Buck-
ner. These gentlemen hail from Illi-
nois and Kentucky, aud their selec-
tion takes these two states out of the
“doubtful column.”
Pros. Att’y— F. E. Fish.!
C. C. C.-J. Thew, I. O.
Coroners— L. E. Clark,
bntague.
. E. Rowe.
Last Saturday two buggies collided
about two miles north of Pigeon Creek.
The occupants of one were Hi Good-
win and De Wit Steenberg, while Ed
Schutt and wife, John Van Lente and
wife and Harm VanderWoude had
possession of the other. Goodwin was
driving behind and attempted to pass
Schutt who was coachman of the other
with the result that the hind wheels
of the two conveyances were locked to-
gether, the Schutt wagon was thrown
over and its occupants were scattered
by the wayside. The horses became
frightened, ran away and smashed the
two-seated wagon into kindling wood.
No damage was done to the other rig.
Sheriff Keppel and brother canbe from
Grand Haven about this time and on
reaching Holland left word with Dr.
T. W. Butterfield, who arrived there
at about 10:30 p. m., and found that
Mrs. John Van Lente bad fractured
and dislocated her hip. Mr. anH Mrs.
Van Lente reside in Olive, on the so-
called crauberry marsh.
An organization of the McKinley
and Hobart Honest Money Club was
effected Monday evening at the rooms
in the Grondwet building. vGeo. E.
Kollen presided and -henry Geerlings
was elected secretary pro-tem. A con-
stitution and code of by-laws were
submitted for approval and wereariop*
ted. A committee of five were ap-
pointed on organization and their
action hi recommending the follow-
ing officers was approved: President,
G. J. VaqDureh; vice presidents, P.
A. Latta, P. A.Scboou, Ed Vaupel},
John J. Cappoo, John Yisacber;' sec-
retary, Henry Geerlings; treasurer,
Otto P. Kramer; exiecutyve committee
Simon Kleyo, Cor. De Free, H. W..
Kieklntveld, John F. Van Anrooy,
aud P. A. Miller. The lists 1b circu-
lation are constantly being strength-
ened and the names enrolled already
number over 600 Indications point
to the fact that Holland as heretofore
will roll up the usual Republican ma-
jority in the coming election. The
next meeting Will be held on
Wednesday evening.
The marriage of Miss Evelyn Mokma
and Albert J. DeVries was solemn
ized Wednesday evening at the home
of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.
W. Mokma on Twelfth street. A com-
pany of about 125 guests attended the
reception and offered congratulations.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
K. Van Goor in the presence of rela-
tives, waiters and Hon. and Mrs. G. J.
Diekema. The bride was attired in
white silk trimmed with lace and
pearls, and carried bride’s roses. Miss
Levina Johosou of draod Rapids was
chosen bridesmaid, bat owing to ill
health Miss Anna Karreman of this
city shared the honor, end Isaac Van
Heulen of Grand Rapids was grooms-
man. Mrs. A. C. Keppel played Men-
delssohn’s wedding march. The deco-
rations were beautiful, consistiog of
palms, asters aud carnations, while
the refreshment room was decorated
with white and pink smllax and car-
nations. The young ladies whosorved
as waiters were the Misses Anna Borg-
mao, Minnie Mokma, Lemme Mokma,
Anna Ten Houten and Minnie Karre-
man, and were all dressed in white.
Ed Van Drezer had been engaged a» n 0[ urana relurne(1 non
caterer and the wedding feast was ond' sfler s T„lt wlth (rlenda here
of the «nest spreads ever sersed./The Notler l8 entertaining
her friend Miss Hannah Van Lo« of
Gratid Haven.
Mrs. W. (J. Hall and Mrs. Fred Lan
gerwlsh of Owosso are visiting their
brotber Albert Langerwish.
one, having been used as a dry goods
srore since being built. Several par-
ties are already arranging to get bold
of it. H. P. Streng expects to go on
the road, and bis many frieods wish
him success in bis new field of work.
preseuts were many and , beautiful,
cortly and ornamental. Mr. wad Mrs.
De Vries took pasgagb on the steamer
Soo City for Chicago Vhere they will
spend their honey mooli prior to mak-
ing their home in Grand Rapids.
Among the guests who Attended from
out of the city were MIss.MInnleEn-l**
slug and Frank Eosiog of Kalamazoo;
Dr. aud Mrs. McKay Beat, Mias May
Collins, and Miss Catharine De Groot,
of Grand Rapids; Mn. John Meeu wen •
berg of Fremont, and Miss Anna Ben-
jamin of Zeeland. Their many friends
wish them all happiness and prosperity.
Personal Mention.
A. B. Bosman was in Saugatuck on
Wednesday in the interestof the Bos-
man-Pieters clothing establishment. ,
Mayor R. K. Stallings of Grand
Haven was here on business Wednes-
day.
Mrs. T. Keppel is gradually Improv-
ing.
Peter J. Danhof of Grand Haven
was in the city on business Wednes-
day.
Rev. J. Leesveld of Hastings, Neb.,
is the guest of E.-Van der Veen.
Prof. J. T. Bergen and family re-
turned Wednesday from their extend-
ed visit east.
Will Jones of Ludington, formerly
of the firm of Jones & Hickok of this
city, called on friends here Wednes-
day.
John Van der Vries of Grand Rap-
ids is visiting with his many friends
here.
Mrs. Kroon is visiting with Rev.
and Mrs. H. K. Boer at Hamilton.
Although 82 years of age, she carries
her age with remarkable ease.
Miss Daisy Reeve of Allegan Is vis-
iting her parents Mr. and Mrs. Jas.
Reeve.
J. B. Van Oort Is again able to be
around.
Mrs. A. Wierengo returned to Mus-
kegon yesterday after spending a few
weeks with the family of G. J. Van
Duren.
Cashier C. Ver Schure and Henry
J. Luidens attended the meeting of
the State Bankers Association at
Grand Rapids this week.
Dr. A. Koooihuizen was in Petoskey
a few days this week.
James Cook of Grand Rapids was in
the city on busiuess last Friday.
The Misses Do Vries are spending a
week in Grand Rapids, /preparing for
the fall millinery opening.
P. H. McBride and Louis De Kra-
ker are attending the national G. A.
R. encampment at St. Paul, Minn.,
this week.
Miss Lizzie Dimnent of Chicago is
the guest of the Misses Borgmau.
Mrs. A. D. Goodrich and her trim-
mer Miss Ina Moore left Monday even-
ing for Chicago to spend a few weeks
in the interest of her millinery esta-
blishment.
Aid. L. Schoon was in Manistee on
business this week.'
ttorney G. A. Wolf of Grand Rap-
es in the city on business Tues-
*. and Mrs. O. H. Murray and son
W. H. Meengs, of Streeter, 111.,
the guests of the family of II.
ngs-
Anna Van De Roovaart of Chi-
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. K.
lelee. • - - .
G. J. Diekema and Mrs. S. G.
tt attended the trial of Mrs. Law-
at Grand Haven, Tuesday.
. Jacob Verhoeks of Grand Ha-
veij spent Sunday here with his broth-
er-fc-law Eldrich F. Wall.
lomas Beucus and wife of Cedar
Springs spentSunday with their moth-
er iMrs. Anna Dyk.
kid. Kuite was in Chicago on busi-
ness this week.
iss Bessie East visited friends in
legan last week.
acMarsllje and Geo. W; Brown -
i/ig were in Grand Rapids on business
ednesday.
Misses Jennie and Kate Van der
een of Grand Rapids retorned home
Wm
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CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.
m
gams
S'-
FOR ALL.
We will blose out our entire stock of
TAN SHOES
Regardless of cost and will do it in
20 DAYS.
Many are going way below cost. Note these
prices:
Ladies Tan Lace (fine) price ...... $3.00 now only 12.25
“ “ “ “ “ ...... 2.50 “ “ 1.50
“ “ Slippers “ ...... 3.00 “ “ 1.50
<< k 1 ( , I.2Q t> “ V5
Children’s and Mens, everything goes.
HAGY & BOGE
The lower M
Shoe Store.
It’s not
Necessary
/To have the same kind of meat for dinner
every other day.
Drop in and
1 See Us.
Well give you no end of suggestions, and
the prices won’t stand in the way either.
Best goods, best prices and best service is
x our motto.
Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria. .
Have you tried Bangs’ Soda? 28 tf BlDg§ Dru^
iM'.-
W. Hopkins.
